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Finance Report 
April 9, 2007 
 
 
The Finance Committee met at 3:30 pm on April 9, 2007, with treasurer John Klosterman, Debbie 
Kitchin, Margie Harris, Sue Sample and Pati Presnail in attendance. Tom Foley and Alan Meyer were 
unable to attend.  
 
Review February 2007 Year-to-Date Financial Statements 
Sue presented the financial statements for February 2007, noting that not much of significance is 
reflected in the statements. Results are typical for Energy Trust early in the year. She observed that 
the $2.1 year-to-date variance is considerably less than last year’s Q1 variance of $6.4 million. This 
improvement reflects sector managers’ use of the incentive curve model developed by Pati to 
project timing of incentive payments over the year. Margie and John suggested that Pati explain the 
model and how it’s used at a board meeting. 
 
Other highlights: 
 


• No Avista revenue was received in January or February. The contract was amended in 
March; payments for remainder of year will be adjusted to reflect carryover and new 
program design. 


• Revenue from the other four utilities exceeded budget. Most of the $800,000 excess arrived 
in February. Utility forecasts used in budgeting appear to be understated. 


• Expenses year to date are below budget by $1.2 million. More than half of the variance 
comes from underspending in professional services, not atypical for the organization early in 
the year. 


• Current program delivery efficiency performance measure (administration plus program 
support costs) is 4.9%; last year at this time it was 4.7%. 


 
Legislative News 
The committee discussed current activity in the legislature and potential impacts. OPUC staff is 
responding to questions from legislators. The OPUC remains focused on the results of our work 
and compliance with performance measures. The renewable energy standard bill, amended to 
permit electric utilities to increase spending on energy efficiency, could have the effect of requiring 
significant changes in Energy Trust’s reporting and data models.  
 
Status of Conservation Rate Credits 
Contracts are being finalized this week with BPA and the two electric utilities. IT, planning and 
accounting staff are gearing up to meet the first reporting deadline of April 30. 
 
Cash Reserve Requirements  
The committee discussed minimum cash reserve, a topic originally raised at the December board 
meeting. Sue expressed reluctance to characterize the reserve using a standard “rule of thumb” or 
formula approach, such as a percentage of revenue. Staff prefers having the flexibility to size the 
reserve to reflect changing organizational risk over time. The topic was revisited at this meeting to 
obtain John’s viewpoint.    
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John concurred with the committee and staff. He recommended that staff portray graphically the 
cash balance compared to the reserve.   
 
When more of the cash balance moves into escrow, we may want to consider increasing the cash 
reserve. Since we address the reserve requirement on an annual basis in the budgeting process, any 
additional limitations can be factored in at that time. 
 
Meetings 
John suggested changing committee meeting dates to accommodate schedules. Monday afternoons 
are best; Tuesday afternoons could be an alternative. Sue will ask Nancy to assist the committee in 
rescheduling meetings for the rest of this year. 
 
Next Meeting 
The next meeting of the Finance Committee is scheduled for Monday, May 7, 3:30 pm. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 4:20 pm. 
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Evaluation Committee Report 
April 13, 2007 
 
Evaluation Committee Notes 
 


The Evaluation Committee met on April 13, 2007, with Debbie Kitchin, chair; Alan Meyer, 
board member; Margie Harris, Executive Director; Fred Gordon, Director of Planning and 
Evaluation;  Philipp Degens, Evaluation Manager; Phillip Kelsven, Evaluation Analyst;  Steve Lacey, 
Director of Energy Efficiency;  Jill Steiner, Manager of Planning and Economic Analysis;  Spencer 
Moersfelder, Business Sector Manager; Kacia Brockman, Solar Program Manager, Ken Keating, 
Bonneville Power Administration; Don Dohrmann, ADM Associates; Margie Gardner, NEEA;  
The meeting began at 10:00 AM with an overview of the meeting’s agenda.  
 
Margie Gardner, Executive Director of Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) gave a 
presentation on the activities of NEEA. She informed the committee about how NEEA 
promotes energy efficiency in the Northwest through market transformation. Main points of her 
presentation are: 


• A significant portion of NEEA’s electric savings are not immediately realized after effort 
and funding has been spent. This is especially true in the commercial and industrial 
sectors. 


• Market transformation for a product or sector is slow to take off, followed by a rapid 
transformation process, ending in a mature transformed stage.  


• NEEA has changed its strategy in the industrial sector away from energy efficient 
products to business practice change. Energy should be a day to day priority for 
industrial managers. 


• NEEA is targeting pulp & paper mills and food processing in industrial sector, and 
hospitals, grocery, and real estate in the commercial sector. 


 
Discussion about the topic included:  


• Energy Trust is successful in commercial and industrial sectors, perhaps Energy Trust 
funding should go just to NEEA residential projects. 


• NEEA’s Board of Directors is considering the proper sector mix in upcoming 
discussions and decision making. 


 
Phil Degens presented the results of the 2004 New Buildings Efficiency Impact Evaluation. 
Results of the evaluation included: 


• There were 18 sites (16 electric, 2 gas) in 2004, all were evaluated.  
• The program achieved 3,259,592 kWh savings, 108% of expected kWh savings.   
• The program achieved 25,759 therm savings, 101% of expected therm savings. 
• It should be noted that the small sample of buildings allows for limited conclusions, 


especially for gas measures. Results of the soon to be completed 2005 NBE evaluation 
are needed for strong conclusions about the program. 


• Due to the small number of sites evaluated, net-to-gross savings estimates were not 
presented, and will be combined with the results of the 2005 NBE evaluation net-to-
gross estimates. 
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Discussion about the results included: 


• The building shell measures have a low realization rate at 33.5% 
• Variation in realization rates among sites varied from -2.1% to 986.8% 
• Given the large variation in realization rates, may want to include something more about 


what was learned from evaluation in the conclusions and recommendations.  
 
Phil Degens presented the results of the Solar Photovoltaic Impact Evaluation. Results of the 
evaluation included: 


• Meter readings from the PV systems agree reasonably with expected energy production. 
•  The average electricity production of participants PV systems is 3,176 kWh. This is 99% 


of the expected kWh production. 
• Net kWh production as estimated from billing analysis reveals that there is no 


difference between climate zones. It was expected that the sunnier southwestern 
Oregon climate would result in greater solar energy production. 


• Billing analysis reveals less reduction in total energy consumption than expected. The 
average reduction in electricity from the grid was 2,409 kWh, 73% of the expected 
reduction. 


 
Discussion about the results included: 


• The 27% “take back” may have occurred even if the PV system was not installed 
• PV participants may have been remodeling or adding on to their houses at the same 


time they installed the PV system 
• PV participants may have changed their consumption behavior by adding energy 


intensive appliances to their appliance stock 
• PV participants are “innovators,” fundamentally different from the average household 
• Energy Trust is going to survey PV participants in the future to find out more about the 


“take back” 
• Energy Trust should not commit a lot of funds to resolve unanswered questions about 


PV, as this is not yet a large resource 
 
Phil Degens presented preliminary results of the Energy Trust Delivery Model Evaluation. 
Findings and recommendations of the evaluation included: 


• Program delivery models used by the Energy Trust and comparable organizations 
around the country fall into a wide range from those that are run primarily by internal 
staff, those run by staff and contractors and those that are for the most part 
outsourced.  


• There was no direct evidence pointing to, or consensus on, which type of program 
delivery model was the most cost effective  


• Competitive procurement was viewed as being the main feature that led to cost 
effective programs 


• All of the different program delivery models from internal to outsourced were viewed 
to depend to some extent on competitive procurement  


• Energy Trust programs were viewed as being successful in reaching energy savings goals 
and developing vendor partnerships 


• PMC delivery model was viewed as good at bringing in needed expertise and jump-
starting programs 


• Major issues identified with PMC model were alignment of goals, development of long-
term customer and vendor relationships,  and communications  
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• Anticipated changes in the Oregon energy efficiency market were not viewed as 
requiring Energy Trust to make a major changes in program delivery 


• A major benefit with the outsourcing program delivery is that Energy Trust is perceived 
as administering public funds in an efficient and effective manner with minimal overhead 


• PMC model was being applied the same way across all current programs and sectors 
• Energy Trust would be more able to respond to market changes if delivery model was 


determined by market needs  
• Any changes to delivery models should be based on in-depth market analysis  
• Recommendations included: 


• Communicating importance of competitive procurement and not specific 
delivery model and that the delivery model should be driven by market 
conditions 


• Energy Trust should consider how to develop other delivery models 
• Energy Trust should perform market assessments to support program design 


when rebidding programs 
 
Discussion about results included: 


• Having a small staff and spending too much on contractors is not cost effective 
• Energy Trust staff may step on the toes of PMC’s by interacting too much with 


customers, on the other hand Energy Trust needs to know if PMC is doing a good job 
by interacting with customers 


• It is hard to establish a long term relationship with customers using only two year 
contracts 


• It is hard to imagine which factors would change the delivery mechanisms. New 
legislation, increased budget, new service area, or market conditions will not change 
delivery mechanisms, but may change delivery management needs 


• There is a limited amount of qualified people that can perform PMC tasks. There are 
occasions where reputable national firms hire people locally that do not do meet 
expectations 


• Changes will require continued dialogue with stakeholders (RAC, CAC, Board etc.) 
which may take considerable time 


• PMC opportunities for competitive procurement 
• How PMC approach meets the goal of competitive procurement 


 
The next evaluation committee will be a discussion about the market effects methodology 
employed by the Energy Trust and held at 10:00-1:00 PM on May 11, 2007. 
 
The Evaluation Committee meeting concluded at 1:30 PM. 


 
 








 
 
 


 
 
4.01.000-P Public Interest Policy 
 
History 


Source Date Action/Notes Next Review Date 
Board Decision April 11, 2001 Adopted (R19) April 2004 


Policy Committee May 24, 2004 Reviewed – no 
changes 


May 2007 


Policy Committee April 17, 2007 Reviewed – no 
changes 


April 2010 


 
The Board reviewed a proposed Public Interest Policy stating: 
 
The Board of Directors of the Energy Trust recognizes that one of the strengths of the organization is the 
diverse experience and backgrounds of the Board members. 
 
Acknowledging this strength, it is the policy of the Energy Trust of Oregon that issues coming before the 
Board shall be decided by Board members not on the basis of any diverse special interests represented on 
the Board, but rather shall be based on what is perceived by Board members to be in the general interest of 
the public.  
 


Motion: Approve Public Interest Policy as written.   
 
Approved by Jason Eisdorfer, Tom Foley, Suzanne Johannsen, John Klosterman, 
Cheryl Perrin, John Reynolds and Steve Schell.   
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Executive Summary  
This study reviewed consumption records (utility bills) for participants in the 
Energy Trust solar photovoltaic (PV) program. The goal was to determine if the 
expected reduction in electricity occurred for participants. 
The methodology of reviewing utility bills is subject to some uncertainty. In many 
cases, the home is under construction prior to the solar installation so the energy 
consumption is not typical. During the analysis procedure, we attempted to 
remove cases with atypical records but we are not certain that we have 
accounted for all such projects. 
The solar installations also included a dedicated meter to record electricity 
production with reading taken by the participants. These meter readings are 
probably a better measure of solar production and have been normalized to 
reflect annual energy generation. Major conclusions are: 


• PV readings taken by the participants appear to be the best measure of 
actual solar production. This generation averaged 3,176 kWh or 99% of 
expected.  


• PV readings agree reasonably well with expected energy production. This 
suggests that the installations are generally performing as contractors 
promised. 


• Net kWh production to the grid as estimated from billing data does not appear 
to differ by climate zone. This is somewhat surprising but a small difference 
may be masked by variability in the observations. 


• Analysis of consumption records (utility bills) suggests less reduction in total 
energy consumption than expected. The regression estimate of consumption 
change averages 2,409 kWh or 73% of generation. While the reduction is 
statistically significant, it is not clear if it represents consumer “takeback” or 
inconsistent data reflecting partial occupancy prior to the solar installation. 


• A comparison group showed small downward trend that was not statistically 
significant. However, if the regression estimate of energy change is derated 
for this trend, the net energy production would average 2,154 kWh or 65% of 
expected. 







 


Energy Trust Staff Response to Report Findings and 
Conclusions 
 
Energy Trust staff is pleased with the study’s finding that the installed PV 
systems, on average, are performing as expected. The study does indicate the 
possibility that regional differences in expected and actual performance might 
exist. These differences may be due to the engineering model or its inputs or to 
the presence of systematic regional factors  
 
Energy Trust plans on review the engineering models and their inputs for 
accuracy and to perform more detailed analysis of the installed system database 
to see if regional differences exist and if they are ongoing. Energy Trust already 
communicates with installers if, and when, specific system performance issues 
are identified. 
 
Though the study did not conclusively identify the level of “takeback” present, it is 
clear to Energy Trust staff that this issue warrants further research as it may 
impact forecasts of electricity delivered to the gird from residential solar electric 
systems. Energy Trust plans to monitor this “takeback” to see if it persists over 
time for participants and with new participants.  
 
To support the research into system performance and participant behavior over 
time Energy Trust plans on contact all participants on an annual basis to gather 
metered kWh production data as well as PV system and demographic data.  
Participants will be able to provide this information via mail or through a web-
based survey.  
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Administration


Administration Total: $4,323,310 $1,605,895 $2,717,415


Communications


Communications Total: $311,720 $36,550 $275,170


Energy Efficiency
Conservation Services Group, Inc. Home Energy Savings PMC $25,864,337 $10,448,341 $15,415,996 6/1/05 12/31/07


Aspen Systems Corporation Production Efficiency PMC 


2005


$20,171,126 $19,498,756 $672,370 7/1/05 12/31/07


Northwest Energy Efficiency 


Alliance


Market transformation $19,090,000 $7,013,217 $12,076,783 1/1/05 12/31/10


Aspen Systems Corporation Building Efficiency PMC 2005 $14,923,912 $10,297,038 $4,626,873 7/1/05 12/31/07


Science Applications 


International Corporation


NBE 2006 PMC Contractor $8,813,668 $3,630,866 $5,182,803 1/1/06 12/31/07


Portland Energy Conservation, 


Inc.


New Homes and Products - 


PMC


$7,659,263 $799,705 $6,859,558 1/1/07 12/31/08


Nexus Energy Software Internet Energy Audit $483,000 $424,492 $58,508 4/27/04 4/26/07


Multiple Cntractors Solar Water Heating $469,405 $364,355 $105,050


Portland Energy Conservation, 


Inc.


BTO 2007 $261,586 $10,335 $251,251 1/1/07 12/31/07


ADM Associates, Inc. BE Impact Evaluation $190,000 $135,808 $54,192 1/26/06 4/1/07


HST&V, LLC PE Impact Evaluation $180,000 $159,110 $20,890 12/1/05 6/30/07


ADM Associates, Inc. NBE Impact Evaluation $150,000 $68,876 $81,124 8/1/06 7/31/07


PacifiCorp Consumer Info Transfer $137,500 $59,117 $78,383 8/15/03 8/15/10


Delta-T, Inc. Professional Services $90,000 $13,838 $76,162 1/1/06 12/31/07


Northwest Energy Efficiency 


Alliance


NEEA Sgl Fam Load 


Research MOU


$87,500 $76,139 $11,361 7/21/05 1/30/07


Ecotope, Inc. New Comm. Bldg. Baseline 


eval


$74,000 $45,600 $28,400 6/20/06 9/30/07


J. Hruska Global HES QA Services $70,000 $44,430 $25,570 2/21/06 6/30/07


Opinion Dynamics Corporation ENH Process Evaluation $68,500 $17,631 $50,869 11/15/06 7/31/07


Dethman & Associates BTU Program Evaluation $50,000 $45,740 $4,260 12/1/05 2/28/07


Northwest Power & Conservation 


Council


Regional HVAC Forum 


Research


$41,000 $41,000 $0 10/16/06 10/15/07


Northwest Power & Conservation 


Council


Regional Technical Form 


Spnsr.


$35,000 $35,000 $0 2/28/07 2/27/08


EQUIPOISE CONSULTING, INC. Irrigation Process Evaluation $18,000 $15,773 $2,227 10/1/06 5/31/07


Lane Community College Scholarship agreement $14,400 $0 $14,400 1/1/07 12/31/07


Conservation Services Group New Construct HVAC Pilot $11,610 $4,811 $6,800 1/1/07 4/30/07


Northwest Energy Efficiency 


Alliance


NEEA Regional Server Study $7,500 $7,500 $0 1/31/07 6/30/07


KEMA-Xenergy QA/QA Professional Services $6,000 $0 $6,000 5/1/06 4/30/07


American Council for and Energy 


Efficient Economy


2007 EE survey sponsorship $5,000 $0 $5,000 3/27/07 3/26/08


Energy Efficiency Total: $98,972,307 $53,257,478 $45,714,829


Joint Programs
Active Telesource, Inc. Call Center Services $1,435,000 $525,474 $909,526 5/1/04 4/30/08


Quantum Consulting, Inc. Evaluation Services $350,000 $314,876 $35,124 8/1/04 2/28/07


The Iris Group PR services $150,000 $66,279 $83,721 1/1/06 12/31/07


ONE/Northwest What Counts emailing service $100,000 $360 $99,640 8/1/05 7/31/07


Debbie Goldberg Menashe Legal Services $97,500 $41,173 $56,327 2/1/06 1/31/08


Melanie Leaf Communications consulting $67,550 $28,998 $38,553 1/1/06 12/31/07


Stellar Processes, Inc. Evaluation services $62,000 $18,017 $43,983 1/1/06 12/31/07


Research Into Action, Inc. PMC Model Evaluation $60,000 $14,115 $45,885 12/18/06 6/30/07


Cascade Solar Consulting, LLC RE Consultant Services $52,440 $7,811 $44,629 1/1/06 12/31/07


RLW Analytics, Inc. Evaluation services $51,000 $48,859 $2,141 9/1/05 6/30/07
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Borek & Associates, Inc. Great Plains Support $51,000 $29,581 $21,419 1/1/06 12/31/07


Platts E-Source Membership $21,340 $21,340 $0 5/1/05 4/30/07


ECONorthwest Economic Impact Analysis $18,000 $0 $18,000 3/1/07 4/20/07


HST&V, LLC Planning Services $17,550 $9,945 $7,606 1/1/06 12/31/07


Ecotope, Inc. Planning Services $16,110 $6,567 $9,543 4/1/06 3/31/07


Dorothy Payton Solar services $15,000 $13,966 $1,034 12/23/05 12/31/07


Smith Creative Group, LLC Professional Services Contract $11,970 $6,798 $5,173 6/23/05 12/31/07


Jerome Hart Photography Photographer $9,500 $7,432 $2,068 5/1/06 4/30/07


Kathleen Bauer Marketing Consultant $5,250 $3,854 $1,396 5/1/05 12/31/07


Dipaola Photography, Inc. Photography services $4,850 $3,189 $1,661 1/1/06 12/31/07


Gateway Solutions, Inc. Professional Services 


Agreemen


$1,500 $150 $1,350 6/1/05 8/30/07


Rob Werfel Photography Photography Services $1,400 $1,030 $370 1/1/06 12/31/07


Joint Programs Total: $2,598,960 $1,169,812 $1,429,148


Renewable Energy
Multiple Cntractors Solar Electric $4,610,782 $4,069,233 $541,549


PacifiCorp Goodnoe Hills East $2,250,000 $0 $2,250,000 9/20/06 12/31/07


PacifiCorp Goodnoe Hills West $2,250,000 $0 $2,250,000 9/20/06 12/31/07


Rough & Ready Lumber 


Company


Biopower Funding Agreement $1,685,088 $0 $1,685,088 7/21/06 7/21/26


City of Albany Hydroelectric Project $475,000 $0 $475,000 2/17/04 2/17/25


City of Portland Columbia Blvd. WWTP 


Biopower


$362,000 $0 $362,000 2/24/06 3/13/28


University of Oregon Solar Monitoring $341,266 $286,389 $54,877 2/21/03 2/21/08


Oregon State University Anemometer Loan Program $235,906 $205,686 $30,220 10/1/02 9/30/07


RIMCO, LLC OHSU River Campus 58 kW 


PV


$186,910 $0 $186,910 9/1/05 9/1/25


CH2M Hill, Inc. Professional Services Contract $87,700 $69,977 $17,723 3/1/05 4/30/07


Stoller Vineyards, Inc. Stoller Vineyards PV $79,815 $20,484 $59,331 12/1/05 12/1/26


Evergreen Energy Corporation RE consultant services $78,200 $57,153 $21,047 4/1/06 3/31/07


Stellar Processes, Inc. Resident. PV Impact 


Evaluation


$57,500 $41,925 $15,575 10/24/05 2/28/07


Bonneville Environmental 


Foundation


(5) PGE PV Demo Projects $55,500 $22,200 $33,300 9/25/06 12/31/07


RHT Energy Solutions RE Consultant Services $42,500 $32,900 $9,600 12/1/06 12/31/07


Clean Energy States Alliance CESA year 4 $37,273 $37,273 $0 7/1/06 6/30/07


City of Portland Bureau of 


Maintenance


Sunderland Yard Wind 


System


$36,117 $0 $36,117 4/28/05 4/28/25


Hood River County Biomass Feasibility Study $36,000 $0 $36,000 12/27/06 12/14/07


Selma Community & Education 


Center


7kW PV Three Rivers School $35,000 $0 $35,000 12/10/04 12/10/29


Columbia Energy Partners, LLC Interconnection Study Grant $35,000 $10,000 $25,000 9/20/06 9/30/07


PWP, Inc. Comm.Wind RFP Process Eval $30,000 $20,590 $9,410 11/17/06 4/30/07


Port of Morrow Port of Morrow biomass feas. $25,000 $0 $25,000 2/8/07 6/30/07


Clean Water Services Tigard Siloxane Feasibility $25,000 $0 $25,000 1/19/07 4/30/07


Greater Applegate Community 


Development Corporation


Applegate Biopower 


Feasibility


$23,963 $0 $23,963 10/2/06 10/1/07


Inland Pacific Energy Center LLC IPEC Biomass Feasibility 


Study


$23,000 $0 $23,000 11/7/06 5/15/07


Hood River County Hydropower Feasibility Study $22,000 $0 $22,000 1/30/07 1/15/08


Talent Irrigation District Talent Irrigation Hydro Study $20,000 $0 $20,000 2/15/07 3/1/08


West Linn Paper Company West Linn Paper Co. Feasibilit $20,000 $0 $20,000 9/27/06 3/30/07


BioContractors, Inc. RE Technical Consultant Srvs $16,500 $0 $16,500 3/14/06 3/31/07


Warren Griffin Griffen Wind Project $13,150 $803 $12,348 10/1/05 10/1/20


Timothy Michael Miller Professional Service $13,000 $7,497 $5,503 12/6/05 12/31/07


Oregon Power Solutions, LLC RE Consultant Services $11,000 $2,000 $9,000 4/5/06 3/31/07
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Town of Lakeview, Oregon Lakeview springline hydro stdy $10,000 $0 $10,000 8/30/06 2/15/07


Northwest SEED RenewableProfessional 


Services


$9,350 $7,253 $2,098 10/1/06 10/31/07


Northwest SEED Gervais Biopower USDA App. $9,187 $0 $9,187 12/1/06 12/31/07


RHT Energy Solutions Southport Forest Feasib. 


Study


$5,990 $0 $5,990 6/13/06 3/30/07


Oregon Economic & Community 


Development Department


OEDD Renewable energy 


fund MOU


$5,000 $0 $5,000 10/4/06 10/1/07


ThinkEnergy, Inc. RE Consultant Services $5,000 $2,691 $2,309 1/25/07 12/31/07


Global Energy Concepts, LLC Renewable Energy Consultant $4,000 $4,845 $-845 5/9/06 4/30/07


Renewable Energy Total: $13,268,697 $4,898,899 $8,369,798


$119,474,995 $60,968,634 $58,506,360Grand Totals:








 


 
 
 
Board Decision 
Authorizing Funds for PacifiCorp's 94-Megawatt 
Goodnoe Hills Wind Project  
May 9, 2007  


Summary 


Authorize the Executive Director to amend the Project Funding Agreement for the Goodnoe Hills East 
wind project (authorized in resolution 401, August 23, 2007) to pay up to $4.5 million of the above-
market costs of a 94-megawatt Goodnoe Hills East project. 


Background 
• In August, 2006, Energy Trust approved $2.25 million each for the above-market costs of two 


56-megawatt PacifiCorp wind projects, called Goodnoe Hills East and Goodnoe Hills West.  


• Although Energy Trust has paid the entire $4.5 million into escrow, no funds are to be paid to 
PacifiCorp until the projects are substantially complete.  


• PacifiCorp recently learned that it would be unable to proceed with the West project and 
instead wants to increase the output of the East project from 56 MW to 94 MW. They indicate 
that this project is still anticipated to come on line in 2007. 


• PacifiCorp has asked that Energy Trust leave the $4.5 million combined above-market payment 
unchanged.  


• Staff has invited Pacific to attend the May 9 board meeting to provide further background.  


Discussion 
• The proposed 94 MW project is expected to generate 266,900 MWh per year, or 30.47 aMW. 


This output is 20% lower than that expected from the combination of the two original project 
proposals.  


• Installed costs for the single, revised project appear on the higher end of the range for projects 
completed in 2006 in the US, but comparable to estimates for PGE’s Biglow Canyon project. 
PacifiCorp reports costs are in line with other projects they are reviewing for the Pacific 
Northwest. 


• Assumed operating costs are on the low end of the range seen for other projects built in 2006 
in the United States, but are close to what PGE is assuming for its wind project.   


• Despite the smaller size, the above-market costs of the revised, single project are less than 
Energy Trust paid to the 41 MW Combine Hills project in 2003 on an energy or capacity basis: 
For the Combine Hills project Energy Trust provided $3.8 million, or $266,667/aMW of energy; 
the request from PacifiCorp is for $147,686/aMW.   


• Funding from Energy Trust for other biomass and community wind projects has ranged from 
$232,000 to $1.7 million per aMW.  


• Staff analysis of the above-market costs of the 94 MW project shows the costs for the revised 
project justify the request by PacifiCorp.  
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Recommendation 
Staff recommends the board authorize the Executive Director to amend the Project Funding Agreement 
for the Goodnoe Hills East wind project (authorized in resolution 401) to pay up to $4.5 million of the 
above-market costs of a 94-megawatt Goodnoe Hills East project. 


RESOLUTION #439 


GOODNOE HILLS WIND PROJECT 


WHEREAS: 


1. Energy Trust’s renewable energy goal calls for Energy Trust to achieve 
150 aMW by 2012; the Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC) 
performance measures call for 9 average megawatts (aMW) per year as a 
three-year rolling average. 


2. To help achieve these goals and objective, in 2005, Energy Trust and 
PacifiCorp entered into a Master Funding Agreement designating funds 
for utility-scale projects yet to be determined. Under the agreement, 
specific projects would be funded through individual funding agreements. 


3. In August, 2006, Energy Trust approved $2.25 million each for the above-
market costs of two 56-megawatt PacifiCorp wind projects, called 
Goodnoe Hills East and Goodnoe Hills West. 


4. Pacific recently learned that it would be unable to proceed with the 
Goodnoe West project and instead proposes to increase the output of 
the East site from 56 MW to 94 MW, to come on line in 2007. 


5. Staff has analyzed the project and determined that the above-market 
costs of the proposed project would justify an Energy Trust subsidy of up 
to $4.5 million. 


It is therefore RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of Energy 
Trust of Oregon, Inc.: 


Authorize the Executive Director to amend the Project Funding 
Agreement for the Goodnoe Hills East wind project (authorized in 
resolution 401, August 23, 2007) to pay up to $4.5 million of the 
above-market costs of a 94-megawatt Goodnoe Hills East project. 


 


Moved by:       Seconded by:       


Vote: In favor:       Abstained:       


 Opposed: [list name(s) and, if requested, reason for "no" vote] 


 







 


 


 








INCENTIVE FORECAST


CALENDAR 2007 (includes actual results through March 2007)
Definitions:


(note 1) "Budget" is the board approved budget for 2007
(note 2) "Forecast" is the compilation of individual program forecasts created by Program Manager Contractors (PMC's), and internal Program Managers


(note 3) "Paid + Committed" is the combination of actual payments made 1st Q 2007, plus all project commitments
             Project commitments represent signed agreements for specific projects, which become payable upon satisfactory completion and inspection
(note 4) "Uncommitted Forecast" is the difference between Forecast and future Commitments (see note 3)
(note 5) All numbers are expressed in millions of dollars


ALL SERVICE TERRITORIES


Program
($ mil)       


Budget 1
($ mil)    


Forecast 2


($ mil)         
Paid+ 


Committed 3
($ mil)         


Fcst vs budget


($ mil)    
Uncommitted 


Forecast 4


Existing Buildings 4.7                 4.6                 1.2                     0.0                     3.4                     
Production Efficiency 9.9                 9.8                 5.3                     0.0                     4.5                     
All other Energy Efficiency 14.5               13.9               1.6                     0.6                     12.3                   


Energy Efficiency 29.0               28.4               8.2                     0.6                     20.2                   


Renewable Energy 9.4                 9.9                 0.8                     (0.5)                    9.1                     


All Programs 38.4               38.2               8.9                     0.1                     29.3                   


PGE


Program Budget Forecast
Paid+ 


Committed Fcst vs budget
Uncommitted 


Forecast
Existing Buildings 2.7                 2.6                 0.6                     0.1                     2.0                     
Production Efficiency 5.1                 5.1                 2.8                     0.1                     2.2                     
All other Energy Efficiency 5.8                 5.4                 0.7                     0.4                     4.6                     


Energy Efficiency 13.6               13.1               4.2                     0.6                     8.8                     


Renewable Energy 5.0                 5.5                 0.3                     (0.5)                    5.1                     


All Programs 18.6               18.5               4.6                     0.1                     14.0                   


PACIFICORP


Program Budget Forecast
Paid+ 


Committed Fcst vs budget
Uncommitted 


Forecast
Existing Buildings 0.9                 1.0                 0.4                     (0.0)                    0.6                     
Production Efficiency 4.7                 4.8                 2.5                     (0.1)                    2.3                     
All other Energy Efficiency 4.5                 4.4                 0.5                     0.1                     3.9                     


Energy Efficiency 10.2               10.2               3.3                     0.0                     6.8                     


Renewable Energy 4.4                 4.4                 0.5                     (0.0)                    3.9                     


All Programs 14.6               14.6               3.8                     0.0                     10.8                   
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NW NATURAL GAS


Program Budget Forecast
Paid+ 


Committed Fcst vs budget
Uncommitted 


Forecast
Existing Buildings 0.9                 1.0                 0.2                     (0.0)                    0.8                     


All other Energy Efficiency 3.8                 3.7                 0.4                     0.1                     3.3                     


Energy Efficiency 4.7                 4.7                 0.6                     0.0                     4.1                     


Renewable Energy -                 -                 -                    


All Programs 4.7                 4.7                 0.6                     0.0                     4.1                     


CASCADE NATURAL GAS


Program Budget Forecast
Paid+ 


Committed Fcst vs budget
Uncommitted 


Forecast
Existing Buildings 0.1                 0.1                 0.0                     0.1                     


All other Energy Efficiency 0.3                 0.3                 (0.0)                    0.3                     


Energy Efficiency 0.4                 0.4                 (0.0)                    0.4                     


Renewable Energy -                 -                 -                    


All Programs 0.4                 0.4                 -                    (0.0)                    0.4                     


AVISTA NATURAL GAS


Program Budget Forecast
Paid+ 


Committed Fcst vs budget
Uncommitted 


Forecast
Existing Buildings -                     -                    


All other Energy Efficiency 0.1                 0.1                 (0.0)                    0.1                     


Energy Efficiency 0.1                 0.1                 (0.0)                    0.1                     


Renewable Energy -                 -                 -                    


All Programs 0.1                 0.1                 -                    (0.0)                    0.1                     
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Board Decision 
2007 Cash Reserve Transfer 
May 9, 2007 (revised) 


Summary 
To amend the 2007 budget to reflect additional cash reserve transfer to renewable energy projects. 


Background 
• In December 2006, the Board approved a policy to allow cash reserves generated by interest 


earnings and above a dedicated amount to fund additional energy efficiency and renewable 
energy projects. For 2007 the dedicated amount of cash reserves we estimated to be between 
$2.4 to $2.6 millionUse of these funds is governed by criteria the board established in the 
Cash Reserve Guidelines approved in December 2006. 


• For 2006, the budgeted distribution was $1.4 million for Energy Efficiency. For 2007, the 
budgeted distribution is $2.6 million--$1.5 million for energy efficiency and $1.1 million for 
renewable energy. This leaves a remaining budgeted reserve of almost $2.7 million. 


• As of March 31, 2007, Energy Trust has received $1.6 million more revenue than was 
budgeted and $108 thousand more in interest income. By the end of 2007 interest earnings 
will have added approximately $.3 million to the cash reserve fund.  


• The renewable energy program believes there is sufficient program demand for an additional 
$600,000 in 2007 The renewable energy program need could be funded by a simple interest 
income transfer that would lower the cash reserves immediately to $2.2 million, but by the 
end of 2007, the cash reserves would be back up to about $2.5 million.  


• There is another way to fund the $600,000.  In August 2006, the board approved a policy that 
allowed renewable energy projects to fund escrows at amounts less than their future value 
and use interest on the escrow account to accumulate and fund the entire amount of the 
payout. Such income may be attributed to renewable projects only. This mechanism makes 
available more resources for current renewable program needs, but, it is administratively 
more complex than the transfer of interest income from cash reserves. 


Recommendation  
• Staff recommends using a distribution of interest income to fund this need for additional 


renewable energy projects. Members of the Finance Committee agree. 


• The proposed resolution would amend the budget approved in March, 2007 by transferring 
$600,000 from the cash reserve balance to the Renewable Energy program. The budgeted 
reserve balance is then estimated to be $2.2 million, slightly below the cash reserve 
requirement, but well within an acceptable range, given year to date additional resources, 
which we expect will leave cash reserves at about $2.5 million. 


 


 


 


 







2007 Cash Reserve Transfer December 13, 2006 
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RESOLUTION #437 


2007 CASH RESERVE TRANSFER 


BE IT RESOLVED: That the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of Directors 
approves an additional interest income allocation of $600,000 from the budgeted 
cash reserve balance to fund additional renewable energy projects in 2007, and in 
accordance with Attachment A [with the following changes, if any]: 


 


Moved by:       Seconded by:       


Vote: In favor:       Abstained:       


 Opposed: [list name(s) and, if requested, reason for "no" vote] 


  







Attachment A 


 


ENERGY EFFICIENCY RENEWABLE ENERGY TOTAL
PGE PacifiCorp NW Natural Cascade Avista Total PGE PacifiCorp Total Other All Programs


REVENUES
Public Purpose Funding $22,295,922 $15,035,184 $9,247,863 $889,636 $278,000 $47,746,605 $6,656,993 $4,534,421 $11,191,414 $58,938,019
CRC Funding 1,100,000 800,000 1,900,000 1,900,000
Revenue from Investments 2,325,038 2,325,038


-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM REVENUE 23,395,922 15,835,184 9,247,863 889,636 278,000 49,646,605 6,656,993 4,534,421 11,191,414 2,325,038 63,163,057


-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
EXPENSES


-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENSES 24,469,345 18,420,294 9,114,769 724,280 218,449 52,947,137 6,847,537 5,179,940 12,027,477 64,974,614


-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
  Management & General (Note 1 & 3) 816,748 615,831 306,747 24,457 7,481 1,771,264 229,074 173,287 402,361 2,173,625
  Communication & Outreach (Note 2 &3) 311,142 210,592 122,987 11,831 3,697 660,249 88,531 60,303 148,834 809,084


-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------


As Approved
  Total Administrative Costs 1,127,890 826,423 429,734 36,288 11,178 2,431,513 317,605 233,590 551,195 2,982,708


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM & ADMIN EXPENSES 25,597,235 19,246,717 9,544,503 760,568 229,627 55,378,650 7,165,142 5,413,530 12,578,672 67,957,323


------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES (2,201,313) (3,411,533) (296,640) 129,068 48,373 (5,732,045) (508,149) (879,109) (1,387,258) 2,325,038 (4,794,266)


=========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== ===========
Net Assets from prior years 11,387,299 (8,447,380) 6,870,552 93,290 117,837 10,021,598 25,517,626 9,189,002 34,706,628 4,348,508 49,076,734
Interest attributed 1,740,000 1,160,000 2,900,000 1,100,000 1,100,000 (4,000,000) 0


=========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== ===========
 TOTAL NET ASSETS CUMULATIVE 10,925,986 (10,698,913) 6,573,912 222,358 166,210 7,189,553 25,009,477 9,409,893 34,419,370 2,673,546 44,282,468


As Proposed & Reflecting Additional Revenue


  Total Administrative Costs 1,127,890 826,423 429,734 36,288 11,178 2,431,513 317,605 233,590 551,195 2,982,708
------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------


  TOTAL PROGRAM & ADMIN EXPENSES 25,597,235 19,246,717 9,544,503 760,568 229,627 55,378,650 7,165,142 5,413,530 12,578,672 0 67,957,323
------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------


TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES (1,567,416) (3,028,071) 39,855 147,598 48,373 (4,359,662) (369,586) (761,345) (1,130,930) 2,433,906 (3,056,688)
=========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== ===========


Net Assets from prior years 11,387,299 (8,447,380) 6,870,552 93,290 117,837 10,021,598 25,517,626 9,189,002 34,706,628 4,348,508 49,076,734
Interest attributed 1,740,000 1,160,000 2,900,000 600,000 1,100,000 1,700,000 (4,600,000) 0


=========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== ===========
 TOTAL NET ASSETS CUMULATIVE 11,559,883 (10,315,451) 6,910,407 240,888 166,210 8,561,936 25,748,040 9,527,657 35,275,698 2,182,414 46,020,046


(Unaudited)


The Energy Trust of Oregon
Year to Date by Program / Service Territory - joint costs allocated at program level


Budget 2007-B-05.1 March rebudget, with seasonality change- Approved
For the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2007


 








INCENTIVE FORECAST


CALENDAR 2008
Definitions:


(note 1) "Projection" is the board approved projection for 2008
(note 2) "Forecast" is the compilation of individual program budgets created by Program Manager Contractors (PMC's), and internal Program Managers


(note 3) "Committed" are all commitments made as of 4/1/2007 for payments to be made in 2008
             Project commitments represent signed agreements for specific projects, which become payable upon satisfactory completion and inspection
(note 4) "Uncommitted Budget" is the difference between the Proposed Budget and future Commitments (see note 3)
(note 5) All numbers are expressed in millions of dollars


ALL SERVICE TERRITORIES


Program
($ mil)       


Projection 1
($ mil)    


Forecast 2
($ mil)         


Committed 3


($ mil)         
Projection vs 


forecast


($ mil)    
Uncommitted 
Projection 4


Existing Buildings 2.9                 2.9                 -                    -                     2.9                     
Production Efficiency 9.2                 9.2                 -                    -                     9.2                     
All other Energy Efficiency 15.7               15.7               0.4                     -                     15.3                   


Energy Efficiency 27.7               27.7               0.4                     -                     27.4                   


Renewable Energy 28.2               28.2               1.4                     -                     26.8                   


All Programs 55.9               55.9               1.7                     -                     54.2                   


PGE


Program
($ mil)       


Projection 1


($ mil)    
Proposed 
Budget 2


($ mil)         
Committed 3


($ mil)         
Projection vs 


forecast


($ mil)    
Uncommitted 
Projection 4


Existing Buildings 1.6                 1.6                 -                    -                     1.6                     
Production Efficiency 5.0                 5.0                 -                    -                     5.0                     
All other Energy Efficiency 6.8                 6.8                 0.3                     -                     6.5                     


Energy Efficiency 13.3               13.3               0.3                     -                     13.0                   


Renewable Energy 17.4               17.4               0.3                     -                     17.1                   


All Programs 30.7               30.7               0.6                     -                     30.1                   


PACIFICORP


Program
($ mil)       


Projection 1


($ mil)    
Proposed 
Budget 2


($ mil)         
Committed 3


($ mil)         
Projection vs 


forecast


($ mil)    
Uncommitted 
Projection 4


Existing Buildings 0.4                 0.4                 -                    -                     0.4                     
Production Efficiency 3.6                 3.6                 -                    -                     3.6                     
All other Energy Efficiency 3.8                 3.8                 -                    -                     3.8                     


Energy Efficiency 8.7                 8.7                 -                    -                     8.7                     


Renewable Energy 10.8               10.8               1.1                     -                     9.7                     


All Programs 19.5               19.5               1.1                     -                     18.4                   
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NW NATURAL GAS


Program
($ mil)       


Projection 1


($ mil)    
Proposed 
Budget 2


($ mil)         
Committed 3


($ mil)         
Projection vs 


forecast


($ mil)    
Uncommitted 
Projection 4


Existing Buildings 0.9                 0.9                 0.0                     -                     0.9                     


All other Energy Efficiency 4.3                 4.3                 0.0                     -                     4.2                     


Energy Efficiency 5.2                 5.2                 0.0                     -                     5.1                     


All Programs 5.2                 5.2                 0.0                     -                     5.1                     


CASCADE NATURAL GAS


Program
($ mil)       


Projection 1


($ mil)    
Proposed 
Budget 2


($ mil)         
Committed 3


($ mil)         
Projection vs 


forecast


($ mil)    
Uncommitted 
Projection 4


Existing Buildings 0.05               0.05               -                     0.1                     


All other Energy Efficiency 0.4                 0.4                 0.0                     -                     0.4                     


Energy Efficiency 0.4                 0.4                 0.0                     -                     0.4                     


All Programs 0.4                 0.4                 0.0                     -                     0.4                     


AVISTA NATURAL GAS


Program
($ mil)       


Projection 1


($ mil)    
Proposed 
Budget 2


($ mil)         
Committed 3


($ mil)         
Projection vs 


forecast


($ mil)    
Uncommitted 
Projection 4


Existing Buildings -                     -                    


All other Energy Efficiency 0.1                 0.1                 -                    -                     0.1                     


Energy Efficiency 0.1                 0.1                 -                     0.1                     


Renewable Energy -                 -                 -                    


All Programs 0.1                 0.1                 -                    -                     0.1                     
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The Energy Trust of Oregon
Year to Date by Program / Service Territory


Annual Forecast 2007-F-04 prepared 2nd Quarter 2007
For the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2007


(Unaudited)


ENERGY EFFICIENCY RENEWABLE ENERGY TOTAL Budget
PGE PacifiCorp NW Natural Cascade Avista Total PGE PacifiCorp Total Other All Programs 2007-B-05.1 Difference


REVENUES
Public Purpose Funding $22,929,818 $15,418,647 $9,584,357 $908,165 $278,000 $49,118,988 $6,795,557 $4,652,185 $11,447,742 $60,566,729 $58,938,019 ($1,628,711)
CRC Funding 1,100,000 800,000 1,900,000 1,900,000 1,900,000
Revenue from Investments 2,433,906 2,433,906 2,325,038 (108,868)


--------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM REVENUE 24,029,818 16,218,647 9,584,357 908,165 278,000 51,018,988 6,795,557 4,652,185 11,447,742 2,433,906 64,900,635 63,163,057 (1,737,578)


--------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
EXPENSES
  Program Management (Note 4) 1,369,481 1,003,144 585,326 49,813 19,966 3,027,730 412,458 304,157 716,615 3,744,345 3,744,345
  Program Delivery 6,273,422 4,916,726 1,856,525 167,956 68,257 13,282,887 180,671 87,494 268,165 13,551,051 13,551,051
  Incentives 13,063,398 10,162,581 4,688,328 361,383 109,742 28,385,432 5,472,733 4,389,608 9,862,341 38,247,772 38,362,090 114,318
  Program Evaluation and Planning Services 1,163,990 933,280 431,746 34,259 9,097 2,572,372 125,461 93,136 218,598 2,790,970 2,790,970
  Program Marketing/Outreach 924,737 618,692 670,909 58,780 16,260 2,289,379 202,545 44,085 246,630 2,536,009 2,536,009
  Program Legal Services 12,252 9,512 3,460 282 93 25,600 64,237 45,482 109,720 135,320 135,320
  Program Quality Assurance 114,160 88,631 31,765 2,587 857 238,000 11,932 6,668 18,600 256,600 256,600
  Outsourced  Services 214,944 171,598 79,242 5,839 1,387 473,010 482,952 178,468 661,420 1,134,430 1,134,430
  Trade Allies & Customer Service Management 212,254 164,788 78,258 6,374 2,111 463,786 24,394 17,989 42,382 506,168 506,168
  IT Services 519,891 454,962 167,959 13,680 4,530 1,161,022 109,022 80,396 189,418 1,350,440 1,350,440
  Other Program Expenses 181,948 148,239 72,773 4,920 1,423 409,302 126,436 71,452 197,889 607,191 607,191


--------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENSES 24,050,478 18,672,154 8,666,291 705,875 233,722 52,328,519 7,212,842 5,318,936 12,531,777 64,860,296 64,974,614 114,318


--------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
  Management & General (Note 1 & 3) 799,256 617,012 304,685 24,691 7,999 1,753,643 245,818 174,163 419,981 2,173,624 2,173,625
  Communication & Outreach (Note 2 &3) 311,240 210,068 124,139 11,763 3,601 660,811 88,018 60,255 148,273 809,084 809,084


--------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
  Total Administrative Costs 1,110,496 827,080 428,824 36,454 11,600 2,414,454 333,836 234,418 568,254 2,982,708 2,982,708


--------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM & ADMIN EXPENSES 25,160,974 19,499,234 9,095,115 742,329 245,322 54,742,974 7,546,678 5,553,354 13,100,031 67,843,005 67,957,323 114,318


--------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES (1,131,155) (3,280,588) 489,242 165,837 32,678 (3,723,986) (751,121) (901,168) (1,652,289) 2,433,906 (2,942,370) (4,794,266) (1,851,896)


========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========
Net Assets from prior years 11,387,299 (8,447,380) 6,870,552 93,290 117,837 10,021,598 25,517,626 9,189,002 34,706,628 44,728,226 44,728,226
Interest attributed 1,740,000 1,160,000 2,900,000 1,100,000 1,100,000 4,000,000 4,000,000


========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========
 TOTAL NET ASSETS CUMULATIVE 11,996,144 (10,567,968) 7,359,794 259,127 150,515 9,197,612 24,766,505 9,387,834 34,154,339 2,433,906 45,785,856 43,933,960 (1,851,896)


Note 1)  Management and General (Administrative) Expenses have been allocated based on total expenses.
Note 2)  General Communication and Outreach expenses (Administrative) have been allocated based on Public Purpose Revenue from each Territory.
Note 3)  Administrative costs are allocated for management reporting only.  GAAP for Not for Profit organizations does not allow allocation of administrative costs to program expenses.
Note 4)  Program Management costs include both outsourced and internal staff.
Note 5) Cumulative carryover at 12/31/2005 has been adjusted to reflect audited results.
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Plan to Accelerate Gas 
Activity


April 23, 2007
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Plan to Accelerate Gas Activity


• This document outlines efforts to accelerate savings 
for gas programs.


• Context for 2007
– $10.4M projected revenues
– $10.5M projected expenditures
– $7M 2006 carryover


• Note: several of the following items combine gas and 
electric efficiency measures, which sometimes is the 
best avenue to accelerate gas.
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Accomplished: Overall


• Incorporated gas in all non-industrial programs
• Significant savings from new/existing commercial and 


residential sectors including appliances
• Significant savings volume increase over pre-Energy 


Trust programs
• Built regional and national relationships to develop 


markets and share ideas and strategies 
• Participated in national meeting to establish gas 


market transformation priorities
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Accomplished: Overall (cont’d)


• Organized and chaired session at national conference 
on gas market transformation


• Now serve two gas utilities in Oregon and deliver 
one program for the third, allowing for a more 
holistic approach to Oregon markets
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Gas Incentives and Savings


Gas Summary
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2007 Budget assumes a non-aggressive goal but meeting demand 
and building infrastructure for significant savings increases in 2008.
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Incentive Cost Per Annual Therm


Incentive per Annual Therm Savings
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Accomplished: Residential


• New incentives available for efficient gas fireplaces
• New incentive available for tankless water heaters
• New incentive available for Energy Star “plus”


new homes
• New incentives available for new multifamily homes
• New spiff for furnaces in new homes 
• Simplified/consistent incentives for gas & electric 


weatherization
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Accomplished: Commercial


• New incentive available for commercial washers
• Increased boiler incentives
• New or increased incentives for several food service 


measures 
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Next six months: Overall


• Promote all the new incentives listed above through 
new targeted initiatives within programs


– EG:  June bill stuffer and promotional offer for tankless 
water heat
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Next six months: Residential


• ENERGY STAR homes/code transition- will capture 
market transformation savings


• Conducting market research on how to accelerate 
weatherization


• Cost effectiveness screening for dishwashers 
• Expand outreach effort for solar thermal applications
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Next six months: Commercial and Light 
Industrial


• Build lodging and foodservice initiative off of 
restaurant initiative


– Hi-E cooking equipment


– Hi-E water heater


– Hi-E thru-wall gas heaters


• Research to validate savings from radiant heat
• Cost effectiveness screening for dry cleaner steam 


trap replacement
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Next six months: Commercial and Light 
Industrial (cont’d)


• Target nursery heating and efficient glazing systems


– Cost effectiveness screening for greenhouse window film


• Exploring biofuels to supplant gas boiler loads
• Target smaller industrial operations that contribute to 


PPC through Production Efficiency small industrial 
initiative


– Boiler efficiency upgrades


– Steam trap replacement


– Radiant heating opportunities
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Next six months: Commercial and Light 
Industrial (cont’d)


• Perform training outreach sessions to contractors 
and users about gas efficiency technologies and 
strategies


• Establish closer ties with public electric utilities for 
referrals and comprehensive services to customers


• Expand outreach effort for solar thermal applications
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Late 07-08: Residential


• Promote HI-E water heaters (EF=.70) as soon as 
available.


• Research to validate savings from tankless water 
heaters


• Develop more advanced ENERGY STAR new home 
program
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Late 07-08: Commercial


• Developing enhanced small new building incentive 
offering


• Review pre-rinse spray valve performance
• Heat recovery from refrigeration for heating hot 


water and space heat (groceries)
• More large new buildings in 08
• Continue facilitating the introduction of Hi-E gas 


options for packaged roof-top HVAC equipment
• Continue to market solar thermal applications
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Long Term Exploration: Residential


• Figure out niche and cost effectiveness for 
space/water heating combo units


• Explore residential home energy feedback devices, if 
they become available for gas


• Complete furnace market transformation
• Explore advanced home duct control technologies
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Long Term Exploration: Commercial


• Marketing for more commercial equipment (tankless 
water heat for restaurants?)








First Quarter 2007 YTD Results in $M/aMW and $/therm


EE-Electric Expenditures $M/aMW Annual $M/aMW Goal
Residential 2,360,936$      1.26$             1.9-1.4
Commercial 1,398,293$      3.74               2.8-2.1
Industrial 1,575,660$      2.09               1.4-1.0


5,334,889     1.78             1.8-1.4


EE-Gas Expenditures $/therm Annual $/therm Goal
Residential 1,398,047$      9.90$             7.43-5.57
Commercial 286,689$        4.16               3.38-2.54


1,684,736$    8.02$           5.87-4.35


RE-Electric Expenditures $M/aMW Annual $M/aMW Goal
974,365$      25.48$           .32-.19


EE-Electric Expenditures


Levelized 
(cents per 


kWh)


Annual 
Levelized Goal 


(cents per 
kWh)


Residential 2,360,936$      1.2                2.0-1.5
Commercial 1,398,293$      3.6                2.6-2.0
Industrial 1,575,660$      2.7                1.7-1.3


5,334,889     1.7               2.0-1.5


EE-Gas Expenditures
(cents per 


therm)


Annual 
Levelized Goal 


(cents per 
therm)


Residential 1,398,047$      54.4               41-31
Commercial 286,689$        28.6            30-23


1,684,736$    47.0             37-28


RE-Electric Expenditures
(cents per 


kWh)


Annual 
Levelized Goal 


(cents per 
kWh)


974,365$      19.6               .25-.15


commitments made in year for future years  ($millions)
2007 2008


Utility scale -$           -$               
Solar PV 0.8             0.5                 
Wind 0.04           0.0                 
Open Solicitation 0.2             0.0                 
BioPower 0.2             0.1                 
PROJECTS 1.3$            0.6$                


Master agreement -$               


TOTAL 1.3$            0.6$                


Renewables Program


First Quarter 2007 YTD Results in Levelized Costs


Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.
Quarterly Dashboard-First Quarter 2007 (UNAUDITED)
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73rd Board Meeting 
Wednesday, May 9, 2007 12:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
851 SW Sixth Avenue, Suite 1200 
Portland, Oregon 
 
AGENDA TAB PURPOSE 
    
12:00 noon Call to Order (Tom Foley) 1 


• Approve agenda   
• March 28 meeting minutes   Action 


 
12:10 p.m. Consent Agenda 2 Action 


• Confidentiality policy amendment (R438) 
• Modify strategic plan gas goal (R436)   


 
12:15 p.m. General Public Comment  
 The president may defer specific public comment to the  
 appropriate agenda topic 


• Susan Anderson, Executive Director, Portland 
   Office of Sustainable Development,  
   Solar Now Campaign presentation  


 
12:30 p.m. President’s Report 
 
12:35 p.m. Committee Reports  
    
 Finance Committee (John Klosterman) 3  


• Amending 2007 budget –cash reserve transfer (R437)  Action 
 
 Audit Committee (Julie Hammond)  
   
 Policy Committee (Jason Eisdorfer) 4 Information 
  
 Program Evaluation Committee (Debbie Kitchin) 5  


 
 Strategic Planning Committee (Rick Applegate) 6 
 
 Legislative update (Jason Eisdorfer)  Information 
 
1:30 p.m. Break 
 
1:45 p.m. Energy Efficiency program (Jason Eisdorfer) 7 
 
2:15 p.m. Renewable Energy program (John Reynolds) 8 


• Goodnoe Hills contract amendment  Action 
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2:45 p.m. Staff Report (Margie Harris) 9 Information 


• Feature presentation: Marketing/Communications 
• Highlights 
• IT operations work plan accomplishments (Linda Rudawitz) 


 
3:30 p.m. Adjourn 
 
 
 


Please note: the next meeting of the Energy Trust Board of Directors 
will be held Wednesday, August 8, 2007, 12:00 noon 


at Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., 851 SW Sixth Avenue, 12th Floor,  
Portland, Oregon 


 
The board will hold its annual strategic plan workshop on  


Friday and Saturday, June 8 and 9, 2007, 9:00 am  
at Reed College, 3203 SE Woodstock Boulevard, Vollum Lounge, Portland, Oregon 
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INDEX OF BOARD PACKET MATERIAL 
                             
Tab 1 Call to order 


• Agenda 
• March 28 meeting minutes 


 
Tab 2 Consent Agenda 


• Confidentiality policy amendment (R438) 
• Modify Strategic Plan gas goal (R436) 


 
Tab 3 Finance Committee 


• Notes from April 9 meeting  
• Amending 2007 Budget-Cash reserve transfer (R437) 
• Quarterly dashboard 
• 2007 First quarter 12-month forecast 
• January/February/March monthly financials 
• Financial glossary  


 
Tab 4 Policy Committee  


• Notes from April 17 meeting 
• Public Interest policy  


 
Tab 5  Program Evaluation Committee 


• Notes from April 13 meeting 
• Irrigation process evaluation and staff response 
• Solar impact evaluation and staff response 


 
Tab 6 Strategic Planning Committee 


• Proposed workshop agenda 
 
Tab 7 Energy Efficiency program 


• Gas strategy update 
 
Tab 8 Renewable Energy program 
 
Tab 9 Staff report 


• Highlights 
• IT Operations work plan accomplishments (Linda Rudawitz) 


 
Tab 10 Advisory council notes 


• CAC notes April 18 
• RAC notes April 18 


 
 








Information Technology
Operations Work Plan
Accomplishments


May 9, 2007
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Background


• Operational improvements identified as highest 
priorities, taking precedence over 2006 strategic 
issues  


• July 2006 IT “Redoux” meeting identified 4 critical 
focus areas:
– Ease of use for FastTrack and Goldmine


– Data integrity


– Reporting consistency and reliability


– Long-term direction and evolution of systems


• Significant progress made in these important areas
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Ease of Use


• Single login provides access to files, reporting, and 
FastTrack


• FastTrack response times greatly improved
• Major FastTrack data entry screens enhanced based 


on user suggestions
• Goldmine data entry screens simplified
• Automatic transfer of site details from Goldmine to 


FastTrack to minimize duplicate data entry
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Data Integrity


• Screens highlight critically required items
• Color coding of Goldmine contacts added
• Additional error reporting capability available
• Site attribute list standardized
• Measure attributes greatly simplified
• Data structures improved


– Program and measure hierarchies


– Program consistency between FastTrack and Great Plains


– Program data added re: sector and goals
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Reporting


• Simplified FastTrack data entry and validation for 
project reports


• Eliminated redundant Excel system to track New 
Homes program 


• Added new reporting capability for PMCs 
• “Automated” support materials for quarterly reports
• Improved feedback loop for PMC report review and 


input 
• Developed efficiency programs progress report
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Benefits


• Improved Communication
• Reduced data entry time
• Fewer errors
• Duplicate Excel systems eliminated
• More accurate and useable reports


– “ I want to take this opportunity to thank you for the focused support 
you provided our program in the conversion of management controls 
to FastTrack and GoldMine. I have never worked with an IT group as 
responsive as the Trust's” – Earl Johnson, formely SAIC


– At last year’s strategic planning session, data and reporting issues were 
a major topic. This year they are no longer a problem. –Steve Cowell, 
Conservation Services Group (paraphrased)
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Contributors


• Critical issues identified and solutions suggested: ETO 
Sector/Program Managers and PMC representatives   


• More powerful and reliable reports created: Vanessa 
Amundson


• Enhanced FastTrack application: Asher Atkinson, CSG
• Goldmine screens/fields redesignd: Claudia Blanton
• FastTrack data configuration: Aaron Zahler; Serene Ezell 


(intern); Santina Brohen
• Standardized data collection for evaluations: Phil Degens
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Final piece: Enterprise Architecture Study


• Purpose: Assess IT requirements and system design 
options, including staffing and structural 
considerations, and recommend improvements 


• Moss Adams selected via competitive bid (Jan-Feb)
• Contract kick-off meeting (March)
• Staff and PMC interview underway (April)
• Preliminary consultant report (June)
• Findings review (July)
• Response plan prepared (August-September)
• Begin plan implementation (October)
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Reporting Example


Hyperlink to report








 
 
Policy Committee of the Energy Trust Board of 
Directors 
April 17, 2007, 3:00-5:00 pm 
 
Attending: Jason Eisdorfer, John Reynolds, Tom Foley, Margie Harris, Lori Koho, Peter West, 
Jan Schaefer, Sue Meyer Sample, Fred Gordon, Steve Lacey and John Volkman. 
 
1.         Discount rates: Energy Trust and OPUC staff have been discussing how Energy Trust 
programs could fit better with utility integrated resource planning (IRP). In IRP, the utilities 
consult with a range of parties and develop a least-cost mix of generation and demand-side 
activities, e.g., conservation. The OPUC acknowledges integrated resource plans, which gives 
the utilities comfort that if they implement the plan, the OPUC is likely to accord favorable rate 
treatment. OPUC staff would like to use integrated resource plans to help determine 
appropriate levels of energy conservation funding, which requires some level of consistency in 
utility and Energy Trust methodologies. 
 


Energy Trust and the utilities make different assumptions about the value of energy 
conservation over time, based on the “discount rate” they use to assess the value of future 
savings. E.g., if we apply a 3% discount to the value of future conservation, we assume it has a 
higher value over time than if we discount future conservation by 6%. This may make a small 
difference for measures with shorter lives (like CFLs), and much more for measures with longer 
lives (like insulation).  


 
In 2002, the Energy Trust board decided to use a 3% discount rate in cost-effectiveness 


analysis. Oregon utilities use 5%-6.5%. The OPUC takes the view that efficiency is another 
resource, and should be evaluated as other resources are – they suggest Energy Trust use a 
discount rate in the 5-6.5% range used by the utilities. The Power Council uses a 4% rate. 


 
One concern is that a high discount rate could mean that some longer-lived Energy 


Trust measures would no longer be cost-effective, especially in gas programs. A second concern 
is that Energy Trust and utility discount rates apply to different resource mixes. Energy Trust 
focuses only on efficiency; utility discount rates are based on their cost of capital for all 
generating resources, including fossil fuel generation, and distribution facilities. While there may 
be some overlap between discount rate and hedge value (i.e., a value for the future 
environmental or price risk of fossil fuels), the two issues are distinct. Lori pointed out that the 
IRP rules do need to account for different risks associated with different resources, and also 
that the OPUC might set different performance measures for Energy Trust electric and gas 
resources. 


 
The two staffs will work on these issues (discount rate and hedge value) through spring 


and summer. However policy guidance would be helpful. Energy Trust’s discount rate makes 
sense from the perspective of a non-profit public purpose administrator; a rate in the utility 
range makes sense from the perspective of the IRP process. The Committee members will set 
up a meeting to discuss this matter directly with the OPUC. 


 
2. Goodnoe Hills. In August, 2006, Energy Trust approved $2.25 million each for the 
above-market costs of two 56-megawatt wind projects, Goodnoe Hills East and Goodnoe Hills 
West. Although Energy Trust has paid the entire $4.5 million into escrow, no funds are to be 
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paid to Pacific until the projects are substantially complete. PacifiCorp recently learned that it 
would be unable to proceed with the West project and instead wants to increase the output of 
the East site from 56 MW to 94 MW. PacifiCorp would like Energy Trust to leave the $4.5 
million combined above-market payment unchanged. Staff is seeking more information so it can 
determine the above-market cost of the 94 MW project. A project of that size for a $4.5 million 
incentive would be less costly than one of our other utility-scale projects, and in the middle of 
the range of comparable wind projects. The Committee suggested staff proceed with its above-
market costs of the 94 MW project. The Committee wants to avoid paying more money for less 
capacity, but if the above-market analysis justifies the full incentive it appears consistent with 
Energy Trust policy. Staff will complete the analysis and invite Pacific to attend the May 9 board 
meeting to discuss this. 
 
3. Public interest policy. The public interest policy is up for regular review. The policy is: 
 


The Board of Directors of the Energy Trust recognizes that one of the strengths of the 
organization is the diverse experience and backgrounds of the Board members. 
 
Acknowledging this strength, it is the policy of the Energy Trust of Oregon that issues 
coming before the Board shall be decided by Board members not on the basis of any 
diverse special interests represented on the Board, but rather shall be based on what is 
perceived by Board members to be in the general interest of the public. 


 
 The policy was first adopted April 11, 2001, and reviewed by the Policy Committee in 
2004 with no changes. Staff suggested the policy be reaffirmed. The Committee agreed, and 
suggested it be included in the board packet for the May meeting. Jason will cover it in his 
report at the meeting. 
 
4. Briefing on June 8-9 retreat topics. Staff is developing a draft agenda for the June 8-9 
board strategic planning retreat:  
 


Introductory briefing by Margie: 
• Issues from June 2006 meeting, where they are now? 
• Status of architecture study 
 


Discussion items: 
1. Issues relating to legislation: 


• Implications of limiting the renewable program to 20 MW projects: 
o Do we just do more of the same, or do things fundamentally differently? 
o Do we take more technology risk? 
o Do we take a more active role (e.g., direct ownership) in developing 


projects and markets? 
• Implications of supplemental efficiency funding from PGE and/or Pacific:  


o Policy implications: goals, equity among sectors, etc. 
o Management, operational, budget and programmatic issues 


2. Implications of the program delivery model study  
3. Should Energy Trust’s scope change in light of: 


• Needs in other states 
• A de-carbonizing world 
• If proven technologies need our support less often -- 


o Should we take more technology risk? 
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o Should we research and demonstrate novel strategies like behavioral 
systems (e.g., in-home meters that display real time energy use)? 


• Emerging entrepreneurial opportunities 
 


 On the first bullet under #3, Cascade Natural Gas has asked us to develop a plan for 
delivering our programs in its Washington service territory. This would involve plan 
development and then, possibly, actual expansion of services if after the plan is developed we 
(including the board) think it makes sense. The Committee likes the idea of disseminating our 
services, but not if it would put too much strain on the organization. Revenues would likely 
increase something like $2.5 million by 2011-2012. Whether this would lead to further 
expansion in Washington is unclear. We might, for example, create a program and spin it off 
once it is established. 
 
 The Committee asked about our involvement in the utility IRP process, and suggested it 
be covered in introducing agenda item #1 (legislation). We will also note other areas in which 
the legislation may require new work, e.g., involvement in utility implementation plans. We also 
should identify our IRP work in the budget process. 


 
5. Legislation. The Renewable Energy Act, SB 838, has been approved by the Senate and is 
in House hearings. It would have a number of effects on Energy Trust renewable energy 
programs, including involvement in IRP and implementation planning.  
 
Some recent legislative discussions suggested there may be some confusion about Energy Trust’s 
green tag policy. Margie will forward information on the new policy to Lee Beyer. 
 
6. CRC program and confidentiality policy: BPA would like information about commercial 
customers – e.g., name, address, incentive and energy savings. The Energy Trust policy says we 
can disclose this information only to state agencies. The Committee suggested that the OPUC 
and commercial customers be consulted and then recommend modifying the policy at the May 
board meeting to allow disclosure to BPA. 
 








R00407 4/19/2007Data Date:Energy Trust of Oregon


Schedule of Commitments 4/19/2007Report Date:


Est Cost Actual TTD Remaining Start End


For contracts with costs 


through: 3/31/07 Page 1 of 3


Contractor Description


Administration


Administration Total: $4,532,360 $1,733,311 $2,799,049


Communications & Outreach


Communications Total: $662,240 $175,531 $486,709


Energy Efficiency Programs


Conservation Services Group, Inc. Home Energy Savings PMC $25,864,337 $10,955,782 $14,908,555 6/1/05 12/31/07


Aspen Systems Corporation Production Efficiency PMC 


2005


$20,171,126 $19,893,407 $277,719 7/1/05 12/31/07


Northwest Energy Efficiency 


Alliance


Market transformation $19,090,000 $7,314,245 $11,775,755 1/1/05 12/31/10


Aspen Systems Corporation Building Efficiency PMC $14,923,912 $10,571,532 $4,352,380 7/1/05 12/31/07


Science Applications 


International Corporation


NBE - PMC $8,813,668 $3,735,529 $5,078,139 1/1/06 12/31/07


Portland Energy Conservation, 


Inc.


New Homes and Products - 


PMC


$7,659,263 $1,281,467 $6,377,796 1/1/07 12/31/08


Multiple Cntractors Solar Water Heating $499,463 $384,957 $114,506


Nexus Energy Software Internet Energy Audit $483,000 $463,661 $19,339 4/27/04 4/26/07


Portland Energy Conservation, 


Inc.


BTO 2007 $261,586 $16,858 $244,728 1/1/07 12/31/07


ADM Associates, Inc. BE Impact Evaluation $190,000 $135,808 $54,192 1/26/06 4/1/07


HST&V, LLC PE Impact Evaluation $180,000 $159,110 $20,890 12/1/05 6/30/07


ADM Associates, Inc. NBE Impact Evaluation $150,000 $68,876 $81,124 8/1/06 7/31/07


PacifiCorp Consumer Info Transfer $137,500 $59,117 $78,383 8/15/03 8/15/10


Delta-T, Inc. Professional Services $90,000 $23,717 $66,283 1/1/06 12/31/07


Northwest Energy Efficiency 


Alliance


NEEA Sgl Fam Load 


Research MOU


$87,500 $76,139 $11,361 7/21/05 7/31/07


Ecotope, Inc. New Comm. Bldg. Baseline 


eval


$74,000 $45,600 $28,400 6/20/06 9/30/07


J. Hruska Global HES QA Services $70,000 $46,895 $23,105 2/21/06 6/30/07


Opinion Dynamics Corporation ENH Process Evaluation $68,500 $17,631 $50,869 11/15/06 7/31/07


Dethman & Associates BTU Program Evaluation $50,000 $45,740 $4,260 12/1/05 2/28/07


Northwest Power & Conservation 


Council


Regional HVAC Forum 


Research


$41,000 $41,000 $0 10/16/06 10/15/07


Northwest Power & Conservation 


Council


Reg'l Technical Forum 


Sponsor.


$35,000 $35,000 $0 2/28/07 2/27/08


Thornton Energy, Inc. dba 


Thornton Energy Consulting


Casey Project Energy Star 


LEED


$25,000 $0 $25,000 4/1/07 12/31/07


EQUIPOISE CONSULTING, INC. Irrigation Process Evaluation $18,000 $15,773 $2,227 10/1/06 5/31/07


Lane Community College Scholarship agreement $14,400 $0 $14,400 1/1/07 12/31/07


Conservation Services Group New Construct HVAC Pilot $11,610 $6,961 $4,650 1/1/07 4/30/07


Northwest Energy Efficiency 


Alliance


NEEA Regional Server Study $7,500 $7,500 $0 1/31/07 6/30/07


KEMA-Xenergy QA/QC Professional Services $6,000 $0 $6,000 5/1/06 4/30/07


American Council for and Energy 


Efficient Economy


2007 EE survey sponsorship $5,000 $0 $5,000 3/27/07 3/26/08


Energy Efficiency Total: $99,027,365 $55,402,303 $43,625,061


Joint Programs


Active Telesource, Inc. Call Center Services $1,435,000 $538,809 $896,191 5/1/04 4/30/08


Quantum Consulting, Inc. Evaluation Services $350,000 $314,876 $35,124 8/1/04 6/30/07


Stellar Processes, Inc. Evaluation services $62,000 $18,817 $43,183 1/1/06 12/31/07


Research Into Action, Inc. PMC Model Evaluation $60,000 $14,115 $45,885 12/18/06 6/30/07


Cascade Solar Consulting, LLC RE Consultant Services $52,440 $7,811 $44,629 1/1/06 12/31/07


RLW Analytics, Inc. Evaluation services $51,000 $48,859 $2,141 9/1/05 6/30/07


Platts E-Source Membership $21,340 $21,340 $0 5/1/05 4/30/07


ECONorthwest Economic Impact Analysis $18,000 $2,957 $15,043 3/1/07 4/20/07
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For contracts with costs 
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Contractor Description


HST&V, LLC Planning Services $17,550 $9,945 $7,606 1/1/06 12/31/07


Ecotope, Inc. Planning Services $16,110 $6,567 $9,543 4/1/06 3/31/07


Dorothy Payton Solar services $15,000 $13,966 $1,034 12/23/05 12/31/07


Joint Programs Total: $2,098,440 $998,061 $1,100,379


Renewable Energy Program


Multiple Cntractors Solar Electric $4,730,392 $4,208,858 $521,534


PacifiCorp Goodnoe Hills East $2,250,000 $0 $2,250,000 9/20/06 12/31/07


PacifiCorp Goodnoe Hills West $2,250,000 $0 $2,250,000 9/20/06 12/31/07


Rough & Ready Lumber 


Company


Biopower Funding Agreement $1,685,088 $0 $1,685,088 7/21/06 7/21/26


City of Albany Hydroelectric Project $475,000 $0 $475,000 2/17/04 2/17/25


City of Portland Columbia Blvd. WWTP 


Biopower


$362,000 $0 $362,000 2/24/06 3/13/28


University of Oregon Solar Monitoring $341,266 $286,389 $54,877 2/21/03 2/21/08


Oregon State University Anemometer Loan Program $235,906 $208,199 $27,707 10/1/02 9/30/07


RIMCO, LLC OHSU River Campus 58 kW 


PV


$186,910 $186,910 $0 9/1/05 9/1/25


CH2M Hill, Inc. Professional Services $87,700 $69,977 $17,723 3/1/05 4/30/07


Stoller Vineyards, Inc. Stoller Vineyards PV $79,815 $20,484 $59,331 12/1/05 12/1/26


Evergreen Energy Corporation RE consultant services $78,200 $57,153 $21,047 4/1/06 12/31/07


Stellar Processes, Inc. Resident. PV Impact 


Evaluation


$57,500 $41,925 $15,575 10/24/05 2/28/07


Bonneville Environmental 


Foundation


(5) PGE PV Demo Projects $55,500 $22,200 $33,300 9/25/06 12/31/07


RHT Energy Solutions RE Consultant Services $42,500 $32,900 $9,600 12/1/06 12/31/07


Clean Energy States Alliance CESA year 4 $37,273 $37,273 $0 7/1/06 6/30/07


City of Portland Bureau of 


Maintenance


Sunderland Yard Wind 


System


$36,117 $0 $36,117 4/28/05 4/28/25


Hood River County Biomass Feasibility Study $36,000 $0 $36,000 12/27/06 12/14/07


Selma Community & Education 


Center


7kW PV Three Rivers School $35,000 $0 $35,000 12/10/04 12/10/29


Columbia Energy Partners, LLC Interconnection Study Grant $35,000 $10,000 $25,000 9/20/06 9/30/07


PWP, Inc. Wind RFP Process Eval $30,000 $20,590 $9,410 11/17/06 4/30/07


BioContractors, Inc. RE Technical Consultant Srvs $26,500 $1,950 $24,550 3/14/06 3/31/08


Port of Morrow Port of Morrow biomass feas. $25,000 $0 $25,000 2/8/07 6/30/07


Clean Water Services Tigard Siloxane Feasibility $25,000 $0 $25,000 1/19/07 4/30/07


Greater Applegate Community 


Development Corporation


Applegate Biopower 


Feasibility


$23,963 $0 $23,963 10/2/06 10/1/07


Inland Pacific Energy Center LLC IPEC Biomass Feasibility 


Study


$23,000 $0 $23,000 11/7/06 5/15/07


Hood River County Hydropower Feasibility Study $22,000 $0 $22,000 1/30/07 1/15/08


Talent Irrigation District Talent Irrigation Hydro Study $20,000 $0 $20,000 2/15/07 3/1/08


West Linn Paper Company West Linn Paper Co. Feas. $20,000 $2,124 $17,876 9/27/06 3/30/07


Warren Griffin Griffen Wind Project $13,150 $803 $12,348 10/1/05 10/1/20


Timothy Michael Miller Professional Service $13,000 $7,863 $5,137 12/6/05 12/31/07


Northwest SEED RE Professional Services $11,350 $7,253 $4,098 10/1/06 10/31/07


Oregon Power Solutions, LLC RE Consultant Services $11,000 $2,000 $9,000 4/5/06 3/31/08


Town of Lakeview, Oregon Lakeview springline hydro stdy $10,000 $0 $10,000 8/30/06 2/15/07


Northwest SEED Gervais Biopower USDA App. $9,187 $0 $9,187 12/1/06 12/31/07


Oregon Economic & Community 


Development Department


OEDD Renewable energy 


fund MOU


$5,000 $0 $5,000 10/4/06 10/1/07


ThinkEnergy, Inc. RE Consultant Services $5,000 $2,691 $2,309 1/25/07 12/31/07


China Hollow, LLC China Hollow 9006 grant $4,400 $0 $4,400 4/2/07 12/31/07


Global Energy Concepts, LLC Renewable Energy Consultant $4,000 $4,845 $-845 5/9/06 4/30/07


Renewable Energy Total: $13,398,717 $5,232,387 $8,166,330
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Contractor Description


$119,719,122 $63,541,593 $56,177,529Grand Totals:








 
 
Board Decision 
Amend Policy to Allow Disclosure of Certain 
Information to Bonneville Power Administration for 
Conservation Rate Credit Program 
May 9, 2007 


Summary 
Amends Policy on Information Submitted by Program Participants, Contractors and Bidders to allow 
disclosure of certain non-residential participant information to the Bonneville Power Administration. 


Background 


• In September 2004, the board adopted a policy on maintaining the confidentiality of information 
submitted to Energy Trust by program participants.  


• The policy provides that Energy Trust will protect the confidentiality of all residential 
participants, and will supply only limited information about non-residential participants (name, 
city or county of business, Energy Trust services or incentive payments, and energy saved or 
generated as a result of Energy Trust services or incentives) to the Oregon Public Utility 
Commission, the legislature and other state agencies. 


• In December 2006, the board authorized Energy Trust to enter into agreements with PGE and 
Pacific Power to provide services on their behalf for the Bonneville Power Administration’s 
Conservation Rate Credit Program. 


• Bonneville Power Administration (Bonneville) needs certain information on program participants 
for purposes of verification and reporting. If it requires more information than would be allowed 
to the OPUC and state entities, Bonneville would sign a confidentiality agreement. 


Recommendation 


• Adopt the attached resolution amending the policy on Information Submitted by Program 
Participants, Contractors and Bidders to afford Bonneville access to the same information on 
terms as Energy Trust affords to the OPUC and state entities. The board Policy Committee 
concurs. 
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RESOLUTION #438 
AMENDING POLICY ON INFORMATION SUBMITTED  


BY PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS, CONTRACTORS AND BIDDERS 
TO ALLOW DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN  


NON-RESIDENTIAL INFORMATION TO BPA  
 
WHEREAS: 


 
1. In September, 2004, the board adopted a policy on maintaining the 


confidentiality of information submitted to Energy Trust by program 
participants. The policy protects the confidentiality of all residential 
participants in Energy Trust programs, and assures that Energy Trust will 
supply only limited information about non-residential participants (name, 
city or county of business, Energy Trust services or incentive payments, and 
energy saved or generated as a result of Energy Trust services or incentives) 
to the Oregon Public Utility Commission, the legislature and other state 
agencies. 


2. In December 2006, the board authorized Energy Trust to enter into 
agreements with PGE and Pacific Power to provide services on their behalf 
for the Bonneville Power Administration’s Conservation Rate Credit 
Program. 


3. Bonneville Power Administration (Bonneville) needs certain information on 
program participants for purposes of verification and reporting. If it requires 
more information than would be allowed to the OPUC and state entities, 
Bonneville would sign a confidentiality agreement. 
 
It is therefore RESOLVED: 


1. That the Energy Trust board amends its policy on Information Submitted by 
Program Participants, Contractors and Bidders to afford Bonneville access 
to the same information on terms as Energy Trust affords to the OPUC and 
state entities, as shown in the attached revised policy.
 


 


Moved by:       Seconded by:       


Vote: In favor:       Abstained:       
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4.17.000-P  
Policy on Information Submitted by Program 
Participants, Contractors and Bidders 
 
History 


Source Date Action/Notes Next Review Date 
Policy Committee 5/24/04 Review and 


discussion 
8/24/04 


Policy Committee 8/24/04 Reviewed for 
board action 


9/9/04 


Board 9/9/04 Action postponed 
pending further 


review and 
discussion  


9/21/04 


Board 7/6/05 Approved (R345) 7/08 
Policy Committee 4/17/07 Amended for 


board action (R438) 
5/9/07 


 
 
Purpose: Energy Trust and its contractors acquire information from utilities, program participants and 
others. This document establishes Energy Trust policy on collection, use and disclosure of information 
about program participants. This policy also addresses confidentiality of contracts and bid information. 
The policy does not apply to information that is in the public domain. 
 
1. Energy Trust will inform participants of this policy 
 


Participants in Energy Trust programs will be advised of the contents of this policy by 
appropriate means (e.g., on program application forms, the Energy Trust web site and oral 
communications). Energy Trust and its contractors will offer participants a copy of this 
policy. 


 
 
2. Energy Trust protects information covered by utility information transfer 


agreements 
 


Utilities provide Energy Trust with information about energy consumers on condition that it 
is treated confidentially. This information is covered by “information transfer agreements” 
negotiated with the utility. Energy Trust will not afford access to information protected by 
utility information transfer agreements to anyone who has not signed a confidentiality 
agreement consistent with the information transfer agreements. However, if Energy Trust 
obtains written, oral (documented electronically or in writing), or electronic consent from 
an Energy Trust program participant, information relating to such participant is no longer 
subject to utility confidentiality agreements, and instead is governed by sections 4-5 of this 
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policy. Energy Trust may disclose to utilities the names of Energy Trust program participants 
to ensure that Energy Trust information is accurate. 


 
3. Energy Trust and those it works with use Participant Information only for 


Energy Trust purposes 
 


A. Definition of Participant Information: “Participant Information” means information 
obtained from program participants that refers specifically to the participant by name, 
address, or other personally identifiable characteristics.  


 
B. Generally. Energy Trust employees, contractors and sub-contractors will use Participant 


Information only for Energy Trust purposes. Contractors who receive Participant 
Information from Energy Trust may not disclose it to any other party unless required by 
law or the other party has by contract or other written agreement agreed to protect 
such information consistent with this Energy Trust policy. Contractors will consult with 
their Energy Trust contract manager when in doubt. 


 
C. Collaborative analysis. Energy Trust analyzes Participant Information and aggregates it 


with other information to plan, evaluate and report on Energy Trust programs. If 
consistent with section 3 and if the shared data do not reveal Participant Information, 
Energy Trust may share such aggregated information with other analysts, recognizing 
that some of these analysts work for organizations with their own information 
disclosure policies and requirements. 


 
D. Using Participant Information in marketing. Before using Participant Information in case 


studies, brochures, press releases, advertisements, marketing or other publicity material, 
Energy Trust and/or its contractors will obtain participant approval. 


 
E. Information provided to government entities 


 
(1)  Energy Trust will treat residential program participant information as 


confidential. Energy Trust may report individual residential participant 
information if it does not identify the participant by name, address, telephone 
or other information that would allow identification of the individual. 


 
(2)  For non-residential programs, Energy Trust may include the following 


information in reports to the Bonneville Power Administration, the legislature, 
the Oregon Public Utility Commission (“OPUC”) and other state agencies as 
necessary to meet Energy Trust responsibilities: 


 
 participant name 
 city or county of business  
 Energy Trust services or incentive payments provided to the participant, 


or  
 energy saved or generated as a result of Energy Trust services or 


incentives. 
 


(3)  Before providing Participant Information other than information listed in 
section 3.E(2), Energy Trust will obtain participant approval. 
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4. Contracts 
 


A. Except for contracts that concern personnel matters, contracts to which Energy Trust is 
a party will not be treated as confidential. For purposes of this policy “contract” does 
not mean program application materials. 


 
B. If a contract specifically identifies as confidential sensitive business records or financial 


or commercial information that is not customarily provided to business competitors, 
Energy Trust will treat such information as confidential. However, Energy Trust may 
disclose all other information in the contract. 


 
C. Subject to litigation or other legal disclosure and/or audit requirements, Energy Trust 


will not disclose information submitted in response to requests for proposals or other 
solicitations. 


 
5. Audit 
 


Energy Trust will afford auditors full access to participant information for purposes of audit. 
 
6. Resolving issues 
 


In the event the OPUC requests from Energy Trust information that a participant has 
reasonably designated as Confidential Information, Energy Trust will follow the procedure 
specified in section 3.c of the Grant Agreement between Energy Trust and the OPUC 
(available at http://www.energytrust.org/Pages/about/who_we_are/puc_funding_agreement.PDF). 


 
 
 Adopted on July 6, 2005, by the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. Board of Directors 
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RENEWABLE RESOURCE ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Notes from meeting on April 18, 2007. 
 
Attending from the Council: 
Thor Hinkley, PGE 
Justin Klure, ODOE 
Jeff King, NW Power & Conservation Council 
Lori Koho, OPUC 
 
Attending from the Trust: 
Elizabeth Giles 
Erin Johnston 
Alan Cowan 
Betsy Kauffman 
Peter West 
Kacia Brockman 


Attending from the Board: 
Alan Meyer, Weyerhaeuser 
John Reynolds, University of Oregon 
 
Others attending: 
Dave Tooze, City of Portland 
Jon Miller, OSEIA


1. Welcome and Introductions 


Peter convened the meeting at 9:30 am. The March notes were adopted with one change from 
Lisa Schwartz. In an attempt to conserve paper, Peter asked if RAC members would be 
comfortable not receiving copies of the previous meeting’s notes in the packets provided at 
each meeting. All materials, including notes, will continue to be provided electronically within 
the week prior to the scheduled meeting. RAC members agreed to this change. 


2. Legislative update 


Justin Klure presented an update on the 2007 legislative session. The Governor has five energy 
legislative proposals. HB 2210, the Biofuels bill, sets a renewable fuel standard for Oregon tied 
to in-state production of fuel. Also included are tax credits for producers and collectors of the 
raw material for biofuels. There is also an income tax credit for consumers of E85 or B99 blend 
biofuel.  


HB 2211 is the increase in the Business Energy Tax Credit (BETC) from 35% to 50% for 
consumers and increases the project cost limit from $1M to $2M. HB 2212 is the Residential 
Energy Tax Credit (RETC) change that allows residents to claim multiple tax credits for 
measures in the same year and increases the maximum credit for wind and fuel cells. These 
house bills have passed the Senate Ways and Means Committee and are moving onto the Senate 
Finance Committee next week. From there, they go to the floor for a vote. The bills are moving 
very quickly and accepting no changes to the content or language.  


SB 232 allows state agencies to develop renewable projects on state land. SB 838 is the 
Renewable Energy Standard, which had it first hearing on Monday. 


Several other bills involving energy and climate change have also been proposed, including 
several relating to wave energy. HB 2844 creates an enterprise zone three miles off the coast of 
Oregon to allow counties to exempt wave energy projects from property tax. HB 2925 
exempts wave projects under 5MW in the R&D phase from the state permitting process. SB 
875 requires bonding for wave devices to ensure derelict wave power equipment is 
decommissioned properly. SB 581 is an appropriations bill for the Oregon Innovation Council 
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that is proposing to fund a variety of industry driven innovations. One, for example, is a 
biomass/biofuels research institute.  


Though there are no bills drafted, concepts exist for climate change policy. One is being 
referred to as the Climate Change Integration Act and would establish a global warming 
advisory committee and track emissions. It also has a research component that would establish a 
climate change research institute. Another concept sets a baseline emissions standard for 
natural gas power plants. Hearings will begin next week on these climate change packages.  


John Reynolds clarified that HB 2211 allows homebuilders to claim the value of the residential 
tax credits for renewable energy systems.  


3. Wind Integration 


Jeff King presented on a recently completed effort by the NW Power and Conservation Council 
on wind integration action plan. This was a joint effort with enormous input by parties 
throughout the region. It was supervised by a 23 member steering committee and an over 80 
member technical committee. The motivation was the rapid development of wind power 
projects in the northwest. There are currently over 1600 MW of wind power in the NW and 
more on the horizon. This growth is being driven by the good economics of wind power and 
the emerging RPS measures. 


 


Currently, wind project development is concentrated at the end of the gorge, with some build 
out in central Washington and east of Walla Walla. Interestingly, the best wind resources tend 
to lie on the continental divide to the east where there is very little development. There would 
be some advantages to distributing generation over the region more evenly.  


The Northwest Wind Integration Action Plan (NWIAP) was lead by the policy steering 
committee, with the technical work group below it drafting the plan. Several groups fed into the 
technical committee.  


The committee began by identifying the major questions facing the region: 


• What is the role of wind energy in a power supply portfolio? 
• Does the Northwest have the operational capability to integrate 6000 MW of wind? 
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• What are the transmission requirements for 6000 MW of wind? 
• How will the costs of wind integration be recovered? 
• How can the Northwest secure its wind potential in the most cost-effective manner? 


Dave asked how the 6000 MW fits into the future of an RPS. Jeff said that the information they 
have comes form RNP, and they believe the 6000 MW would be more than adequate to meet 
Washington’s RPS. When you add Oregon, and possibly Montana and some of California, this 
may need to be much higher.  


The key findings from the first phase of the project (there will be a second phase that will 
continue into the next several years) were as follows: 


• There are no fundamental technical barriers to integrating 6000 MW (based on current 
operational integration capability, which can be consumed by load growth and other 
restrictions from hydro). 


• Preliminary estimates of integration cost range from $2/MWh (Low diversified 
penetration in large control area) to $16/MWh (High undiversified penetration in 
smaller control area).  


• Control area cooperation and improved markets for ancillary and integration services 
will lower cost and increase availability. 


• Existing transmission capacity can support anticipated wind development (~3000 - 3800 
MW) through about the end of 2009. Beyond 2009 will require modification to the 
transmission systems. This is an opportunity for community wind which places less 
demand on the transmission system.  


• Transmission expansion, firm/non-firm products and new regulatory policies needed to 
serve 6000 MW and to increase diversity. 


• Wind’s assured capacity value, the ability to reliably meet unscheduled peak demands, is 
probably lower than the provisional 15% assumed today.  


 
Alan asked if the group will look at the need for and cost of redundant production to back up 
the low capacity value of wind. Jeff said that it is part of their work and the group is looking at 
the issues that comprise that question.  
 
In terms of contributing to a renewable portfolio, wind power is a zero-emission energy 
resource with no fuel costs. Additionally, the primary benefits of wind energy are displacement 
of fossil fuel emissions and carbon dioxide production and reduced exposure to natural gas 
price uncertainty and volatility. The Pacific Northwest has many good, though scattered, wind 
resource areas. Wind power development in the Northwest has been largely concentrated in 
areas of compatible land use (open range and dryland wheat farming), favorable wind and access 
to available firm transmission capacity to the load centers west of the Cascades & California. 
 
The requests for interconnection are all being concentrated in the same area at the end of the 
gorge. The transmission system is not capable of meeting all of these requests. There has been a 
blossoming of interest in the northeast where developers are connecting into the MATL 
interconnection system to send power north.  
 
The capacity value of wind is dependant is affected by the peak load demands throughout the 
years. Extreme heating and cooling events frequently are driven by high-pressure weather 
systems and stagnant air. With increased penetration of air conditioning, summertime peaking 
demand is developing in the northwest, which cannot be met by our usually reliable hydro 
system.  
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Wind energy increases net system variability and uncertainty, creating integration costs. Wind 
energy behaves like negative load, and managing wind energy is not fundamentally different from 
managing load variability. However, one megawatt of new wind is significantly more variable and 
less predictable than one megawatt of new load. Wind integration costs are driven by the costs 
of dedicating capacity to incremental operating reserves and to managing hour-to-hour changes 
in wind output. 
 
Dave asked what would happen to the operating reserve costs moving forward. Jeff said that is 
the $2-$16/MWh. The typical utility is in the lower end of that range. Five integration studies 
have been done in the northwest. BPA is in the process of doing a study, and has looked at 
within-hour impacts only. The people who have done these studies regard them as preliminary. 
 
Creating a geographically diverse, low cost wind fleet will require access to wind sites with 
higher capacity factors and more diverse generation patterns will result in lower busbar and 
wind integration costs. Additional transmission capacity will be needed to achieve the economic 
and operational benefits of geographical diversification of wind projects. The current practice of 
providing full firm transmission capacity for wind power, with its limited firm capacity needs to 
be revisited. The transmission requirements for wind should not be centered on firm capacity, 
but rather energy. Needed transmission capacity can be provided by moving to partial firm 
transmission or by constructing new transmission. 
 
The final result of these efforts was an Action Plan. Action item 16 establishes a Northwest 
Wind Integration Forum to oversee the implementation of the other 15 items. One of the first 
projects will be to develop a high resolution wind data set on a 2.5 km level for at least three 
sample years. This will give a better understanding of the benefits of geographic diversity. This 
should be available by the end of this year.  
 
Develop technical planning methodology for least-cost transmission service (NTAC) is working 
on a technical planning methodology for expanding transmission capability. The Commissions 
have agreed to review their regulatory policies, and BPA is in the process of developing Plans of 
Service & business cases for W. of McNary, I-5 Corridor and Cross-cascades reinforcements. 
 


 
 


2007 2008 


12: Implement ACE 
diversity interchange pilot 
(Utilities) 


13: Address market barriers to flexibility services (Forum) 


2: Refine estimates of wind integration costs (Utilities) 


16: Establish 
Northwest Wind 
Integration 
Forum (Council) 


3. Develop high resolution 
wind data set (Forum) 


1. Reassess sustained peaking capacity value of wind (Reliability Forum) 


4: Develop technical planning 
methodology for least-cost 
transmission service (NTAC) 


6: Review regulatory policies 
(Commissions) 


5. Apply technical planning methodology to identify least-cost 
transmission service (Col Grid & NTTG) 


10. Evaluate approaches to delivering 
wind energy from MT and other 
isolated resource areas (NTAC) 


11: Evaluate costs & benefits of wind forecasting 
network (Forum) 
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The final report is posted on the webpage for the Wind Integration Forum 
(http://www.nwcouncil.org/energy/Wind/library/2007-1.pdf), available through the NW Power 
and Conservation Council website. A print version will be available soon.  
 
John Reynolds said that the unreliability of wind occurs in the dead of winter and peak of 
summer. The standby hydro is often able to meet the winter peaks, but the peaks in summer 
might be met comfortably with solar. Jeff agreed.  


4. Oregon Green Power Options 


Lori Koho explained what is happening with green power programs in Oregon. The OPUC has 
a Portfolio Options Committee that ensures that there is a selection of green power purchase 
options for consumers. Peter commented that there are just over 1.4 billion kWh of green 
power being sold within the Pacific Northwest.  


Lori said that the article published in the Oregonian in late January attacking the cost of 
marketing as a percentage of the premium for green power was an incredible hit to the 
purchase programs, and the Portfolio Options Committee has been investigating the concerns 
since its publication. The NREL report on green power purchase programs identified that the 
success of PGE’s green power purchase program was directly related to the marketing effort.  


Peter asked what issues the portfolio committee is considering and what changes are likely in 
the coming years. Dave, who also sits on the committee, responded that the most critical issue 
has been in response to the concern over the marketing for these programs. Contract renewal 
will be an issue in the future for both utilities.  


Peter asked about the stability product at PGE. This is a stable-rate green power product that 
protects participating customers from most base rate increases over a five-year period. The 
Renewable Future product was developed as a pilot option for residential and small commercial 
customers based on market research that identified 5% to 7% of nonparticipating residential 
customers as interested in enrolling in a power option that offers green attributes as well as 
rate stability.  


2007 2008 2009 
7: Develop mechanisms (reassignment, conditional firm, redispatch) 
for greater utilization of the transmission system (BPA) 


9: Develop approach to 
financing market-driven 
transmission expansions (BPA) 


8: Develop Plans of Service & business cases for W. of McNary, I-5 
Corridor and Cross-cascades reinforcements (BPA) 


15: Optimize the tradeoffs 
between transmission 
expansion, geographic 
diversification of wind and 
added system flexibility 
(Council, Sixth Plan)  


14A: Characterize flexibility 
and storage augmentation 
technologies (Forum) 


14B: Identify tradeoffs between 
competing uses of system 
flexibility (NPCC) 
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Thor replied that the program has been very popular and successful. The premium is about 
$14.38 for a residential customer, and about $17.00 per month for a small business. The plan for 
the future is to move it from green tags based to a fixed resource product. Dave commented 
that the stable price product has attracted new customers that aren’t already involved in a green 
power purchase program.  


5. PMC Model Evaluation 


Phil Degens presented the findings of the recently completed contracting and delivery model 
evaluation. Energy Trust currently uses a variety of models to deliver and contract for energy 
efficiency and renewable energy programs. For some programs, the majority of work is 
outsourced; for others the majority of work is performed in-house, while other programs rely 
upon a combination of staff and contracted program functions, as in renewables. 2007 marked 
the fifth anniversary of Energy Trust, an appropriate time to revisit these models and see how 
they are serving the organization’s needs as it grows and expands into new markets and sectors.  


Research Into Action was selected as the contractor in response to a RFQ issued in November 
2006 and interviews were performed in the first quarter of 2007. The goals of the evaluation 
were to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the various program contracting and delivery 
structures and to obtain recommendations to improve customer service and satisfaction, 
communications, and long-term cost-effectiveness. The results will be used to frame discussions 
and help identify the direction of program design changes. They will also be used to develop the 
next set of Program Management Contractor (PMC) request for proposals (RFPs). 


The evaluation reviewed existing Energy Trust documents and evaluations, and interviewed staff, 
PMCs, Program Delivery Contractors (PDCs), trade allies, stakeholders and other similar 
organizations.  


The evaluation found that Energy Trust uses a variety of models: PMC, mixed and internal. All of 
these models use third party contractors to some extent. Nothing is totally run in-house or 
completely outsourced. Program delivery contractors are usually selected using a competitive 
procurement process, such as a RFP or RFQ. The programs are meeting their goals and are 
perceived by almost all the parties involved to be working well to achieve these goals. The 
competitive procurement process is viewed as a key element to ensure cost-efficiency. 


The interview with similar organizations revealed that the PMC model is most often used for 
residential programs. Others select delivery models according to market conditions, the degree 
of control they wish to have, and policy considerations (e.g. cap on FTE). It appeared that 
contracting out to third parties is needed, even with internally delivered programs. 


Energy Trust compares favorably when considering program delivery costs across model types 
and when analyzing costs of electricity savings. Other organizations also used competitive 
procurement to keep costs down and felt that the approach they used was most efficient. 
Communication appears to be an issue with contractors in general, not just the PMC model. 


The PMC process was viewed by most people as bringing outside expertise that could not 
necessarily be acquired internally. The competitive process keeps program delivery efficient. The 
PMCs view the Energy Trust-PMC relationship as more collaborative than in other contract 
relationships. The PMCs are very good at jump-starting programs, achieving savings goals and 
working with trade allies. Once the PMC is setup, it simplifies the Energy Trust contracting 
process. 
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The main issues with the PMC model were communications, coordination with other programs, 
the PMC focus on contract goals, aligning PMC and Energy Trust goals, complying with Energy 
Trust requests, cumbersome initial contracting process, engaging customers and developing long 
term relationships, and the potential for perceived conflict of interests (e.g. maximizing profit, 
growing their own business). Similar issues were identified by other the organizations that were 
interviewed.  


In evaluation of the Energy Trust staff, individuals were very aware that being a lean organization 
is important to the way it is perceived. There was no staff consensus on the efficiency of specific 
delivery models. Internal program delivery was perceived to address some issues associated 
with aligning goals, communications, marketing, data management, and developing long term 
relationships with trade allies and customers. 


Customers and trade allies revealed a moderately high level of satisfaction in most of the 
programs. Energy Trust is viewed as becoming more bureaucratic over time by some 
participants. The miscommunications about funds availability and project forecasts in 2005 and 
early 2006 are still coloring many stakeholders perceptions of the programs. There were some 
questions about the PMC commitment to fostering customer relationships. 


The report concluded that stakeholders and staff feel that the anticipated changes in the Oregon 
energy efficiency market do not require a major change in the way Energy Trust delivers its 
programs. The main weakness of the PMC model is that it is applied the same way across all 
current programs and sectors. The major benefit of the existing model is that Energy Trust is 
perceived as administering public funds in an efficient and effective manner with minimal 
overhead. Competitive procurement is the key to the efficient program delivery, not a specific 
delivery model. Energy Trust would be more able to respond to market changes if it allowed the 
delivery model to be determined by market needs, not the perceptions of external stakeholders. 
Ultimately, any changes to the delivery models should be based on in-depth market analysis. 


The evaluation contractor recommended four changes. Energy Trust needs to communicate 
that competitive procurement is the key to cost effective program delivery and not a particular 
model, and that the most effective delivery model is determined by market conditions, not a 
single approach to program delivery. Production Efficiency should be used as a case study of 
how to develop a different delivery model. Before rebidding any program, a detailed market 
assessment should be performed to determine if and how program delivery and design should 
change. Changes should be reflected in the new RFP. 


The study implies that any change requires the continued dialogue with stakeholders (RAC, 
CAC, Board, etc.), which may take considerable time. Where there are opportunities for the 
PMCs to do more competitive procurement, they should. The next steps will be to collect 
detailed feedback from staff and committee, revise the report and discuss the final conclusions at 
the Board retreat in June. 


Dave asked if there was any discussion of the optimum length of the PMC contract. Phil said 
there was some discussion, and most organizations lean toward a two or three year model. 
Longer models may not be viewed as competitive procurement on an ongoing basis.  


6. Not-for-profit Solar Incentive 


Kacia Brockman provided a brief summary of Energy Trust’s efforts to develop a standard 
incentive to offer to tax-exempt parties looking to install solar. Currently, the majority of the 
financial incentives available to a commercial project come from the federal tax benefits, 
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including the 30% investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation. The tax benefits may be 
leveraged by involving a third party investor with tax liability that owns and operates the solar 
electric system of the government or non-profit’s building for some period of time. There may 
be a buyout option at some point that allows the tax-exempt party to take long term ownership 
of the system.  


Staff believes there is significant market potential for this 3rd party ownership model. 
Governments and nonprofits are often motivated to install solar but lack the financial capital to 
make the investment. Solar is the most accessible renewable energy technology for public 
agencies and faith-based congregations with sustainability goals. Architects and engineers are 
looking at 3rd party ownership as a way to incorporate solar into new buildings, particularly 
those pursuing LEED certification, for public entities. Such installations could be an effective way 
to promote solar to those organizations’ many constituents.  


Energy Trust has met with 6 potential investors that are considering different investment 
models ranging from the flip model commonly used in wind projects, to an energy service 
company model where the 3rd party would retain long term ownership, to a lease-to-own 
model. For all the models, Energy Trust will need to pay an incentive higher than our standard 
commercial incentive in order to give the 3rd party investors a reasonable rate of return. This 
incentive would, however, be lower than would be necessary if we were not leveraging the 
federal tax incentives. It appears that the nonprofit incentive would be approximately $1/watt 
higher than the standard incentive (approximately $2.50/watt), but we are still analyzing the 
various models. Our goal is to create a standard incentive that can be applied to all the models 
for simplicity and predictability, and to shorten the time required for our application and 
approval process. 


Although commercial businesses subject to the Alternative Minimum Tax are not able to claim 
the federal tax benefits either, there is pending federal legislation which may remedy that. For 
simplicity, staff proposes to limit this nonprofit incentive to tax-exempt entities. 


There is a question of size. Currently, the standard incentive is capped at 50 kilowatts to ensure 
we spread the available incentives around. However, many of the investors would require a 
minimum size of 100 kW. Therefore, we are considering a size cap of 100-200 kW. Energy 
Trust expects to set aside a portion of the solar electric budget for both utilities for the 
nonprofit incentive to deal with this issue.  


The net steps will be to continue to review investors’ financial models and verify that 
government and nonprofit hosts will receive sufficient benefit from those models. Ultimately, the 
program will determine a standard incentive level that will work with a variety of models. Staff 
will need to review the implications of setting a nonprofit cap higher than the standard cap, and 
consider whether some larger projects should be allowed under the standard incentive, too. 
The appropriate budget amount to set aside for the nonprofit incentive will need to be 
determined, and possibly for larger standard projects. At this time, staff will decide if incentives 
will be provided on first come first served basis, or by a solicitation for projects. The application 
and approval process will need to be developed, including necessary terms and conditions for 
both the host and the 3rd party investor. Finally, Energy Trust will announce the new incentive 
and promote it.  


Alan Meyer asked if the non-profit incentive is determined based on the greater above-market 
costs, why would a commercial business subject to alternative minimum tax (AMT) not be 
considered for additional incentives. Kacia responded that the offer is based on above-market 
costs, but not on a case-by-case basis. This is new market territory with potential to attract a 
new audience and increase participant diversity. Peter added that the third party investors have 
said that they are not interested in working with commercial businesses at this time. Alan said 
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that if the cap is raised for the non-profit limit, it should be raised for the standard incentive as 
well. 


Jon asked why the non-profit incentive funding should be kept separate from the standard 
funding pool. If the funds were mingled then it would be a first-come, first-served situation with 
a special effort toward tax exempt entities. Kacia said this could be considered. Peter clarified 
that there has always been caps within the budget for these projects to assure that more 
installers can participate more widely. 


There were no other public comments. Peter adjourned the meeting at 12:00 pm. 








 
 
 
Financial Glossary 
(for internal use) - updated March 28, 2007 
 
Administrative Costs 


• Costs that, by nonprofit accounting standards, are not program services and are not directly 
attributed to programs—i.e. management and general and general communication and outreach 
expenses 


I. Management and General  
• Includes oversight/board activities, interest/financing costs, accounting, payroll, board, 


human resources, general legal support, and other general organizational management 
costs. 


• These costs are determined by the general makeup of the programs.  
• Does not include indirect costs such as facilities, telephone, etc. (However, M&G does 


receive an allocated share of such expenses.) 
II. General Communications and Outreach   


• Expenditures of a general nature, conveying the nonprofit mission of the organization 
and general public awareness.  


• Expenditures are not directed to specific programs.  
• Receives an allocated share of indirect costs. 
 


Allocation 
• A way of grouping costs together and applying them to a program as one pool based upon an 


allocation base that most closely represents the activity driver of the costs in the pool.  
• Used as an alternative to charging programs on an invoice–by–invoice basis for accounting 


efficiency purposes. 
• An example would be accumulating all of the costs associated with customer management (call 


center operations, Energy Trust customer service personnel, complaint tracking, etc). The 
accumulated costs are then spread to the programs that benefited by using the ratio of calls into 
the call center by program (i.e. the allocation base). 


 
Allocation Cost Pools 


• Employee benefits. 
• Employer portion of payroll taxes. 
• Indirect costs-general corporate fixed costs, i.e. rent, utilities, supplies, etc. 
• Customer service and trade ally support costs. 
• General communications and outreach costs. 
• Management and general costs. 
• Planning and evaluation general costs. 
• Shared costs for electric utilities. 
• Shared costs for all utilities. 
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Auditor’s Opinion 
• An accountant's or auditor's opinion is a report by an independent CPA presented to the board 


of directors describing the scope of the examination of the organization's books, and certifying 
that the financial statements meet the AICPA (American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants) requirements of GAAP (generally accepted accounting principles). 


• Depending on the audit findings, the opinion can be unqualified or qualified regarding specific 
items. Energy Trust strives for and has achieved in all its years an unqualified opinion. 


• An unqualified opinion indicates agreement by the auditors that the financial statements present 
an accurate assessment of the organization’s financial results. 


• The OPUC Grant Agreement requires an unqualified opinion regarding Energy Trust’s financial 
records. 


• Failure to follow generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) can result in a qualified 
opinion.  


 
Board-approved Annual Budget 


• Funds approved by the board for expenditures during the budget year (subject to board 
approved program funding caps and associated policy) for the stated functions. 


• Funds approved for capital asset expenditures. 
• Approval of the general allocation of funds including commitments and cash outlays. 
• Approval of expenditures is based on assumed revenues from utilities as forecasted in their 


annual projections of public purpose collections and/or contracted revenues. 
 


Carryover Funds 
• In any one year, the amount by which revenues exceed expenses for that year in a designated 


category that will be added to the cumulative balance and brought forward for expenditure to 
the next budget year.  


• In any one year, if expenditures exceed revenues, the negative difference is applied against the 
cumulative carryover balance.  


• Does not equal the cash on hand due to noncash expense items such as depreciation. 
• Tracked by major utility funder and at high level program area--by EE vs RE, not tracked by 


program. 
 


Commitments  
I. Contract obligations  


• A contract that has been signed creating a legal obligation.  
• Reported in the monthly Schedule of Commitments. 


II. Project commitments (see FastTrack projects forecasting)   
• Commitments made to an electric or gas customer to assist in the funding of a project. 
• Eventually to be posted against the PMC contract and program budget when paid. 
• May be board-designated for a particular program to be expensed in a later financial 


period (i.e. many renewable energy investments). 
• May be escrowed in a special bank account for payment and expense in a later financial 


period. 
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Cost-Effectiveness Calculation  
• Programs and measures are evaluated for cost-effectiveness. 
• The cost of program savings must be lower than the cost to produce the energy from both a 


utility and societal perspective.  
• Expressed as a ratio of energy savings cost divided by the presumed avoided utility and societal 


cost of energy.  
• Program cost-effectiveness evaluation is “fully allocated,” i.e. includes all of the program costs 


plus a portion of Energy Trust administrative costs. 
 
Dedicated Funds 


• Used in budgeting process for renewable expenditures to identify encumbered funds. 
• Represents funds obligated or earmarked for identified projects or specific agreements. 
• May include commitments, escrows, contracts, board designations, master agreements. 


 
Direct Program Costs  


• Can be directly linked to and reflect a causal relationship to one individual program/project; or 
can easily be allocated to two or more programs based upon usage, cause, or benefit. 


 
Direct Program Evaluation & Planning Services 


• Evaluation services for a specific program rather than for a group of programs. 
• Costs incurred in evaluating programs and projects and included in determining total program 


funding caps.  
• Planning services for a specific program rather than for a group of programs. 
• Costs incurred in planning programs and projects and are included in determining program 


funding expenditures and caps. 
• Evaluation and planning services attributable to a number of programs are recorded in a cost 


pool and are subsequently allocated to individual programs. 
 


Escrowed Program (Incentive) Funds 
• Cash deposited into a separate escrow account at a bank that will be paid out pursuant to a 


contractual obligation requiring a certain event or result to occur. Funds can be returned to  
Energy Trust if such event or result does not occur. Therefore, the funds are still “owned” by 
Energy Trust and will remain on the balance sheet.  


• The funds are within the control of the bank in accordance with the terms of the escrow 
agreement.  


• When the event or result occurs, the funds are considered “earned” and are transferred out of 
the escrow account (“paid out”) and then are reflected as an expense on the income statement 
for the current period. 


 
Expenditures/Expenses   


• Amounts for which there is an obligation for payment of goods and/or services that have been 
received or earned within the month or year.  


• Does NOT include cash deposited into an escrow account. 
 


FastTrack Projects Forecasting  
Module developed in FastTrack to provide information about the timing of future incentive payments, 
with the following definitions: 


• Estimated-Project data may be inaccurate or incomplete. Rough estimate of energy savings, 
incentives and completion date by project and by service territory. 
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• Proposed-Project that has received a written incentive offer but no agreement or application 
has been signed. Energy savings, incentives and completion date to be documented by programs 
using this phase. For Renewable projects-project that has received Board approval. 


• Accepted-Used for renewable energy projects in 2nd round of application; projects that have 
reached a stage where approval process can begin. 


• Committed-Project that has a signed agreement or application reserving incentive dollars until 
project completion. Energy savings/generations, incentives and completion date by project and 
by service territory must be documented in project records and in FastTrack. If project not 
demonstrably proceeding within agreed upon time frame, committed funds return to incentive 
pool. Reapplication would then be required. 


• Completed-Project that has received payment from Energy Trust. 
• Program Summary Estimate (PEST)-program level (not specific projects) estimate of forecasted 


incentives and savings. 
 
Incentives 


I. Residential Incentives  
• Incentives paid to a residential program participant (party responsible for payment for 


utility service in particular dwelling unit) exclusively for energy efficiency and renewable 
energy measures in the homes or apartments of such residential customers. 


II. Business Incentives 
• Incentives paid to a participant other than a residential program participant as defined 


above following the installation of an energy efficiency or renewable energy measure. 
(Proposal to merge this category with Service incentives once method to determine tax 
status incorporated into FastTrack rather than requiring GL coding.) 


• Above market cost for a particular renewable energy project. 
III. Service Incentives 


• Incentives paid to an installation contractor which serves as a reduction in the final cost 
to the participant for the installation of an energy efficiency or renewable energy 
measure. 


• Payment for services delivered to participants by contractors such as home reviews and 
technical analysis studies. 


• Funds provided to delivery vendors to encourage the energy service providers to 
promote the installation of additional measures by end users. 


• End-user training, enhancing participant technical skills or energy efficiency practices 
proficiency such as “how to” sessions on insulation, weatherization, or high efficiency 
lighting. 


• CFL online home review fulfillment and PMC direct installations. 
• Technical trade ally training to enhance technical competencies. 
• Incentives for equipment purchases by trade allies to garner improvements of services 


and diagnostics delivered to end-users, such as duct sealing, HVAC diagnosis, air 
filtration, etc. 


 
Indirect Costs 


• Shared joint costs that are “allocated” for accounting purposes rather than assigning individual 
charges to programs.  


• Allocated to all programs and administration functions. 
• Examples include rent/facilities, supplies, computer equipment and support, and depreciation. 
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IT Support Services  
• Information technology costs incurred as a result of supporting all programs.  
• Includes FastTrack energy savings and incentive tracking software, data tracking support of 


PMCs and for the program evaluation functions. 
• Receives an allocation of indirect shared costs. 


 
Outsourced Services 


• Miscellaneous professional services contracted to third parties rather than performed by 
internal staff. 


• Can be incurred for program or administrative reasons and will be identified as such. 
 


Program Costs 
• Fulfill the purposes or mission for which the organization exists and are authorized through the 


program approval process.  
• Includes program management, incentives, program staff salaries, planning, evaluation, quality 


assurance, and other costs incurred solely for program purposes. 
• Can be direct or indirect (i.e. allocated based on program usage.) 


 
Program Delivery Expense  


• This will include all PMC labor and direct costs associated with:  incentive processing, program 
coordination, program support, trade ally communications, and program delivery contractors. 


• Includes performance compensation incentives paid to program management contractors under 
contract agreement if certain incentive goals are met. 


• Trade ally training pertaining to program delivery (Steve proposing to move to Service Incentives 
pending PUC staff approval, as it’s Market Transformation activity and TA participants as well as 
customers are beneficiaries.) 


 
Program Legal Services 


• External legal expenditures and internal legal services utilized in the development of a program-
specific contract. 


 
Program Management Expense  


• PMC billings associated with program contract oversight, program support, staff management, 
etc. 


• ETO program management staff salaries, taxes and benefits. 
 


Program Marketing/Outreach 
• PMC labor and direct costs associated with marketing/outreach/awareness efforts to 


communicate program opportunities and benefits to rate payers/program participants. 
• Awareness campaigns and outreach efforts designed to reach participants of individual programs. 
• Co-op advertising with trade allies and vendors to promote a particular program benefit to the 


public. 
 


Program Quality Assurance 
• Independent in-house or outsourced services for the quality assurance efforts of a particular 


program (distinguished from program quality control). 
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Program Support Costs 
• Source of information is contained in statement of functional expense report. 
• Portion of costs in OPUC performance measure for program administration and support costs. 


 Includes expenses incurred directly by the program. 
 Includes allocation of shared and indirect costs incurred in the following categories:  


supplies; postage and shipping; telephone; printing and publications; occupancy expenses; 
insurance; equipment; travel; business meetings; conferences and training; depreciation 
and amortization; dues, licenses, subscriptions and fees; miscellaneous expense; payroll 
& related expense; outsourced services; and an allocation of information technology 
department cost. 


 
Savings Types 


• Working Savings/Generation: the estimate of savings/generation that is used for data entry 
by program personnel as they approve individual projects.  They are based on deemed 
savings/generation for prescriptive measures, and engineering calculations for custom measures.  
They do not incorporate any evaluation or transmission and distribution factors. 


• Reportable Savings/Generation: the estimate of savings/generation that will be used for 
public reporting of Energy Trust results.  This includes transmission and distribution factors, 
evaluation factors, and any other corrections required to the original working values. These 
values are updated annually, and are subject to revision each year during the “true-up” as a 
result of new information or identified errors. 


• Contract Savings:  the estimate of savings that will be used to compare against annual 
contract goals.  These savings figures are generally the same as the reportable savings at the 
time that the contract year started.  For purposes of adjusting working savings to arrive at this 
number, a single adjustment percentage (a SRAF, as defined below) is agreed to at the beginning 
of the contract year and is applied to all program measures.  This is based on the sum of the 
adjustments between working and reportable numbers in the forecast developed for the 
program year. 


• Savings Realization Adjustment Factors (SRAF):  are savings realization adjustment 
factors applied to electric and gas working savings measures in order to reflect more accurate 
savings information through the benefit of evaluation and other studies. These factors are 
determined by the Energy Trust and used for annual contract amendments. The factors are 
determined based on the best available information from: 
• Program evaluations and/or other research that account for free riders, spill-over effects 


and measure impacts to date; and  
• Published transmission and distribution line loss information resulting from electric measure 


savings.  
 
Total Program and Admin Expenses (line item on income statement) 


• Used only for cost effectiveness calculations and management reports used to track funds 
spent/remaining by service territory.  


• Includes all costs of the organization--direct, indirect, and an allocation of administration costs 
to programs.  


• Should not be used for external financial reporting (not GAAP). 
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Total Program Expenses (line item on income statement) 
• All indirect costs have been allocated to program costs with the exception of administration 


(management and general costs and communications & outreach).  
• Per the requirements of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) for nonprofits, 


administrative costs should not be allocated to programs. 
• There is no causal relationship—costs would not go away if the program did not exist. 


 
Trade Ally Programs & Customer Service Management 


• Costs associated with Energy Trust sponsorship of training and development of a trade ally 
network for a variety of programs. 


• Trade Ally costs are tracked and allocated to programs based on the number of allies associated 
with that program. 


• Costs in support of assisting customers which benefit all Energy Trust programs such as call 
center operations, customer service manager, complaint handling, etc.  


• Customer service costs are tracked and allocated based on # of calls into the call center per 
month. 


 
True Up 


• True-up is a once-a-year process where we take everything we’ve learned about how much 
energy programs actually save or generate, and update our reports of historic performance and 
our software tools for forecasting and analyzing future savings.  


• Information incorporated includes improved engineering models of savings (new data factor), 
anticipated results of future evaluations based on what prior evaluations of similar programs 
have shown (anticipated evaluation factor), and results from actual evaluations of the program 
and the year of activity in question (evaluation factor). 


• Results are incorporated in the Annual Report (for the year just past) and the True-up Report 
(for prior years). 


• Sometimes the best data on program savings or generation is not available for 2-3 years, 
especially for market transformation programs.  So for some programs, the savings are updated 
through the annual true-up 2 or 3 times 








JAN DEC JAN Change from Change from
2007 2006 2006 Prior Month Prior Year


Current Assets
  Cash* 48,269,549 47,517,666 39,345,599 751,883 8,923,951
  Program Deposits held in Escrow 6,772,701 6,747,454 475,000 25,247 6,297,701
  Receivables 37,123 51,759 136,500 (14,636) (99,377)
  Prepaid Expenses 63,037 71,500 22,509 (8,463) 40,528
  Advances to Vendors 693,708 1,002,823 401,286 (309,115) 292,422


--------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------


   Total Current Assets 55,836,118 55,391,202 40,380,894 444,916 15,455,225


Fixed Assets
  Computer Hardware and Software 825,164 789,290 758,857 35,874 66,307
  Leasehold Improvements 113,343 113,343 113,343 -                    -                    
  Office Equipment and Furniture 70,721 70,721 65,620 -                    5,100


--------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------


     Total Fixed Assets 1,009,227 973,353 937,821 35,874 71,407
  Less Depreciation (835,911) (812,573) (560,656) (23,337) (275,255)


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
     Net Fixed Assets 173,317 160,780 377,165 12,537 (203,848)


Other Assets
  Rental Deposit 36,412 36,412 35,412 -                    1,000
  Deferred Compensation Asset 25,608 24,657 11,821 950 13,787


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
     Total Other Assets 62,020 61,069 47,232 950 14,787


--------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------


     Total Assets 56,071,455 55,613,051 40,805,291 458,404 15,266,164
================== ================== ================== ================== ==================


Current Liabilities
  Accounts Payable and Accruals 2,588,556 6,071,359 1,681,101 (3,482,803) 907,455
  Salaries, Taxes, & Benefits Payable 236,325 230,656 206,683 5,668 29,642
  Deferred/Unearned Revenue 5,000 5,000 5,000 -                    -                    


--------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------


     Total Current Liabilities 2,829,880 6,307,015 1,892,784 (3,477,135) 937,097


Long Term Liabilities
   Deferred Rent 186,911 188,318 122,868 (1,407) 64,043
   Deferred Compensation Payable 25,608 24,657 11,821 950 13,787
   Other Long-Term Liabilities 16,322 16,322 225 -                    16,097


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
     Total Long-Term Liabilities 228,841 229,298 134,913 (457) 93,928


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
     Total Liabilities 3,058,721 6,536,313 2,027,697 (3,477,592) 1,031,025


Net Assets
  Current Year Inc/ Dec Unrestricted Net Assets 3,935,995 6,260,370 2,233,680 (2,324,375) 1,702,315
  Board Designated Net Assets - Escrow accts 6,772,701 6,747,454 475,000 25,247 6,297,701
  Board Designated Net Assets - PGE 12,500,000 12,500,000 12,500,000 -                    -                    
  Unrestricted Net Assets-Beginning of Year 29,577,351 23,342,227 23,342,227 6,235,124 6,235,124
  Temp. Restricted Net Assets-Beginning of Year 226,686 226,686 226,686 -                    -                    


--------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------


     Total Net Assets 53,012,733 49,076,738 38,777,594 3,935,995 14,235,140
--------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------


     Total Liabilities and Net Assets 56,071,455 55,613,051 40,805,291 458,404 15,266,164
================== ================== ================== ================== ==================


*Committed to Approved Programs


BS-Acct-YTD-001


The Energy Trust of Oregon
BALANCE SHEET


January 31, 2007
(Unaudited)







 January Year to Date


Operating Activities:


Revenue less Expenses 3,935,995$     3,935,995$       


Non-cash items:
Depreciation 23,338           23,338             
Deferred Rent Amortization (1,406)            (1,406)              


Change in balance sheet accounts:
Interest Receivable (2,333)            (2,333)              
Other Receivables 16,967           16,967             
Advances to Vendors 309,115          309,115           
Other Assets 7,512             7,512               
A/P - Program Subcontracts 44,061           44,061             
A/P - Incentives (3,435,761)      (3,435,761)        
A/P - Professional Services (15,222)          (15,222)            
A/P - Operations (75,882)          (75,882)            
Payroll and related accruals 6,620             6,620               
Other long-term liabilities -                -                  


Cash rec'd from / (used in)
         Operating Activies 813,004          813,004           


Investing Activites:


Acquisition of Capital Assets (35,874)          (35,874)            
Cash used in Investing Activities (35,874)          (35,874)            


Cash at beginning of Period 54,265,120     54,265,120       


Increase/(Decrease) in Cash 777,130          777,130           


Cash at end of period 55,042,250$   55,042,250$     


Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Statement-Indirect Method


Monthly 2007







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2007 - December 2008
Based on B-05.1 & P-04


Actual
2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007


January February March April May June July August September October November December


Cash In:


  Public purpose funding 6,041,711      6,338,969        5,738,018        5,262,896        4,845,450        4,358,236        4,360,555        4,317,178        4,308,723        4,198,490        4,201,621        5,026,747         


  Investment Income 224,763         193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753            


Total cash in 6,266,474      6,532,722        5,931,771        5,456,649        5,039,203        4,551,989        4,554,308        4,510,931        4,502,476        4,392,243        4,395,374        5,220,500         


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts 811,814         2,119,791        1,011,557        964,693          1,895,127        1,003,816        1,003,816        1,930,402        1,039,807        1,039,807        1,958,135        1,064,373         


    Incentives 4,008,889      827,880          1,111,939        1,461,673        1,583,230        1,740,289        2,518,803        2,663,194        3,113,488        3,711,002        4,258,924        14,694,658       


    Salaries and related expense 318,210         372,197          372,197          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397            


    Professional services 146,199         509,178          509,178          509,178          564,142          498,042          505,642          523,041          522,381          524,281          508,156          508,556            


    General operating expenses 204,232         169,795          165,140          165,802          160,570          154,671          156,919          156,046          162,193          181,684          157,869          149,547            


Total cash out 5,489,344      3,998,841        3,170,011        3,468,743        4,570,466        3,764,215        4,552,577        5,640,080        5,205,266        5,824,171        7,250,481        16,784,531       


Net cash flow for the month 777,130         2,533,881        2,761,760        1,987,906        468,737          787,774          1,731              (1,129,149)      (702,790)         (1,431,928)      (2,855,107)      (11,564,031)      


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM 54,265,120    55,042,250      57,576,131      60,337,890      62,325,796      62,794,532      63,582,306      63,584,036      62,454,887      61,752,096      60,320,168      57,465,060       


Ending cash & MM 55,042,250    57,576,131      60,337,890      62,325,796      62,794,532      63,582,306      63,584,036      62,454,887      61,752,096      60,320,168      57,465,060      45,901,029       


Budget B-05.1







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2007 - December 2008
Based on B-05.1 & P-04


Cash In:


  Public purpose funding


  Investment Income


Total cash in


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts


    Incentives


    Salaries and related expense


    Professional services


    General operating expenses


Total cash out


Net cash flow for the month


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM


Ending cash & MM


2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008
January February March April May June July August September October November December


6,385,968       6,570,863        5,745,165        5,984,016        5,067,322        4,686,414        4,592,090        4,680,036        4,649,320        4,335,590        4,599,821        5,460,928        


176,901          173,003          169,865          169,983          166,838          161,088          156,085          149,030          143,464          136,770          123,558          111,662          


6,562,869       6,743,866        5,915,030        6,153,999        5,234,160        4,847,502        4,748,175        4,829,066        4,792,784        4,472,360        4,723,379        5,572,590        


1,457,458       2,959,117        900,635          838,273          1,736,303        850,382          850,382          1,731,311        870,029          870,029          1,915,064        1,053,782        


5,055,842       4,474,399        4,239,711        4,116,998        4,163,348        4,116,998        4,190,867        4,237,217        3,465,867        5,278,886        5,644,236        6,945,539        


383,834          383,834          383,834          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          


508,156          505,525          505,525          505,525          510,482          504,382          512,177          512,583          511,923          513,823          489,102          489,502          


166,605          174,764          169,967          170,650          164,394          158,363          160,679          158,769          165,101          185,176          160,982          152,410          


7,571,895       8,497,639        6,199,672        6,010,336        6,953,417        6,009,015        6,092,995        7,018,770        5,391,810        7,226,804        8,588,274        9,020,123        


(1,009,026)      (1,753,773)      (284,642)         143,663          (1,719,257)      (1,161,513)      (1,344,820)      (2,189,704)      (599,026)         (2,754,444)      (3,864,895)      (3,447,533)      


45,901,029     44,892,003      43,138,230      42,853,588      42,997,251      41,277,994      40,116,482      38,771,662      36,581,958      35,982,932      33,228,488      29,363,593      


44,892,003     43,138,230      42,853,588      42,997,251      41,277,994      40,116,482      38,771,662      36,581,958      35,982,932      33,228,488      29,363,593      25,916,060      


Projection P-04







January YTD
Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance


REVENUES


Public Purpose Funds-PGE 2,704,022 2,703,676 346 2,704,022 2,703,676 346


Public Purpose Funds-PacifiCorp 1,870,089 1,862,209 7,880 1,870,089 1,862,209 7,880


Public Purpose Funds-NW Natural 1,328,915 1,266,525 62,390 1,328,915 1,266,525 62,390


Public Purpose Funds-Cascade 138,685 148,726 (10,040) 138,685 148,726 (10,040)


----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------
Total Public Purpose Funds 6,041,711 5,981,136 60,575 6,041,711 5,981,136 60,575


Revenue from Investments 227,096 193,753 33,342 227,096 193,753 33,342
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------


TOTAL REVENUE 6,268,807 6,174,889 93,918 6,268,807 6,174,889 93,918
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========


EXPENSES


Program Subcontracts 1,181,957 1,289,977 108,020 1,181,957 1,289,977 108,020


Incentives 573,128 677,011 103,883 573,128 677,011 103,883


Salaries and Related Expenses 324,830 372,197 47,367 324,830 372,197 47,367


Professional Services 130,977 509,178 378,202 130,977 509,178 378,202


Supplies 2,461 11,854 9,393 2,461 11,854 9,393


Telephone 2,721 6,346 3,625 2,721 6,346 3,625


Postage and Shipping Expenses 461 7,579 7,118 461 7,579 7,118


Occupancy Expenses 32,223 31,348 (875) 32,223 31,348 (875)


Noncapitalized Equipment and Depreciation 40,318 33,583 (6,735) 40,318 33,583 (6,735)


Call Center 11,162 19,953 8,791 11,162 19,953 8,791


Printing and Publications 14,295 16,125 1,830 14,295 16,125 1,830


Travel 6,483 16,683 10,200 6,483 16,683 10,200


Conference, Training and Meeting Expenses 6,043 18,929 12,886 6,043 18,929 12,886


Interest Expense and Bank Fees 83 1,500 1,417 83 1,500 1,417


Insurance 4,377 5,000 623 4,377 5,000 623


Miscellaneous Expenses 7 1,735 1,728 7 1,735 1,728


Dues, Licenses and Fees 1,284 4,641 3,357 1,284 4,641 3,357


----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 2,332,811 3,023,641 690,830 2,332,811 3,023,641 690,830


========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========


TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES 3,935,995 3,151,248 784,747 3,935,995 3,151,248 784,747
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========


IS-Acct-YTD-001


The Energy Trust of Oregon
INCOME STATEMENT - ACTUAL AND YTD COMPARISON


For the Month Ending January 31, 2007
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The Energy Trust of Oregon
Statement of Functional Expenses


For the Month Ending January 31, 2007


Energy Renewable Total Program Management Communication Total Admin
Efficiency Energy Expenses & General & Outreach Expenses Total


Program Expenses


Incentives/ Program Management & Delivery 1,638,044 117,041 1,755,085 0 1,755,085
Payroll and Related Expenses 96,264 48,830 145,094 83,210 24,404 107,614 252,708
Outsourced Services 30,093 21,265 51,358 27,091 25,649 52,740 104,098
Planning and Evaluation 30,104 3,622 33,726 625 625 34,351
Customer Service Management 22,561 2,062 24,623 0 24,623


---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
Total Program Expenses 1,817,065 192,820 2,009,885 110,926 50,053 160,979 2,170,864


Program Support Costs


Supplies 713 369 1,082 533 182 715 1,797
Postage and Shipping Expenses 129 67 196 130 33 163 359
Telephone 182 94 276 136 46 182 458
Printing and Publications 1,926 652 2,578 41 11,323 11,364 13,942
Occupancy Expenses 9,737 5,039 14,776 7,280 2,483 9,763 24,539
Insurance 1,322 684 2,006 989 337 1,326 3,332
Equipment 597 309 906 446 152 598 1,504
Travel 3,582 682 4,264 116 116 4,380
Meetings, Trainings & Conferences 1,865 1,077 2,942 1,148 290 1,438 4,380
Interest Expense and Bank Fees 83 83 0 83
Depreciation & Amortization 942 487 1,429 704 240 944 2,373
Dues, Licenses and Fees 750 250 1,000 210 74 284 1,284
Miscellaneous Expenses 0 7 7 7
IT Services 69,473 11,334 80,807 17,048 5,652 22,700 103,507


---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
Total Program Support Costs 91,218 21,128 112,346 28,788 20,813 49,601 161,947


---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 1,908,283 213,948 2,122,231 139,714 70,866 210,580 2,332,811


=============== =============== =============== =============== =============== =============== ===============


PUC Performance Measure 11.0%


Administrative plus Program Support Costs 5.3%
Exp-Acct-YTD-002







ENERGY EFFICIENCY RENEWABLE ENERGY TOTAL
PGE PacifiCorp NW Natural Cascade Avista Total PGE PacifiCorp Total Other All Programs


REVENUES
Public Purpose Funding $2,104,440 $1,436,770 $1,328,915 $138,685 $5,008,810 $599,582 $433,319 $1,032,901 $6,041,711
Revenue from Investments 227,096 227,096


------------------ ---------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------- ----------------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM REVENUE 2,104,440 1,436,770 1,328,915 138,685 5,008,810 599,582 433,319 1,032,901 227,096 6,268,807


------------------ ---------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------- ----------------------
EXPENSES
  Program Management (Note 4) 90,907 74,518 57,297 4,234 1,907 228,863 28,752 18,586 47,338 276,201
  Program Delivery 430,822 374,433 135,612 11,441 5,670 957,978 2,340 2,934 5,274 963,252
  Incentives 122,171 241,600 95,715 1,040 836 461,362 70,898 40,870 111,768 573,130
  Program Evaluation & Planning Svcs. 11,439 11,556 7,447 379 171 30,993 2,088 6,869 8,957 39,950
  Program Marketing/Outreach 36,295 29,883 38,854 2,728 1,389 109,148 1,644 1,056 2,700 111,848
  Program Legal Services 291 356 289 16 8 960 1,909 344 2,253 3,213
  Program Quality Assurance 599 954 749 14 0 2,316 0 0 0 2,316
  Outsourced  Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,980 5,998 10,978 10,978
  Trade Allies & Customer Svc. Mgmt. 6,434 8,529 7,216 274 108 22,561 1,317 745 2,062 24,623
  IT Services 25,211 25,519 17,077 1,115 553 69,474 6,836 4,498 11,334 80,808
  Other Program Expenses 9,463 9,193 5,640 240 94 24,629 6,962 4,322 11,284 35,913


------------------ ---------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------- ----------------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENSES 733,631 776,541 365,895 21,481 10,736 1,908,283 127,727 86,221 213,948 2,122,232


------------------ ---------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------- ----------------------
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
  Management & General (Note 1 & 3) 48,297 51,123 24,088 1,414 707 125,629 8,409 5,676 14,085 139,714
  Communication & Outreach (Note 2 &3) 24,684 16,853 15,588 1,627 58,751 7,033 5,083 12,115 70,866


------------------ ---------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------- ----------------------
  Total Administrative Costs 72,982 67,975 39,676 3,041 707 184,380 15,441 10,759 26,200 210,580


------------------ ---------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------- ----------------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM & ADMIN EXPENSES 806,613 844,516 405,571 24,522 11,443 2,092,663 143,168 96,980 240,148 2,332,811


------------------ ---------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------- ----------------------
TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES 1,297,827 592,254 923,344 114,163 (11,443) 2,916,147 456,414 336,339 792,753 227,096 3,935,996


========= ========== =========== ======= ======= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ============
Cumulative Carryover at 12/31/06 (Note 5) 11,385,549 (8,445,629) 6,870,551 93,292 117,839 10,021,602 25,517,626 9,189,002 34,706,628 4,348,508 49,076,738
Interest attributed 1,740,000 1,160,000 2,900,000 1,100,000 1,100,000 (4,000,000)


========= ========== =========== ======= ======= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ============
 TOTAL NET ASSETS CUMULATIVE 14,423,376 (6,693,375) 7,793,895 207,455 106,396 15,837,749 25,974,040 10,625,341 36,599,381 575,604 53,012,733


Note 1)  Management and General (Administrative) Expenses have been allocated based on total expenses.
Note 2)  General Communication and Outreach expenses (Administrative) have been allocated based on Public Purpose Revenue from each Territory.
Note 3)  Administrative costs are allocated for management reporting only.  GAAP for Not for Profit organizations does not allow allocation of administrative costs to program expenses.
Note 4)  Program Management costs include both outsourced and internal staff.
Note 5) Cumulative carryover at 12/31/2006 has been adjusted to reflect audited results.


IS-ST-YTD-001-bu


The Energy Trust of Oregon
YEAR TO DATE BY PROGRAM / SERVICE TERRITORY


For the Month Ending January 31, 2007
(Unaudited)







Pacific Subtotal Subtotal
PGE Power Elec. Utilities NW Natural Cascade Avista Gas Providers Total


Energy Efficiency


Residential
Home Energy Solutions - Existing Homes 149,514        235,612           385,126                  188,362          3,574           -              191,936             577,063
Home Energy Solutions - New Homes/Products 151,757        126,270           278,026                  147,161          19,364         11,443         177,969             455,995
Market Transformation (NEEA) 59,439         44,352             103,791                  -                 -              -              -                   103,791


------------------ --------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------- --------------------
  Total Residential 360,710 406,234 766,944 335,523 22,939 11,443 369,905 1,136,849


Commercial
Market Transformation (NEEA) 94,916         70,826             165,742                  -                 -              -              -                   165,742
New Building Efficiency 67,867         26,900             94,768                    8,762             1,259           -              10,021              104,789
Building Efficiency (Existing) 66,003         57,935             123,938                  61,285            324              -              61,610              185,548


------------------ --------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------- --------------------
  Total Commercial 228,786 155,662 384,447 70,048 1,583 -              71,631 456,078


Industrial
Production Efficiency 168,787        246,557           415,344                  -                 -              -              -                   415,344
Industrial Process - Mkt Transformation (NEEA) 48,330         36,064             84,394                    -                 -              -              -                   84,394


------------------ --------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------- --------------------
  Total Industrial 217,117 282,621 499,738 -                 -              -              -                   499,738


------------------ --------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------- --------------------
  Total Energy Efficiency Costs 806,613 844,516 1,651,129 405,571 24,522 11,443 441,536 2,092,663


------------------ --------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------- --------------------


Renewables


Utility Scale Projects 11,413         1,048               12,461                    -                 -              -              -                   12,461
Solar 100,223        56,848             157,071                  -                 -              -              -                   157,071
Community Wind -              31,145             31,145                    -                 -              -              -                   31,145
Open Solicitation 15,932         1,674               17,606                    -                 -              -              -                   17,606
Biopower 15,600         6,265               21,865                    -                 -              -              -                   21,865


------------------ --------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------- --------------------
  Total Renewables Costs 143,168      96,980            240,148                -                -              -              -                   240,148        


------------------ --------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------- --------------------


Cost Grand Total 949,781      941,496          1,891,277              405,571        24,522        11,443        441,536           2,332,811     


The Energy Trust of Oregon
Program YTD Expenses by Service Territory


For the Month Ending January 31, 2007
(MG&A allocated to programs)







Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES


For the Month and Year to Date Ended January 31, 2007
(Unaudited)


MANAGEMENT & GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS & OUTREACH


YTD YTD
MONTHLY QUARTERLY QUARTER OVER/ MONTHLY QUARTERLY QUARTER OVER/
ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING ACTUAL BUDGET (UNDER) ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING ACTUAL BUDGET (UNDER)


EXPENSES


Outsourced Services $18,473 $105,909 ($87,436) $18,473 $35,303 ($16,830) $25,649 $66,300 ($40,651) $25,649 $22,100 $3,549


Legal Services 8,618 26,460 (17,842) 8,618 8,820 (202) 960 (960) 320 (320)


Salaries and Related Expenses 81,055 262,319 (181,264) 81,055 87,440 (6,385) 23,669 86,794 (63,125) 23,669 28,931 (5,262)


Supplies 2,762 (2,762) 921 (921) 150 (150) 50 (50)


Telephone 338 (338) 113 (113) 1,500 (1,500) 500 (500)


Postage and Shipping Expenses 34 788 (754) 34 263 (229) 13,150 (13,150) 4,383 (4,383)


Noncapitalized Equipment 300 (300) 100 (100)


Printing and Publications 150 (150) 50 (50) 11,309 19,575 (8,266) 11,309 6,525 4,784


Travel 116 13,525 (13,409) 116 4,508 (4,392) 1,625 (1,625) 542 (542)


Conference, Training & Mtngs 1,148 30,140 (28,992) 1,148 10,047 (8,899) 290 2,875 (2,585) 290 958 (668)


Interest Expense and Bank Fees 4,500 (4,500) 1,500 (1,500)


Miscellaneous Expenses 7 300 (293) 7 100 (93)


Dues, Licenses and Fees 210 2,731 (2,521) 210 410 (200) 74 1,191 (1,117) 74 397 (323)


Shared Allocation (Note 1) 12,381 29,793 (17,412) 12,381 9,931 2,450 4,223 12,048 (7,825) 4,223 4,016 207


IT Service Allocation (Note 2) 17,048 80,880 (63,832) 17,048 26,654 (9,606) 5,652 26,814 (21,162) 5,652 8,837 (3,185)


Planning & Eval (Note 3) 625 5,079 (4,455) 625 1,691 (1,066)


----------------- --------------------- ------------------- --------------- -------------- --------------- ----------------- --------------------- ------------------- -------------- -------------- ------------------


TOTAL EXPENSES 139,714 565,674 (425,960) 139,714 187,749 (48,035) 70,866 233,283 (162,417) 70,866 77,659 (6,793)
========= =========== =========== ======== ======== ======== ========= =========== =========== ======== ======== ==========


Note 1) Represents allocation of Shared (General Office Management) Costs
Note 2) Represents allocation of Shared IT Costs
Note 3) Represents allocation of Planning & Evaluation Costs


Administrative Expenses 1st Month of Quarter
Exp-Prog-YTD-001







Cumulative Revenue & Expenses
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Board Strategic Plan Workshop 
Friday/Saturday, June 8 and 9, 2007, 9:00 am 
Reed College, 3203 SE Woodstock Boulevard 
Vollum Lounge, Portland, Oregon 
 
 
Potential issues for June strategic planning meeting - DRAFT 
 
1. Introductory Remarks 


• Background/re-cap from last year's priorities and progress made 
o Architecture Review of IT systems 
o Program delivery model evaluation 


• Operating environment changes and opportunities 
 
2. Legislative issues  


• Briefing on the Renewable Energy Act/Incremental Efficiency Funding 
o Relationship to utility IRP 
o Renewable acquisition mandates 
o Shifting Energy Trust renewable role 
o Supplemental efficiency funding opportunities 


• Re-focusing renewable energy programs on projects less than 20 megawatts 
o Changes in focus, role, funding distribution, delivery, partnerships, technology 


investments/risk 
o Impact on goals and performance measures 


• Opportunities from supplemental PGE and/or Pacific Power efficiency funding 
o Changes in investment strategies, equity, marketing, etc. 
o Impact on goals and performance measures 


 
3. Surfing the wave of opportunity 


• Expanding program delivery and services to other states (e.g., Washington 
customers of Cascade natural gas) 


• Surging concerns about carbon emissions and global warming 
• Innovative new technologies, including next generation meters, intelligent end-use 


devices/“smart” appliances and other dynamic systems  
 








 
 
 
Staff Report 
May 9, 2007 


This report from Margie Harris is on behalf of all staff and spans the period March 12, 2007, 
through April 20, 2007. Items not otherwise addressed in this board packet are described here. 


General 
• At the request of Cascade Natural Gas, discussed and initiated a planning contract to 


assess and analyze requirements associated with Energy Trust to potentially provide gas 
efficiency program services to Cascade's Washington customers. Results will inform a 
decision-making process between Cascade, the Washington Utility and Transportation 
Commission and Energy Trust. 


• Applauded the 10 businesses honored for sustainable practices and products at the 15th 
annual BEST Awards, organized by the Office of Sustainable Development and 
sponsored by Energy Trust and others. A total of 8 of the 10 winners participated in 
Energy Trust programs – including 200 Market Building (lighting), Columbia Forest 
Products (motors), Doubletree Hotel (HVAC, pre-rinse sprayer), OSHU Center for 
Health & Healing (new buildings, solar electric), Rejuvenation Inc. (lighting), Scenic Fruit 
Company (refrigeration), Sokol Blosser Winery (solar electric) and Tualatin Valley 
Water District (pump upgrade). 


• Informed by Pacific Power that the GoodNoe Hills West 56 MW wind project will be 
cancelled and that Pacific Power proposes to shift a majority of the turbines from the 
West project to the GoodNoe Hills East project. Initiated staff review of revised above 
market costs. 


• Prepared and submitted 2006 annual report to the OPUC. 
• Tom Foley and Margie Harris met separately with Victor Merced, Executive Director of 


the Oregon Department of Housing and Community Services and with Pat Egan, new 
Vice President of Community Relations for Pacific Power. 


• Received the Blue Works award from City of Portland’s Office of Sustainable 
Development honoring our commitment to sustainability and green practices; credit is 
due to our staff Walking the Talk Team (WATT) for tracking our progress and seeking 
this award. 


Program Planning and Evaluation 


General 
• Finalized 2006 savings and generation numbers for the Energy Trust annual report, the 


biennial public purpose report to the legislature, and the Energy Trust analysis of 
economic impacts. 


• Completed documentation for the annual true-up and summarized impacts for 2002-
2007. 


• Developed draft topics for the board strategic work session in June, reviewed by both 
the board strategic planning committee and the management team. (Topics listed under 
the Strategic Planning Committee in this packet.) 


• Developed a strategy to accelerate gas expenditures and savings (see Energy Efficiency 
tab in this packet). 
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Residential 
• Completed cost-effectiveness analyses for heat pump installation in existing single family 


and manufactured homes and for use of several Existing Buildings lighting measures in 
the multifamily portion of Home Energy Solutions–Existing Homes. 


• Revised all remaining measures for the Home Energy Solutions–Existing Homes 
program. 


Commercial and Industrial 
• Completed cost-effectiveness analyses for revised restaurant convection ovens and 


fryers; hotel room bathroom LED/fluorescent night lights and heat pump packaged 
terminal air conditioners for hotel rooms. 


• Completed Irrigation Program evaluation report (executive summary and staff response 
included in this packet). 


 
Renewables 


• Completed the residential photovoltaic impact evaluation report (executive summary 
and staff response included in this packet).  


NW Alliance Evaluations 
• BetterBricks Grocery Initiative Market Progress Evaluation Report #2 (3/20/2007).  
• BetterBricks Hospitals and Healthcare Initiative Market Progress Evaluation Report #2 


(3/14/2007).  
• Single-Family Residential New Construction Characteristics and Practices Study 


(3/24/2007).  


Efficiency Programs 
 
Home Energy Solutions—ENERGY STAR® New Homes 


• Began work on the supplemental program components, including solar training, technical 
school outreach and sustainable community development. 


• To help cross-promote solar, in which there appears to be strong interest, designed a 
solar FAQ document for inclusion in builder kits.  


• Announced cooperative marketing funds and model home incentive programs to 
manufactured home retailers during site visits, receiving positive initial response and 
uptake. 


Home Energy Solutions—ENERGY STAR® Products 
• Since the beginning of the year, answered inquiries about the CFL fundraiser from more 


than 20 schools, congregations and other organizations, with participants earning 
$2,708. 


• Exceeded forecasted sales of premium efficiency clothes washers, with support from all 
participating appliance retailers in Energy Trust territory.  


Home Energy Solutions—Existing Homes 
• As a training exercise to further market solar thermal measures, held a site visit for 


Home Energy Reviewers to see a functioning residential solar electric and solar water 
heating system. 


• Trained eight new Home Performance contractors to earn Building Performance 
Institute (BPI) certification. 
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• Coordinated with NW Natural and Ecos Consulting on an 18-month contract for 
weatherization energy services to customers with households in the 60-80% median 
income range. 


Business Energy Solutions—New Buildings  
• Scheduled a series of statewide community involvement seminars, targeting architects 


and engineers, project developers, utility account representatives, local government 
officials and others. 


• Hired a new marketing/communications person and a new engineer to help recruit and 
process projects.  


• Made a presentation on New Buildings incentives, including solar options, to a 
commercial building audience at Lane Powell Green Building Seminar March 27. 


Business Energy Solutions—Existing Buildings 
• Staffed a booth at the NW Foodservice Show April 1 and 2. 
• Launched a new lodging initiative April 1. 
• Coordinated with BPA and the Regional Technical Forum on the lodging initiative. 
• Worked closely with ODOE on school projects. 


Business Energy Solutions—Production Efficiency 
• Began offering services to gas industrial customers who pay the public purpose charge 


using our Small Industrial Initiative.  
• Nominated Buzz Thielemann, program delivery contractor with RHT Energy, for a Daily 


Journal of Commerce Rainmaker of the Year award; as a finalist, Buzz received a special 
award as Innovator of the Year award. 


Renewable Energy 


Open Solicitation 
• Served on planning committee for a May 16 Bend workshop on small hydropower for 


municipalities, irrigation districts, and private property owners; Energy Trust staff 
presented information on available incentives. 


• Worked with solar staff to develop a matrix of options for third-party financing of 
municipal solar projects. 


• Visited two private properties in PGE service territory where owners are interested in 
micro-hydropower. 


• Made site visits to assess solar potential in Cornelius and at Clean Water Services. 


Utility Scale 
• Continued to resolve contract issues with PGE for the Biglow Canyon 125.4 MW wind 


project. 


Wind 
• Sponsored a wind turbine purchase seminar with attendees from Stoel Rives, Oregon 


Department of Energy, Community Renewable Energy Association, US Department of 
Agriculture and Energy Trust staff to discuss turbine supply agreement options for 
community wind projects.  
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• Successfully submitted a statement of qualifications with a team comprised of ODOE, 


CREA and Tri-Axis Engineering to Bonneville Power Administration for the 
development of a monitoring and communications system for distributed energy 
resources.  


Biopower 
• Incorporated the 15.8 MW Warm Springs Biomass project within the PGE Master 


Agreement. 
• Presented biopower opportunities for wastewater treatment plants at Clackamas 


Community College’s annual Water Environment School. 
• Completed a biomass cogeneration feasibility study at West Linn Paper. 
• Executed contract with Clackamas County for feasibility study at wastewater treatment 


plant. 
• Received proposal for feasibility study co-funding from City of Woodburn. 
• Joined steering committee for Harvesting Clean Energy Conference. 


Solar 
• Enhanced and added content on Energy Trust’s solar web pages.   
• Presented considerations for nonprofit PV incentive to RAC for feedback. 
• Sponsored Solar Oregon’s basic and in-depth PV workshops, which attracted full-house 


audiences totaling 160 in March. 
• At the Governor’s request, joined his new Solar Energy Working Group to address four 


areas: workforce development, business development, market development and policy. 
• With PGE, met with Clark Public Utilities to learn from their experience financing 


customer solar energy systems on utility bills. 


Communication, Marketing and Outreach 
 
Call Center/Customer Service  


• Provided support and training for Home Energy Solutions call center during staff 
transitions. 


• Coordinated additional representatives to help Home Energy Solutions process 
incentive applications with missing information. 


• Provided Energy Trust program training for NW Natural call center. 
• Scheduled program training for PGE call center. 
• Provided updated program information for Pacific Power call center staff. 
• Updated call center representatives on new Home Energy Solutions incentives and 


requirements. 
• Completed draft report on cost of providing call center services in house. 
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Call Volume through March 2007 
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Website  


• Logged record number of website visits - 56,098. 
• Updated Home Energy Solutions single family and multifamily pages with new incentive 


amounts and new copy.  
• Posted new copy for New Buildings’ ENERGY STAR Track. 
• Took interactive solar program announcements database live. 
• Updated copy and forms on Irrigation Initiative website. 
• Fixed links to past issues of Synergy. 
• Added short introductory sentences for each program index page calling out the 


benefits of program participation.  
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Website Visits through March 2007 
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 Trade Ally Outreach 


• Fielded annual trade ally survey. 
• Held trade ally round table meetings for both residential and commercial groups. 
• Scheduled training for Cascade Natural Gas Contractors in central Oregon. 
• Coordinated trade ally messaging and communicated description of NW Natural’s new 


program low-income program with Ecos Consulting.  


Events, Speaking Engagements and Sponsorships  
• Participated in 14 energy/conservation-related events during the period.  
• Sponsored two more Rethink classes organized by the Office of Sustainable 


Development. 
• Staffed booths at the Spring Northwest Home Show and at the Northwest Foodservice 


Show. 
• Presented at the Pacific Northwest Clean Water Association’s Water Environment 


School. 
• Hosted a Clean Energy Fair in Pioneer Square to celebrate Energy Trust of Oregon’s 5th 


anniversary.  
  
Creative Products  


•        Created 10 new and resized advertisements: 4 commercial, 5 residential and 1 general. 
•        Updated Multifamily Home Energy Solutions brochure. 
•        Produced ENERGY STAR® New Homes virtual tour for builders. 
•        Created new materials for Change a Light, Change the World (formally Lights for 


Learning).  
•       Produced an energy tips fact sheet: “10 ways to curb global warming.”  
•       Designed updated Business Energy Solutions brochure and New Buildings piece.  
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•       Produced and released three newsletters: Synergy (general, monthly), Insider (for trade   
 allies, bimonthly) and Pit Stop (internal, monthly). 


   
News Releases and Media Events  


• Distributed six press releases: Energy Trust’s 5th anniversary, USDA-VAPG Grant 
Assistance, Savings with a Spin promotion, Troutdale Airport lighting upgrade, ENERGY 
STAR award for food service program, commercial solar incentives.  


• Coordinated with outside organizations on other releases, including Sokol Blosser 
Winery’s solar array, Green Investment Fund awards, Pacific Power/Bornstein’s 
Seafood/Port of Astoria and Portland General Electric heat pumps.  


• Continued to build a pipeline of stories and press releases for 2007. 
• Continued to garner news coverage about Energy Trust programs in local newspapers 


around the state.  
 


Utility Co-promotions  
• Pacific Power (residential)—Voices newsletter article on ENERGY STAR washers and 


Energy Trust incentive; mention of Energy Trust programs in annual power options 
direct mail. 


• Pacific Power (commercial)—article on Energy Trust Existing Buildings program and 
Burgerville sprayer installations in April issue of the Energy Connections small business 
newsletter; article on Energy Trust Biopower program and the Rough and Ready project 
in the April issue of the Energy Insights large business newsletter. 


• NWN—co-branded TV spot continued airing through April 22. 
• PGE—co-branded CheckMe! Heat pump tune-up offer letter mailed to 21,000 


residential customers. 
• Cascade Natural Gas—bill insert on Savings with a Spin ENERGY STAR clothes washer 


offer. 


Operations, Contracts, Human Resources, Finance and 
Information Technology 


Finance 
• Finalized the budget documents to reflect amended 2006 carryover, addition of CRC 


revenue and new incentive timing curves. 
• Completed review and updating of 2006 audit report. 
• Developed responses and timelines to address financial audit management letter 


comments. 
• Completed and reviewed documents for the preparation of the 2005-2006 legislative 


report on public purpose expenditures. 
• Helped update PMC check pick-up process, with necessary controls. 
• Assessed solar contractors and removed 3 from program due to non-compliance with 


requirements. 
• Determined ongoing renewable energy generation tracking as reasonable and consistent. 
• Worked with renewable energy staff to determine contract-required Non-Energy 


Attribute Attestations are being collected and filed. 
• Implemented improved measure addition and change process; new forms posted. 
• Audited all irrigation forms received for payment this year. 
• Finalized update of Financial Principles.  
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• Produced over 500 incentive checks weekly.  
• Worked with IT and PMC to identify and address potential data import problems.  
• Discussed and described weekly import/integration process with Moss Adams as part of 


Enterprise Architecture study.  
• Identified and investigated potential incentive import errors.  
• Prepared financial statements for January, February and March.  
• Completed 2nd quarter 2007 forecast. 
• Evaluated and implemented process improvements for quarterly report processing, W-9 


and Form 1099 compliance. 
• Initiated planning for potential business development including CRC reporting, lodging 


initiative with PUD planning and centralized reporting of Green Tags. 


Human Resources 
• Secured partnering arrangement with NEEA for salary survey of energy-specific 


positions with similar companies. 
• Hired Danielle Gidding as the new planning intern; Danielle is currently attending 


Portland State completing her masters degree in economics. 
• Hired Santina Brohen as program tracking administrative coordinator; Santina was a 


project coordinator at PECI, received her degree from University of Vermont and spent 
six months teaching English in Taiwan. 


• Accepted resignation from Jimmy Douglas, network administrator, who is leaving to 
begin his own company; replacement of this position will be considered as part of the 
recommendations from the Enterprise Architecture study. 


• Accepted resignation from Dixon Martin from his position assisting in the forms 
process; Dixon accepted a permanent position with the Schools Uniting Neighborhoods 
program at Multnomah County.   


• Hired Lars Stewart to assume forms responsibilities; Lars is most recently from Seattle, 
where among her other experiences and skills, she performed with the Seattle Opera. 


Information Technology 
• Contracted with Nancy Mounir as the SQL database administrator and Delphi 


developer; her first assignment is optimization of the utility billing database and 
associated data load procedures to provide more effective access to that data for 
evaluation. 


• Completed interviews with staff and PMC representatives as part of the Enterprise 
Architecture study.  


 


 








 
 
 
 
CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Notes from meeting April 18, 2007 
 


Attending from the Council:           
Steve Bicker, NW Natural 
Suzanne Dillard, ODOE 
Andria Jacob, City of Portland Office of Sustainable Development 
Ken Keating, BPA 
Mat Northway, EWEB 
Paul Olson, Oregon Remodeler’s Association 
Stan Price, NEEC 
Lauren Shapton, PGE 
   
Attending from Energy Trust board:      
Debbie Kitchin 
Alan Meyer 
John Reynolds 
 
Attending from the Energy Trust of Oregon: 
Tara Crookshank 
Phil Degens 
Diane Ferington 
Fred Gordon 
Steve Lacey 
Spencer Moersfelder 
Sue Meyer Sample 
Brooke Nelson 
Jan Schaeffer 
John Volkman 
Kendall Youngblood 
 
Others attending; 
Dana Cofer, PECI 
Tom Giffin, SAIC 
Christine Kautzman, Cascade Natural Gas 
Will Miller, Lockheed Martin 
Greg Nelson, PGE 
Nick Parsons, Lockheed Martin  
Lisa Rehbach, PECI 
Ken Self, Lockheed Martin 
 
 
1. Introductions  
Steve Lacey reviewed the agenda and asked for self introductions.  
 
2. Energy Trust Contracting and Delivery Models Evaluation  
Phil Degens gave background. We started the evaluation in November. As we’ve been in business for 
five years, we wanted to see how well our program delivery model is working. Research Into Action 
was contracted to conduct the study. Today we will review preliminary findings and get direction for 
finalizing the report. We’ve presented to Energy Trust management, the board evaluation committee 
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and, this morning, the Renewable Energy Advisory Council. We will use the report to frame the 
discussion and direction on program delivery design enhancements.  
 
The evaluation relied on interviews. Forty-seven interviews were conducted with Energy Trust staff, 
Program Management Contractors (PMC), Program Delivery Contractors (PDC), trade allies, Allied 
Technical Assistance Contractors (ATAC), Energy Trust stakeholders, utility stakeholders and other 
organizations.  
 
The evaluation noted Energy Trust uses a variety of models – PMC, mixed and internal, with similar 
versions of the PMC model used for all large efficiency programs. All of the models use third party 
contractors to some extent, selected through competitive procurements. Energy Trust programs are 
perceived by almost all the parties interviewed to be working well to achieve savings goals. The 
competitive procurement process is viewed as a key element that ensures cost efficiency. 
 
Looking at similar organizations, researchers found the PMC model was often used for residential 
programs, less often for commercial and fairly rare for industrial programs. Similar organizations to the 
Energy Trust select delivery models based on market conditions, the degree of control they wish to 
have and policy considerations (e.g., cap on FTE). Program delivery costs do not appear significantly 
different across model types. Energy Trust compares favorably when analyzing costs of electricity 
savings. Communications with contractors is an issue that requires attention with any delivery system 
(not just the PMC model). 
 
Regarding the Energy Trust PMC model, researchers noted the PMC process brings outside expertise 
that could not necessarily be acquired internally. The competitive process keeps program delivery cost 
efficient. Energy Trust PMC relationships are collaborative. The PMC model has been very good at 
quickly rolling out programs, achieving savings goals and engaging trade allies.  
 
Main issues found to exist with the Energy Trust PMC model included communications (not limited to 
PMC contractors), coordination with other programs, PMC focus on contract goals, aligning PMC and 
Energy Trust goals, complying with Energy Trust requests, cumbersome contracting process, difficulty in 
engaging customers and developing long term relationships, potential for conflict. Conflict may occur 
because PMC needs to maximize profit, grow their own business. 
 
Researchers found that Energy Trust staff is aware that being a lean organization is important to the way 
it is perceived, and that low staff levels is how many parties describe “lean”. Staff also agrees that there 
are other more complex but more relevant ways to judge efficiency and effectiveness, but staffing is easy 
to measure. No staff consensus exists regarding the efficiency of specific delivery models. Internal 
program delivery was perceived as an avenue to address some issues associated with aligning goals, 
communications and marketing, data management and developing long-term relationships with trade 
allies and customers.  
 
With respect to program experience, researchers found customers and trade allies reveal a moderate 
to high level of satisfaction in most of the programs. Energy Trust is viewed as becoming more 
bureaucratic over time by some. Miscommunications about funding availability and project forecasts in 
2005 and early 2006 are still coloring many stakeholders’ perceptions. While Energy Trust staff would 
like PMCs to engage more with customers, PMCs and other trade allies encourage Energy Trust staff to 
“get out more.” 
 
Conclusions include the sense that anticipated changes in the Oregon energy efficiency environment 
(e.g., new legislation, integration of efficiency with integrated resource planning) do not require a major 
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change in the way Energy Trust delivers its programs. The main weakness of the PMC model is that it is 
applied the same way across all current programs and sectors. The major benefit is that Energy Trust is 
perceived as administering public funds in an efficient and effective manner with minimum overhead. 
Energy Trust would be more able to respond to market changes if it allowed the delivery model to be 
determined by market needs and not be driven by the need to meet expectations of external 
stakeholders. Any changes to delivery models should be based on in-depth market analysis.  
 
Recommendations included the need for Energy Trust to communicate that competitive procurement is 
the key to cost effective program delivery and not a particular model. Energy Trust needs to 
communicate that the most effective delivery model is determined by market conditions and not a single 
approach to program delivery. The researchers suggested using the Production Efficiency (PE) program 
as a case study, to explore options to modify the current delivery model and assess whether any are, for 
that program, preferable to the existing model. Before rebidding any program, Energy Trust should 
perform a detailed market assessment to determine if and how program delivery and design should 
change. 
 
Will Miller is concerned about using PE as a case study for developing a different delivery model. He has 
heard rumors about bringing PE internal. If you do that, Will believes that what you may end up having is 
not a Production Efficiency program but more like a typical utility industrial efficiency program focused 
on lighting, compressed air and motors. One reason the PE program was successful is having a guy in the 
industry for 35 years. He had personal relationships and the ability to establish them quickly. He 
questions whether the program would be as successful if there weren’t such an individual holding the 
controls.  
 
Fred clarified the report recommends not necessarily changing the PE delivery model but studying pros 
and cons and deciding whether to modify the management and delivery structure. Will asked if there 
would be time to do this before the BE/PE RFP is on the street? Steve said probably not, so we may 
extend the PE contract in order to do the recommended study. 
 
Stan Price said he thinks there is a “missing domino” in the study. If the findings show the existing 
programs are working and customers are satisfied – an A- grade, they don’t support the conclusions and 
recommendations. He is puzzled with the conclusion that Energy Trust would be more able to respond 
to market needs if it weren’t driven by the need to meet the perceptions of external stakeholders. 
Where is the finding that leads to the conclusion that different delivery models need to be studied. Phil 
said the findings don’t support making a major change; the recommendation to study bringing PE in-
house, that being program management, represents a minor change and that using PDC’s and ATAC for 
outreach and technical work would not change. Fred said the review failed to produce a ringing 
endorsement of any of the models, based on differences in costs. He thinks the researchers found the 
Northwest to look favorably on contracting out, while other parts of the country take a more nuanced 
approach to the question. Alan Meyer said he thinks elements of the “missing domino” can be found on 
slide 13, which lists some areas in which Energy Trust program delivery could improve.  
 
Margie asked what is meant by the bullet on slide 14 about not being driven to meet the needs of 
external stakeholders. Phil said this relates to expectations the organization would have limited FTEs. 
Steve said the researchers suggest we not be rigid about models but be flexible to respond to market 
conditions. Fred thinks Jane (author) was suggesting a dialogue with stakeholders about the drivers of 
program efficiency and effectiveness, rather than ignoring their perspectives. John Reynolds suggested 
rephrasing the slide.  
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Paul Olsen asked how the report is going to be used. Phil said it will be used to frame the discussion on 
program delivery enhancements. Steve said it will inform staff about how the program model is 
perceived to be working. We are looking for comment and response. Paul said the report has precious 
little detail. He asked who the researchers define to be stakeholders. Phil said trade allies are separate; 
stakeholders include industry groups, OPUC and others. He asked if the study looked at the split 
between overhead and incentives within any given program. Phil said the distinction was drawn between 
central Energy Trust management/administration and program costs, which include incentives, marketing 
and everything necessary to deliver the programs. Steve said there will be a more detailed report, this is 
a first look, and that the CAC will have an opportunity to review that detailed report before it is used 
to make decisions. 
 
Debbie asked when the report will be available -- before or after the next CAC? Phil said he hopes to 
receive a revised, draft final report in the next 2-3 weeks to be put on the web. Steve said this 
presentation is intended to frame the topic so members can bring issues and comments back to the next 
meeting.  
 
Andria asked if any programs up for rebid in ’08 would be affected by the report. Steve said probably 
not. We may delay one or more rebid processes. Fred said we are looking for the contractor to clarify 
some of the points in the draft report.  
 
Lori Koho asked if the other organizations similar to Energy Trust are such political targets. Ken Keating 
recounted challenges and heavy oversight faced by Wisconsin, Vermont and New York’s organizations. 
Steve offered similar observations. Steve further explained the differences in structures of Vermont (all 
in-house) and NYSERDA (almost all outsourced). Margie said the two organizations most similar to 
ours, Vermont and Wisconsin (WECC), all have staffs double ours or more.  
 
Stan Price asked for the final version of the report to address why to make a change in something that’s 
working well, and that there is some potential cost and risk in tinkering with a proven delivery model.  
Steve said staff is not interested in breaking anything. We would weigh the benefits and risks of making a 
change, and would not proceed if we felt change would bring too much pain. 
 
Lori said she understood the report suggests there is a lot of flexibility about considering different or 
hybrid delivery models without much risk. 
 
Margie said she hopes the final report will provide a better definition of “mixed model.” This is not the 
same PMC model we use, which is largely fixed no matter the market conditions. Instead, the mixed 
model offers flexibility under the PMC model to approach different components differently depending 
on the market.  
 
3. New Gas Efficiency Measures 
Steve said the presentation previews with CAC is material we are scheduled to present next week to 
OPUC staff. Our purpose is to accelerate savings for gas programs and reduce carryover funds. We 
think we are building the foundation to really move some dollars in 2008. He noted we have 
incorporated gas in all non-industrial programs and have realized significant savings from new/existing 
commercial and residential sectors, including appliances. Results have included significant savings volume 
increase over pre-Energy Trust programs. We have built national and regional relationships to develop 
and share ideas and strategies. We organized a national roundtable on gas market transformation 
priorities, including gas rooftop units and an emerging gas water heater market. We now serve two gas 
utilities in Oregon, Cascade and NW Natural; we also provide incentives for new home construction in 
Avista’s territory.  
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Our residential accomplishments include new incentives for efficient gas fireplaces, tankless water 
heaters, ENERGY STAR “Plus” new homes, new multifamily homes, new spiff for furnaces in new homes 
and simplified/consistent incentives for gas and electric weatherization. On the commercial side, we have 
new incentives for commercial washers. We increased our boiler incentives. We are moving forward 
with new or increased incentives for several food service measures.  
 
Over the next six months, we will promote new incentives through new targeted initiatives to the 
lodging industry, hospitals and restaurants. On the residential side, we are planning to possibly transition 
the new homes program in light of a new, higher ENERGY STAR homes/code expected to take effect in 
April ‘08. We will capture market transformation savings from this new code. We are conducting 
market research on how to accelerate weatherization, doing cost effectiveness screening for 
dishwashers and expanding our outreach for solar thermal applications.  
 
We are building the lodging and foodservice initiative to take the restaurant initiative its next logical 
step, by looking at high efficiency cooking equipment, water heaters, water-loop heat pumps and thru-
wall gas heaters. We are doing research to validate savings from radiant heat and screening the cost 
effectiveness of dry cleaner steam trap replacement. We are targeting nursery heating and efficient 
glazing systems, including cost effectiveness screening of greenhouse window film. We are exploring 
biofuels to supplant gas boiler loads. We are targeting smaller industrial operations that contribute to 
the public purpose charge through the Production Efficiency small industrial initiative, involving boiler 
upgrades, steam trap replacement and radiant heating opportunities.  
 
Paul asked where schools fit in. Steve said they are eligible for all gas incentives, and we have made 
money available for electric incentives on top of the money from the Educational Service Districts, and 
we should have mentioned them.  
 
Steve said we will provide training outreach to contractors and users about gas efficiency technologies 
and strategies. We expect to establish closer ties with public electric utilities for referrals and 
comprehensive services to customers, much as we do with EWEB. We will expand our outreach for 
solar thermal applications. 
 
In late ‘07 and ’08, we hope to have high efficiency water heaters available. Fred said they likely won’t be 
available until ’08. We are working with manufacturers with the message if you build it, we will sell it. 
Steve said we will do research to validate savings from tankless water heaters and will work on 
developing a more advanced ENERGY STAR new home program.  
 
On the commercial side, in late ’07-‘08, we are developing an enhanced small new building incentive 
offering, reviewing our pre-rinse spray valves, looking at heat recovery from refrigeration for heating hot 
water and space heat (groceries), moving toward more large new buildings, continuing facilitating the 
introduction of high efficiency packaged roof-top HVAC equipment and continuing to market solar 
thermal applications.  
 
Long term, for the residential market, we are figuring out the niche and cost effectiveness of 
space/water heating combo units, exploring residential home energy feedback devices (if they become 
available for gas), completing the furnace market transformation (70% of replacement gas furnaces are 
90% or more efficient; 25% in new homes), and exploring advanced home duct control technologies. 
Paul Olson noted new technologies like this need to be reliable before we push them; he recommends 
evaluation research.  
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Ken Keating asked if our HES program is installing shower heads. Fred said yes. Ken noted a recent 
finding that new shower heads are achieving 2.0 gallons per minute. This is lower than the 2.4 gpm that 
had been thought to have transformed the market some years ago.  
 
Long term, for the commercial market, we are hoping to identify more eligible equipment, such as 
possibly tankless water heat for restaurants.  
 
Ken Keating, who is about to retire from BPA, said he will be replaced on CAC by Karen Meadows.  
Ken was applauded for his outstanding service to the Energy Trust on behalf of BPA, both in the CAC 
and as an advisor to the Board’s evaluation committee. 
 
 
 
The meeting adjourned at 3:15 pm.  








MAR FEB MAR Change from Change from
2007 2007 2006 Prior Month Prior Year


Current Assets
  Cash* 56,115,944 52,876,134 44,793,319 3,239,811 11,322,625
  Program Deposits held in Escrow 6,821,014 6,795,555 475,000 25,459 6,346,014
  Receivables 39,737 43,401 29,605 (3,664) 10,132
  Prepaid Expenses 49,562 56,773 22,159 (7,211) 27,403
  Advances to Vendors 933,718 392,681 923,424 541,037 10,294


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
   Total Current Assets 63,959,975 60,164,542 46,243,508 3,795,433 17,716,467


Fixed Assets
  Computer Hardware and Software 825,164 825,164 758,857 -                       66,307
  Leasehold Improvements 113,343 113,343 113,343 -                       -                       
  Office Equipment and Furniture 70,721 70,721 65,620 -                       5,100


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
     Total Fixed Assets 1,009,227 1,009,227 937,821 -                      71,407
  Less Depreciation (882,110) (859,010) (606,690) (23,100) (275,419)


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
     Net Fixed Assets 127,118 150,217 331,130 (23,100) (204,012)


Other Assets
  Rental Deposit 36,412 36,412 35,412 -                       1,000
  Deferred Compensation Asset 28,027 26,731 13,477 1,296 14,550


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
     Total Other Assets 64,439 63,143 48,889 1,296 15,550


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
     Total Assets 64,151,532 60,377,903 46,623,527 3,773,630 17,528,005


============== ============== ============== ============== ==============


Current Liabilities
  Accounts Payable and Accruals 2,210,937 2,158,272 1,906,705 52,666 304,232
  Salaries, Taxes, & Benefits Payable 250,087 262,222 227,089 (12,135) 22,998
  Deferred/Unearned Revenue 5,000 5,000 5,000 -                       -                       


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
     Total Current Liabilities 2,466,024 2,425,493 2,138,794 40,530 327,230


Long Term Liabilities
   Deferred Rent 184,096 185,504 142,340 (1,407) 41,756
   Deferred Compensation Payable 28,027 26,731 13,477 1,296 14,550
   Other Long-Term Liabilities 13,676 13,676 750 -                       12,926


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
     Total Long-Term Liabilities 225,800 225,911 156,567 (111) 69,233


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
     Total Liabilities 2,691,824 2,651,405 2,295,361 40,419 396,463


Net Assets
  Current Year Inc/ Dec Unrestricted Net Assets 12,382,971 8,649,760 7,784,253 3,733,210 4,598,718
  Board Designated Net Assets - Escrow accts 6,821,014 6,795,555 475,000 25,459 6,346,014
  Board Designated Net Assets - PGE 12,500,000 12,500,000 12,500,000 -                       -                       
  Unrestricted Net Assets-Beginning of Year 29,529,038 29,554,497 23,342,227 (25,459) 6,186,810
  Temp Restricted Net Assets-Beg of Year 226,686 226,686 226,686 -                       -                       


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
     Total Net Assets 61,459,708 57,726,498 44,328,166 3,733,210 17,131,542


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
     Total Liabilities and Net Assets 64,151,532 60,377,903 46,623,527 3,773,630 17,528,005


============== ============== ============== ============== ==============
*Committed to Approved Programs


BS-Acct-YTD-001


The Energy Trust of Oregon
BALANCE SHEET


March 31, 2007
(Unaudited)







 January February March Year to Date


Operating Activities:


Revenue less Expenses 3,935,995$       4,713,766$       3,733,210$       12,382,971$    


Non-cash items:
Depreciation 23,338             23,099             23,100             69,537$          
Deferred Rent Amortization (1,406)              (1,408)              (1,408)              (4,222)$           


Change in balance sheet accounts:
Interest Receivable (2,333)              (11,344)            8,535               (5,142)$           
Other Receivables 16,967             5,067               (4,871)              17,163$          
Advances to Vendors 309,115            301,027            (541,037)          69,105$          
Other Assets 7,512               5,142               5,914               18,568$          
A/P - Program Subcontracts 44,061             (33,920)            294,536            304,677$        
A/P - Incentives (3,435,761)        (444,990)          (228,674)          (4,109,425)$     
A/P - Professional Services (15,222)            16,781             (13,143)            (11,584)$         
A/P - Operations (75,882)            31,845             (54)                  (44,091)$         
Payroll and related accruals 6,620               27,020             (10,839)            22,801$          
Other long-term liabilities -                  (2,646)              -                  (2,646)$           


Cash rec'd from / (used in)
         Operating Activies 813,004            4,629,439         3,265,269         8,707,712        


Investing Activites:


Acquisition of Capital Assets (35,874)            -                  -                  (35,874)$         
Cash used in Investing Activities (35,874)            -                  -                  (35,874)           


Cash at beginning of Period 54,265,120       55,042,250       59,671,689       54,265,120      


Increase/(Decrease) in Cash 777,130            4,629,439         3,265,269         8,671,838        


Cash at end of period 55,042,250$     59,671,689$     62,936,958$     62,936,958$    


Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Statement-Indirect Method


Monthly 2007







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2007 - December 2008
Based on B-05.1 & P-04


2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007


January February March April May June July August September October November December


Cash In:


  Public purpose funding 6,041,711      7,119,632        6,525,491        5,262,896        4,845,450        4,358,236        4,360,555        4,317,178        4,308,723        4,198,490        4,201,621        5,026,747         


  Investment Income 224,763         198,968          261,255          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753            


Total cash in 6,266,474      7,318,600        6,786,746        5,456,649        5,039,203        4,551,989        4,554,308        4,510,931        4,502,476        4,392,243        4,395,374        5,220,500         


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts 811,814         835,290          1,446,011        964,693          1,895,127        1,003,816        1,003,816        1,930,402        1,039,807        1,039,807        1,958,135        1,064,373         


    Incentives 4,008,889      1,270,029        1,511,745        1,523,069          1,644,626          1,801,685          2,580,199          2,724,590          3,174,884          3,772,398          4,320,320          14,019,304          


    Salaries and related expense 318,210         331,121          336,260          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397            


    Professional services 146,199         198,709          152,383          509,178          564,142          498,042          505,642          523,041          522,381          524,281          508,156          508,556            


    General operating expenses 204,232         54,012            75,078            165,802          160,570          154,671          156,919          156,046          162,193          181,684          157,869          149,547            


Total cash out 5,489,344      2,689,161        3,521,477        3,530,139        4,631,862        3,825,611        4,613,973        5,701,476        5,266,662        5,885,567        7,311,877        16,109,177        


Net cash flow for the month 777,130         4,629,439        3,265,269        1,926,510        407,341          726,378          (59,665)           (1,190,545)      (764,186)         (1,493,324)      (2,916,503)      (10,888,677)      


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM 54,265,120    55,042,250      59,671,689      62,936,958      64,863,468      65,270,808      65,997,186      65,937,520      64,746,975      63,982,788      62,489,464      59,572,960        


Ending cash & MM 55,042,250    59,671,689      62,936,958      64,863,468      65,270,808      65,997,186      65,937,520      64,746,975      63,982,788      62,489,464      59,572,960      48,684,283        


Budget B-05.1Actual







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2007 - December 2008
Based on B-05.1 & P-04


Cash In:


  Public purpose funding


  Investment Income


Total cash in


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts


    Incentives


    Salaries and related expense


    Professional services


    General operating expenses


Total cash out


Net cash flow for the month


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM


Ending cash & MM


2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008


January February March April May June July August September October November December


6,385,968       6,570,863        5,745,165        5,984,016        5,067,322        4,686,414        4,592,090        4,680,036        4,649,320        4,335,590        4,599,821        5,460,928        


176,901          173,003          169,865          169,983          166,838          161,088          156,085          149,030          143,464          136,770          123,558          111,662          


6,562,869       6,743,866        5,915,030        6,153,999        5,234,160        4,847,502        4,748,175        4,829,066        4,792,784        4,472,360        4,723,379        5,572,590        


1,457,458       2,959,117        900,635          838,273          1,736,303        850,382          850,382          1,731,311        870,029          870,029          1,915,064        1,053,782        


5,055,842       4,474,399        4,239,711        4,116,998        4,163,348        4,116,998        4,190,867        4,237,217        3,465,867        5,278,886        5,644,236        6,945,539        


383,834          383,834          383,834          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          


508,156          505,525          505,525          505,525          510,482          504,382          512,177          512,583          511,923          513,823          489,102          489,502          


166,605          174,764          169,967          170,650          164,394          158,363          160,679          158,769          165,101          185,176          160,982          152,410          


7,571,895       8,497,639        6,199,672        6,010,336        6,953,417        6,009,015        6,092,995        7,018,770        5,391,810        7,226,804        8,588,274        9,020,123        


(1,009,026)      (1,753,773)      (284,642)         143,663          (1,719,257)      (1,161,513)      (1,344,820)      (2,189,704)      (599,026)         (2,754,444)      (3,864,895)      (3,447,533)      


48,684,283     47,675,257      45,921,484      45,636,842      45,780,505      44,061,248      42,899,736      41,554,916      39,365,212      38,766,186      36,011,742      32,146,847      


47,675,257     45,921,484      45,636,842      45,780,505      44,061,248      42,899,736      41,554,916      39,365,212      38,766,186      36,011,742      32,146,847      28,699,314      


Projection P-04







March YTD
Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance


REVENUES


Public Purpose Funds-PGE 2,966,668 2,618,576 348,092 8,849,309 8,076,850 772,460


Public Purpose Funds-PacifiCorp 1,895,442 1,613,477 281,965 5,879,969 5,378,742 501,227


Public Purpose Funds-NW Natural 1,517,335 1,347,913 169,422 4,505,101 4,168,607 336,494


Public Purpose Funds-Cascade 118,246 130,252 (12,005) 424,654 406,124 18,530


Public Purpose Funds-Avista 27,800 27,800 -             27,800 27,800 -             
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------


Total Public Purpose Funds 6,525,491 5,738,017 787,473 19,686,833 18,058,123 1,628,711


Revenue from Investments 252,721 193,753 58,967 690,127 581,260 108,868
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------


TOTAL REVENUE 6,778,211 5,931,770 846,441 20,376,961 18,639,382 1,737,578
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========


EXPENSES


Program Subcontracts 1,194,639 1,339,113 144,474 3,481,414 3,919,067 437,654


Incentives 1,283,071 1,173,335 (109,735) 2,681,237 2,801,018 119,781


Salaries and Related Expenses 325,421 372,197 46,777 1,008,391 1,116,591 108,200


Professional Services 139,240 509,178 369,938 485,707 1,527,535 1,041,829


Supplies 1,922 3,354 1,432 7,928 18,562 10,634


Telephone 3,322 6,346 3,024 9,342 19,038 9,696


Postage and Shipping Expenses 870 7,579 6,709 2,468 22,738 20,270


Occupancy Expenses 31,568 31,348 (220) 95,196 94,045 (1,151)


Noncapitalized Equipment and Depreciation 28,918 37,146 8,227 97,591 106,875 9,284


Call Center 13,335 20,659 7,324 35,419 60,109 24,690


Printing and Publications 2,550 16,125 13,575 20,634 48,375 27,741


Travel 8,556 16,683 8,128 20,390 50,050 29,660


Conference, Training and Meeting Expenses 5,497 18,929 13,431 17,925 56,786 38,861


Interest Expense and Bank Fees 98 1,500 1,402 323 4,500 4,177


Insurance 4,365 5,000 635 13,112 15,000 1,888


Miscellaneous Expenses 0 1,735 1,735 73 5,205 5,132


Dues, Licenses and Fees 1,628 4,641 3,013 16,840 15,423 (1,418)


----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 3,045,001 3,564,869 519,868 7,993,990 9,880,917 1,886,927


========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========


TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES 3,733,210 2,366,901 1,366,309 12,382,971 8,758,465 3,624,506
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========


IS-Acct-YTD-001


The Energy Trust of Oregon
INCOME STATEMENT - ACTUAL AND YTD COMPARISON


For the Three Months Ending March 31, 2007
(Unaudited)







The Energy Trust of Oregon
Statement of Functional Expenses


For the Three Months Ending March 31, 2007


Energy Renewable Total Program Management Communication Total Admin
Efficiency Energy Expenses & General & Outreach Expenses Total


Program Expenses


Incentives/ Program Management & Delivery 5,564,930                 597,721                    6,162,651                 -                           6,162,651                 
Payroll and Related Expenses 236,210                    152,884                    389,094                    250,200                    95,674                      345,874                    734,968                    
Outsourced Services 212,945                    55,294                      268,239                    62,066                      70,776                      132,842                    401,081                    
Planning and Evaluation 151,274                    18,203                      169,477                    3,138                        3,138                        172,615                    
Customer Service Management 71,052                      6,729                        77,781                      -                           77,781                      


---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
Total Program Expenses 6,236,411 830,831 7,067,242 315,404 166,450 481,854 7,549,096


Program Support Costs


Supplies 1,401                        894                          2,295                        1,413                        1,505                        2,918                        5,213                        
Postage and Shipping Expenses 892                          253                          1,145                        695                          159                          854                          1,999                        
Telephone 807                          489                          1,296                        560                          181                          741                          2,037                        
Printing and Publications 4,632                        1,352                        5,984                        1,261                        11,835                      13,096                      19,080                      
Occupancy Expenses 23,239                      14,821                      38,060                      20,445                      9,276                        29,721                      67,781                      
Insurance 3,201                        2,041                        5,242                        2,816                        1,278                        4,094                        9,336                        
Equipment 1,301                        830                          2,131                        1,145                        519                          1,664                        3,795                        
Travel 8,875                        3,902                        12,777                      3,717                        271                          3,988                        16,765                      
Meetings, Trainings & Conferences 3,028                        1,159                        4,187                        8,179                        1,174                        9,353                        13,540                      
Interest Expense and Bank Fees 250                          250                          73                            73                            323                          
Depreciation & Amortization 2,283                        1,456                        3,739                        2,008                        911                          2,919                        6,658                        
Dues, Licenses and Fees 13,985                      542                          14,527                      792                          1,350                        2,142                        16,669                      
Miscellaneous Expenses 67                            67                            1                              5                              6                              73                            
IT Services 189,023                    30,839                      219,862                    46,383                      15,378                      61,761                      281,623                    


---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
Total Program Support Costs 252,734 58,829 311,563 89,488 43,842 133,330 444,893


---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 6,489,145 889,660 7,378,805 404,893 210,292 615,185 7,993,990


=============== =============== =============== =============== =============== =============== ===============


PUC Performance Measure 11.0%


Administrative plus Program Support Costs 4.7%
Exp-Acct-YTD-002







ENERGY EFFICIENCY RENEWABLE ENERGY TOTAL
PGE PacifiCorp NW Natural Cascade Avista Total PGE PacifiCorp Total Other All Programs


REVENUES
Public Purpose Funding $6,853,678 $4,515,911 $4,505,101 $424,654 $27,800 $16,327,144 $1,995,632 $1,364,058 $3,359,690 $19,686,833
Revenue from Investments 690,127 690,127


-------------------- -------------------- --------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------------


  TOTAL PROGRAM REVENUE 6,853,678 4,515,911 4,505,101 424,654 27,800 16,327,144 1,995,632 1,364,058 3,359,690 690,127 20,376,961
-------------------- -------------------- --------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------------


EXPENSES
  Program Management (Note 4) 258,962 198,232 162,100 13,682 5,515 638,491 88,304 61,884 150,188 788,679
  Program Delivery 1,318,338 1,001,427 397,697 35,361 16,926 2,769,749 4,425 20,387 24,812 2,794,561
  Incentives 712,753 808,544 548,708 32,143 6,181 2,108,329 390,541 182,368 572,909 2,681,238
  Program Evaluation & Planning Svcs. 102,816 96,701 52,183 3,405 1,092 256,198 12,279 17,158 29,437 285,635
  Program Marketing/Outreach 113,462 90,226 141,982 7,952 3,796 357,418 15,718 7,126 22,844 380,262
  Program Legal Services 958 798 866 69 29 2,720 2,420 857 3,277 5,997
  Program Quality Assurance 7,188 5,607 7,514 666 291 21,265 -                  -                  -                  21,265
  Outsourced  Services -                  -                  6,961 -                  -                  6,961 9,865 8,074 17,939 24,900
  Trade Allies & Customer Svc. Mgmt. 23,261 19,602 26,800 1,125 263 71,052 3,536 3,193 6,729 77,781
  IT Services 71,085 62,913 49,748 3,864 1,412 189,022 17,998 12,840 30,838 219,860
  Other Program Expenses 26,199 23,172 17,196 1,061 311 67,940 18,187 12,500 30,687 98,627


-------------------- -------------------- --------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------------


  TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENSES 2,635,023 2,307,222 1,411,755 99,329 35,816 6,489,145 563,273 326,386 889,660 7,378,805
-------------------- -------------------- --------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------------


ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
  Management & General (Note 1 & 3) 144,590 126,603 77,466 5,450 1,965 356,075 30,908 17,910 48,818 404,893
  Communication & Outreach (Note 2 &3) 73,210 48,238 48,123 4,536 297 174,404 21,317 14,571 35,888 210,292


-------------------- -------------------- --------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------------


  Total Administrative Costs 217,800 174,841 125,589 9,987 2,262 530,479 52,225 32,480 84,706 615,185
-------------------- -------------------- --------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------------


  TOTAL PROG & ADMIN EXPENSES 2,852,823 2,482,063 1,537,344 109,316 38,078 7,019,624 615,498 358,866 974,366 7,993,990
-------------------- -------------------- --------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------------


TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES 4,000,855 2,033,848 2,967,757 315,338 (10,278) 9,307,520 1,380,134 1,005,192 2,385,324 690,127 12,382,971
=========== =========== ============ =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== ==============


Cumulative Carryover at 12/31/06 (Note 5) 11,385,549 (8,445,629) 6,870,551 93,292 117,839 10,021,602 25,517,626 9,189,002 34,706,628 4,348,508 49,076,738
Interest attributed 1,740,000 1,160,000 2,900,000 1,100,000 1,100,000 (4,000,000)


=========== =========== ============ =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== =========== ==============


 TOTAL NET ASSETS CUMULATIVE 17,126,404 (5,251,781) 9,838,308 408,630 107,561 22,229,122 26,897,760 11,294,194 38,191,952 1,038,635 61,459,708


Note 1)  Management and General (Administrative) Expenses have been allocated based on total expenses.
Note 2)  General Communication and Outreach expenses (Administrative) have been allocated based on Public Purpose Revenue from each Territory.
Note 3)  Administrative costs are allocated for management reporting only.  GAAP for Not for Profit organizations does not allow allocation of administrative costs to program expenses.
Note 4)  Program Management costs include both outsourced and internal staff.
Note 5) Cumulative carryover at 12/31/2006 has been adjusted to reflect audited results.


IS-ST-YTD-001-bu


The Energy Trust of Oregon
YEAR TO DATE BY PROGRAM / SERVICE TERRITORY


For the Three Months Ending March 31, 2007
(Unaudited)







Pacific Subtotal Subtotal
PGE Power Elec. Utilities NW Natural Cascade Avista Gas Providers Total YTD Budget Variance


Energy Efficiency


Residential
Home Energy Solutions - Existing Homes 584,758              518,425              1,103,182            754,893              19,786                -                     774,679              1,877,862 1,845,297               (32,565)               
Home Energy Solutions - New Homes/Products 571,683              400,009              971,693              508,065              77,227                38,078                623,370              1,595,062 1,907,345               312,283              
Market Transformation (NEEA) 163,501              122,558              286,059              -                     -                     -                     -                     286,059 286,704                 645                    


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------
  Total Residential 1,319,942 1,040,992 2,360,934 1,262,958 97,013 38,078 1,398,049 3,758,983 4,039,346 280,363


Commercial
Building Efficiency (Existing) 295,443              209,880              505,323              259,103              6,157                  -                     265,260              770,583 1,234,588               464,005              
New Building Efficiency 211,477              216,360              427,837              15,284                6,145                  -                     21,429                449,266 863,288                 414,022              
Market Transformation (NEEA) 265,852              199,281              465,132              -                     -                     -                     -                     465,132 475,999                 10,867                


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------
  Total Commercial 772,772 625,521 1,398,292 274,386 12,303 -                    286,689 1,684,981 2,573,875 888,894


Industrial
Production Efficiency 614,275              706,233              1,320,508            -                     -                     -                     -                     1,320,508 1,435,945               115,437              
Market Transformation (NEEA) 145,835              109,316              255,151              -                     -                     -                     -                     255,151 290,214                 35,063                


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------
  Total Industrial 760,110 815,550 1,575,660 -                    -                    -                    -                    1,575,660 1,726,159 150,499


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------
  Total Energy Efficiency Costs 2,852,823 2,482,063 5,334,886 1,537,344 109,316 38,078 1,684,738 7,019,624 8,339,380 1,319,756


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------


Renewables


Utility Scale Projects 34,610                1,179                  35,789                -                     -                     -                     -                     35,789 105,914                 70,125                
Solar 275,386              250,150              525,535              -                     -                     -                     -                     525,535 787,889                 262,354              
Community Wind 9,062                  72,785                81,847                -                     -                     -                     -                     81,847 223,434                 141,587              
Open Solicitation 251,125              1,581                  252,706              -                     -                     -                     -                     252,706 212,007                 (40,699)               
Biopower 45,316                33,171                78,487                -                     -                     -                     -                     78,487 212,294                 133,807              


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------
  Total Renewables Costs 615,499            358,866            974,366            -                    -                    -                    -                    974,366        1,541,538             567,173            


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------


Grand Total 3,468,322          2,840,929         6,309,252        1,537,344        109,316          38,078              1,684,738        7,993,990    9,880,918           1,886,929        


The Energy Trust of Oregon
Program YTD Expenses by Service Territory
For the Three Months Ending March 31, 2007


(MG&A allocated to programs)







Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES


For the Three Months and Year to Date Ended March 31, 2007
(Unaudited)


MANAGEMENT & GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS & OUTREACH


QUARTER YTD QUARTER YTD
OVER/ OVER/ OVER/ OVER/


ACTUAL BUDGET (UNDER) ACTUAL BUDGET (UNDER) ACTUAL BUDGET (UNDER) ACTUAL BUDGET (UNDER)


EXPENSES


Outsourced Services $51,464 $105,909 ($54,444) $51,464 $105,909 ($54,444) $70,776 $66,300 $4,476 $70,776 $66,300 $4,476


Legal Services 10,602 26,460 (15,858) 10,602 26,460 (15,858) 960 (960) 960 (960)


Salaries and Related Expenses 246,481 262,319 (15,838) 246,481 262,319 (15,838) 93,987 86,794 7,193 93,987 86,794 7,193


Supplies 180 2,762 (2,582) 180 2,762 (2,582) 946 150 796 946 150 796


Telephone 161 338 (177) 161 338 (177) 1,500 (1,500) 1,500 (1,500)


Postage and Shipping Expenses 345 788 (442) 345 788 (442) 13,150 (13,150) 13,150 (13,150)


Noncapitalized Equipment 300 (300) 300 (300)


Printing and Publications 102 150 (48) 102 150 (48) 11,309 19,575 (8,266) 11,309 19,575 (8,266)


Travel 3,717 13,525 (9,808) 3,717 13,525 (9,808) 271 1,625 (1,354) 271 1,625 (1,354)


Conference, Training & Mtngs 8,179 30,140 (21,961) 8,179 30,140 (21,961) 1,174 2,875 (1,701) 1,174 2,875 (1,701)


Interest Expense and Bank Fees 73 4,500 (4,427) 73 4,500 (4,427)


Miscellaneous Expenses 1 300 (299) 1 300 (299) 5 5 5 5


Dues, Licenses and Fees 664 2,731 (2,067) 664 2,731 (2,067) 1,292 1,191 101 1,292 1,191 101


Shared Allocation (Note 1) 33,401 29,793 3,608 33,401 29,793 3,608 15,154 12,048 3,105 15,154 12,048 3,105


IT Service Allocation (Note 2) 46,383 80,880 (34,497) 46,383 80,880 (34,497) 15,378 26,814 (11,437) 15,378 26,814 (11,437)


Planning & Eval (Note 3) 3,138 5,079 (1,941) 3,138 5,079 (1,941)


------------------ ----------------- ------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------


TOTAL EXPENSES 404,893 565,674 (160,781) 404,893 565,674 (160,781) 210,292 233,283 (22,991) 210,292 233,283 (22,991)
========== ========= ========== ========= ========= ========== ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========


Note 1) Represents allocation of Shared (General Office Management) Costs
Note 2) Represents allocation of Shared IT Costs
Note 3) Represents allocation of Planning & Evaluations Costs


Exp-Prog-YTD-003







Cumulative Revenue & Expenses
Budget vs Actual
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The Energy Trust of Oregon
BALANCE SHEET
February 28, 2007


(Unaudited)


FEB JAN FEB Change from Change from
2007 2007 2006 Prior Month Prior Year


Current Assets
  Cash* 52,876,134 48,269,549 42,514,904 4,606,585 10,361,230
  Program Deposits held in Escrow 6,795,555 6,772,701 475,000 22,854 6,320,555
  Receivables 43,401 37,123 140,433 6,278 (97,033)
  Prepaid Expenses 56,773 63,037 27,451 (6,265) 29,322
  Advances to Vendors 392,681 693,708 132,446 (301,028) 260,235


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
   Total Current Assets 60,164,542 55,836,118 43,290,234 4,328,424 16,874,309


Fixed Assets
  Computer Hardware and Software 825,164 825,164 758,857 -                       66,307
  Leasehold Improvements 113,343 113,343 113,343 -                       -                       
  Office Equipment and Furniture 70,721 70,721 65,620 -                       5,100


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Fixed Assets 1,009,227 1,009,227 937,821 -                      71,407
  Less Depreciation (859,010) (835,911) (583,673) (23,100) (275,337)


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Net Fixed Assets 150,217 173,317 354,147 (23,100) (203,930)


Other Assets
  Rental Deposit 36,412 36,412 35,412 -                       1,000
  Deferred Compensation Asset 26,731 25,608 12,526 1,123 14,205


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Other Assets 63,143 62,020 47,938 1,123 15,205


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Assets 60,377,903 56,071,455 43,692,319 4,306,448 16,685,583


============ ============ ============ ============================


Current Liabilities
  Accounts Payable and Accruals 2,158,272 2,588,556 1,400,731 (430,284) 757,540
  Salaries, Taxes, & Benefits Payable 262,222 236,325 212,853 25,897 49,369
  Deferred/Unearned Revenue 5,000 5,000 5,000 -                       -                       


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Current Liabilities 2,425,493 2,829,880 1,618,584 (404,387) 806,909


Long Term Liabilities
   Deferred Rent 185,504 186,911 132,604 (1,407) 52,900
   Deferred Compensation Payable 26,731 25,608 12,526 1,123 14,205
   Other Long-Term Liabilities 13,676 16,322 225 (2,646) 13,451


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Long-Term Liabilities 225,911 228,841 145,355 (2,930) 80,556


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Liabilities 2,651,405 3,058,721 1,763,940 (407,317) 887,465


Net Assets
  Current Year Inc/ Dec Unrestricted Net Assets 8,649,760 3,935,995 5,384,466 4,713,765 3,265,294
  Board Designated Net Assets - Escrow accts 6,795,555 6,772,701 475,000 22,854 6,320,555
  Board Designated Net Assets - PGE 12,500,000 12,500,000 12,500,000 -                       -                       
  Unrestricted Net Assets-Beginning of Year 29,554,497 29,577,351 23,342,227 (22,854) 6,212,269
  Temp. Restricted Net Assets-Beg. of Year 226,686 226,686 226,686 -                       -                       


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Net Assets 57,726,498 53,012,733 41,928,380 4,713,765 15,798,118


---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
     Total Liabilities and Net Assets 60,377,903 56,071,455 43,692,319 4,306,448 16,685,583


============ ============ ============ ============================
*Committed to Approved Programs


BS-Acct-YTD-001







 January February Year to Date


Operating Activities:


Revenue less Expenses 3,935,995$    4,713,766$    8,649,761$    


Non-cash items:
Depreciation 23,338          23,099          46,437$        
Deferred Rent Amortization (1,406)           (1,408)           (2,814)$         


Change in balance sheet accounts:
Interest Receivable (2,333)           (11,344)         (13,677)$       
Other Receivables 16,967          5,067            22,034$        
Advances to Vendors 309,115         301,027         610,142$       
Other Assets 7,512            5,142            12,654$        
A/P - Program Subcontracts 44,061          (33,920)         10,141$        
A/P - Incentives (3,435,761)     (444,990)       (3,880,751)$   
A/P - Professional Services (15,222)         16,781          1,559$          
A/P - Operations (75,882)         31,845          (44,037)$       
Payroll and related accruals 6,620            27,020          33,640$        
Other long-term liabilities -               (2,646)           (2,646)$         


Cash rec'd from / (used in)
         Operating Activies 813,004         4,629,439      5,442,443      


Investing Activites:


Acquisition of Capital Assets (35,874)         -               (35,874)$       
Cash used in Investing Activities (35,874)         -               (35,874)         


Cash at beginning of Period 54,265,120    55,042,250    54,265,120    


Increase/(Decrease) in Cash 777,130         4,629,439      5,406,569      


Cash at end of period 55,042,250$  59,671,689$  59,671,689$  


Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Statement-Indirect Method


Monthly 2007







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2007 - December 2008
Based on B-05.1 & P-04


2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007 2007


January February March April May June July August September October November December


Cash In:


  Public purpose funding 6,041,711      7,119,632        5,738,018        5,262,896        4,845,450        4,358,236        4,360,555        4,317,178        4,308,723        4,198,490        4,201,621        5,026,747         


  Investment Income 224,763         198,968          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753          193,753            


Total cash in 6,266,474      7,318,600        5,931,771        5,456,649        5,039,203        4,551,989        4,554,308        4,510,931        4,502,476        4,392,243        4,395,374        5,220,500         


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts 811,814         835,290          1,011,557        964,693          1,895,127        1,003,816        1,003,816        1,930,402        1,039,807        1,039,807        1,958,135        1,064,373         


    Incentives 4,008,889      1,270,029        1,111,939        1,461,673        1,583,230        1,740,289        2,518,803        2,663,194        3,113,488        3,711,002        4,258,924        14,694,658        


    Salaries and related expense 318,210         331,121          372,197          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397          367,397            


    Professional services 146,199         198,709          509,178          509,178          564,142          498,042          505,642          523,041          522,381          524,281          508,156          508,556            


    General operating expenses 204,232         54,012            165,140          165,802          160,570          154,671          156,919          156,046          162,193          181,684          157,869          149,547            


Total cash out 5,489,344      2,689,161        3,170,011        3,468,743        4,570,466        3,764,215        4,552,577        5,640,080        5,205,266        5,824,171        7,250,481        16,784,531        


Net cash flow for the month 777,130         4,629,439        2,761,760        1,987,906        468,737          787,774          1,731              (1,129,149)      (702,790)         (1,431,928)      (2,855,107)      (11,564,031)      


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM 54,265,120    55,042,250      59,671,689      62,433,449      64,421,354      64,890,091      65,677,864      65,679,595      64,550,445      63,847,655      62,415,726      59,560,619        


Ending cash & MM 55,042,250    59,671,689      62,433,449      64,421,354      64,890,091      65,677,864      65,679,595      64,550,445      63,847,655      62,415,726      59,560,619      47,996,587        


Actual Budget B-05.1







Energy Trust of Oregon
Cash Flow Projection
January 2007 - December 2008
Based on B-05.1 & P-04


Cash In:


  Public purpose funding


  Investment Income


Total cash in


Cash Out:


    Program Subcontracts


    Incentives


    Salaries and related expense


    Professional services


    General operating expenses


Total cash out


Net cash flow for the month


Beginning Balance: Cash & MM


Ending cash & MM


2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008 2008


January February March April May June July August September October November December


6,385,968       6,570,863        5,745,165        5,984,016        5,067,322        4,686,414        4,592,090        4,680,036        4,649,320        4,335,590        4,599,821        5,460,928        


176,901          173,003          169,865          169,983          166,838          161,088          156,085          149,030          143,464          136,770          123,558          111,662          


6,562,869       6,743,866        5,915,030        6,153,999        5,234,160        4,847,502        4,748,175        4,829,066        4,792,784        4,472,360        4,723,379        5,572,590        


1,457,458       2,959,117        900,635          838,273          1,736,303        850,382          850,382          1,731,311        870,029          870,029          1,915,064        1,053,782        


5,055,842       4,474,399        4,239,711        4,116,998        4,163,348        4,116,998        4,190,867        4,237,217        3,465,867        5,278,886        5,644,236        6,945,539        


383,834          383,834          383,834          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          378,890          


508,156          505,525          505,525          505,525          510,482          504,382          512,177          512,583          511,923          513,823          489,102          489,502          


166,605          174,764          169,967          170,650          164,394          158,363          160,679          158,769          165,101          185,176          160,982          152,410          


7,571,895       8,497,639        6,199,672        6,010,336        6,953,417        6,009,015        6,092,995        7,018,770        5,391,810        7,226,804        8,588,274        9,020,123        


(1,009,026)      (1,753,773)      (284,642)         143,663          (1,719,257)      (1,161,513)      (1,344,820)      (2,189,704)      (599,026)         (2,754,444)      (3,864,895)      (3,447,533)      


47,996,587     46,987,561      45,233,789      44,949,147      45,092,810      43,373,553      42,212,040      40,867,220      38,677,516      38,078,491      35,324,047      31,459,152      


46,987,561     45,233,789      44,949,147      45,092,810      43,373,553      42,212,040      40,867,220      38,677,516      38,078,491      35,324,047      31,459,152      28,011,619      


Projection P-04







February YTD
Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance


REVENUES


Public Purpose Funds-PGE 3,178,619 2,754,597 424,022 5,882,642 5,458,274 424,368


Public Purpose Funds-PacifiCorp 2,114,439 1,903,056 211,382 3,984,527 3,765,265 219,262


Public Purpose Funds-NW Natural 1,658,851 1,554,169 104,682 2,987,766 2,820,694 167,072


Public Purpose Funds-Cascade 167,722 127,147 40,576 306,408 275,872 30,535


----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------
Total Public Purpose Funds 7,119,632 6,338,969 780,662 13,161,343 12,320,105 841,238


Revenue from Investments 210,311 193,753 16,558 437,407 387,506 49,900
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------


TOTAL REVENUE 7,329,943 6,532,722 797,220 13,598,749 12,707,612 891,138
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========


EXPENSES


Program Subcontracts 1,104,818 1,289,977 185,160 2,286,775 2,579,955 293,180


Incentives 825,038 827,880 2,842 1,398,166 1,504,891 106,725


Salaries and Related Expenses 358,141 372,197 14,057 682,971 744,394 61,423


Professional Services 215,490 509,178 293,689 346,466 1,018,357 671,891


Supplies 3,545 3,354 (191) 6,006 15,208 9,202


Telephone 3,299 6,346 3,047 6,020 12,692 6,672


Postage and Shipping Expenses 1,137 7,579 6,442 1,598 15,158 13,561


Occupancy Expenses 31,405 31,348 (57) 63,628 62,697 (931)


Noncapitalized Equipment and Depreciation 28,354 36,146 7,791 68,673 69,729 1,056


Call Center 10,922 19,497 8,575 22,084 39,450 17,366


Printing and Publications 3,789 16,125 12,336 18,084 32,250 14,166


Travel 5,351 16,683 11,332 11,834 33,367 21,533


Conference, Training and Meeting Expenses 6,385 18,929 12,544 12,428 37,857 25,430


Interest Expense and Bank Fees 141 1,500 1,359 225 3,000 2,775


Insurance 4,370 5,000 630 8,747 10,000 1,253


Miscellaneous Expenses 66 1,735 1,669 73 3,470 3,397


Dues, Licenses and Fees 13,928 6,141 (7,787) 15,212 10,782 (4,430)


----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 2,616,178 3,169,615 553,438 4,948,989 6,193,256 1,244,267


========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========


TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES 4,713,765 3,363,107 1,350,658 8,649,760 6,514,355 2,135,405
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========


IS-Acct-YTD-001


The Energy Trust of Oregon
INCOME STATEMENT - ACTUAL AND YTD COMPARISON


For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2007
(Unaudited)







Energy Renewable Total Program Management Communication Total Admin
Efficiency Energy Expenses & General & Outreach Expenses Total


Program Expenses


Incentives/ Program Management & Delivery 3,428,235 256,706 3,684,941 -                        3,684,941
Payroll and Related Expenses 171,539 101,445 272,984 172,514 63,014 235,528 508,512
Outsourced Services 152,807 38,897 191,704 48,343 43,310 91,653 283,357
Planning and Evaluation 96,923 11,663 108,586 2,011 2,011 110,597
Customer Service Management 46,923 4,407 51,330 -                        51,330


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
Total Program Expenses 3,896,427 413,118 4,309,545 222,868 106,323 329,191 4,638,736


Program Support Costs


Supplies 985 585 1,570 1,020 1,304 2,324 3,894
Postage and Shipping Expenses 322 191 513 620 117 737 1,250
Telephone 586 264 850 272 116 388 1,238
Printing and Publications 3,949 977 4,926 721 11,594 12,315 17,241
Occupancy Expenses 16,364 9,717 26,081 13,949 5,961 19,910 45,991
Insurance 2,249 1,336 3,585 1,917 819 2,736 6,321
Equipment 782 464 1,246 666 285 951 2,197
Travel 4,636 2,805 7,441 2,182 2,182 9,623
Meetings, Trainings & Conferences 2,230 1,129 3,359 4,785 749 5,534 8,893
Interest Expense and Bank Fees 167 167 58 58 225
Depreciation & Amortization 1,603 952 2,555 1,367 584 1,951 4,506
Dues, Licenses and Fees 13,941 310 14,251 296 555 851 15,102
Miscellaneous Expenses 67 67 1 5 6 73
IT Services 130,008 21,211 151,219 31,902 10,577 42,479 193,698


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
Total Program Support Costs 177,723 40,107 217,830 59,756 32,667 92,423 310,253


-------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES 4,074,149 453,225 4,527,374 282,624 138,991 421,615 4,948,989


============== ============== ============== ============== ============== ============== ==============


PUC Performance Measure 11.0%


Administrative plus Program Support Costs 4.9%
Exp-Acct-YTD-002


The Energy Trust of Oregon
Statement of Functional Expenses


For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2007







ENERGY EFFICIENCY RENEWABLE ENERGY TOTAL
PGE PacifiCorp NW Natural Cascade Avista Total PGE PacifiCorp Total Other All Programs


REVENUES
Public Purpose Funding $4,564,774 $3,059,662 $2,987,766 $306,408 $10,918,610 $1,317,867 $924,865 $2,242,732 $13,161,343
Revenue from Investments 437,407 437,407


------------------ -------------------- ------------------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------------- ------------------ -------------------- ------------------ ----------------- -------------------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM REVENUE 4,564,774 3,059,662 2,987,766 306,408 10,918,610 1,317,867 924,865 2,242,732 437,407 13,598,749


------------------ -------------------- ------------------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------------- ------------------ -------------------- ------------------ ----------------- -------------------------
EXPENSES
  Program Management (Note 4) 168,027        131,735           104,426                8,343          3,499       416,029         53,438          43,503             96,941          512,970
  Program Delivery 877,050        689,854           260,984                22,357         11,024     1,861,269      4,425            8,031               12,456          1,873,725
  Incentives 362,596        476,787           300,730                10,513         3,290       1,153,916      151,499        92,752             244,251        1,398,167
  Program Evaluation & Planning Svcs. 77,117          77,305             36,755                  1,904          751          193,831         8,069            14,089             22,158          215,989
  Program Marketing/Outreach 63,634          51,580             79,513                  4,415          2,209       201,350         6,496            2,831               9,327            210,677
  Program Legal Services 612               556                 567                      39               18           1,792             2,347            738                 3,085            4,877
  Program Quality Assurance 2,740            2,649               3,340                    143             50           8,922             -               -                  -               8,922
  Outsourced  Services -               -                  4,811                    -              -          4,811             9,100            6,889               15,989          20,800
  Trade Allies & Customer Svc. Mgmt. 14,566          14,120             17,437                  621             180          46,924           2,789            1,618               4,407            51,331
  IT Services 47,644          45,426             33,799                  2,182          958          130,008         11,791          9,419               21,210          151,218
  Other Program Expenses 20,688          20,115             13,561                  687             247          55,297           13,283          10,118             23,401          78,698


------------------ -------------------- ------------------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------------- ------------------ -------------------- ------------------ ----------------- -------------------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENSES 1,634,671 1,510,127 855,922 51,203 22,226 4,074,149 263,238 189,987 453,225 4,527,374


------------------ -------------------- ------------------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------------- ------------------ -------------------- ------------------ ----------------- -------------------------
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
  Management & General (Note 1 & 3) 102,045 94,271 53,431 3,196 1,387 254,331 16,433 11,860 28,293 282,624
  Communication & Outreach (Note 2 &3) 48,206 32,312 31,552 3,236 115,306 13,917 9,767 23,684 138,991


------------------ -------------------- ------------------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------------- ------------------ -------------------- ------------------ ----------------- -------------------------
  Total Administrative Costs 150,252 126,582 84,984 6,432 1,387 369,638 30,350 21,627 51,977 421,615


------------------ -------------------- ------------------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------------- ------------------ -------------------- ------------------ ----------------- -------------------------
  TOTAL PROGRAM & ADMIN EXPENSES 1,784,923 1,636,709 940,906 57,635 23,613 4,443,787 293,588 211,614 505,202 4,948,989


------------------ -------------------- ------------------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------------- ------------------ -------------------- ------------------ ----------------- -------------------------
TOTAL REVENUE LESS EXPENSES 2,779,851 1,422,953 2,046,860 248,773 (23,613) 6,474,823 1,024,279 713,251 1,737,530 437,407 8,649,760


========== =========== ============== ========= ======== ========== ========== =========== ========== ========== ==============
Cumulative Carryover at 12/31/06 (Note 5) 11,385,549 (8,445,629) 6,870,551 93,292 117,839 10,021,602 25,517,626 9,189,002 34,706,628 4,348,508 49,076,738
Interest attributed 1,740,000 1,160,000 2,900,000 1,100,000 1,100,000 (4,000,000)


========== =========== ============== ========= ======== ========== ========== =========== ========== ========== ==============
 TOTAL NET ASSETS CUMULATIVE 15,905,400 (5,862,676) 8,917,411 342,065 94,226 19,396,425 26,541,905 11,002,253 37,544,158 785,915 57,726,498


Note 1)  Management and General (Administrative) Expenses have been allocated based on total expenses.
Note 2)  General Communication and Outreach expenses (Administrative) have been allocated based on Public Purpose Revenue from each Territory.
Note 3)  Administrative costs are allocated for management reporting only.  GAAP for Not for Profit organizations does not allow allocation of administrative costs to program expenses.
Note 4)  Program Management costs include both outsourced and internal staff.
Note 5) Cumulative carryover at 12/31/2006 has been adjusted to reflect audited results.


IS-ST-YTD-001-bu


The Energy Trust of Oregon
YEAR TO DATE BY PROGRAM / SERVICE TERRITORY


For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2007
(Unaudited)







The Energy Trust of Oregon
Program YTD Expenses by Service Territory
For the Two Months Ending February 28, 2007
(MG&A allocated to programs)


Pacific Subtotal Subtotal
PGE Power Elec. Utilities NW Natural Cascade Avista Gas Providers Total


Energy Efficiency


Residential
Home Energy Solutions - Existing Homes 344,647                359,406                704,053                463,289                10,084                 -                      473,373                1,177,426
Home Energy Solutions - New Homes/Products 358,503                262,756                621,259                324,466                43,516                 23,613                 391,595                1,012,854
Market Transformation (NEEA) 112,038                83,893                 195,931                -                      -                      -                      -                      195,931


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------------
  Total Residential 815,188 706,055 1,521,243 787,754 53,601 23,613 864,968 2,386,211


Commercial
Market Transformation (NEEA) 181,266                135,730                316,996                -                      -                      -                      -                      316,996
New Building Efficiency 139,465                151,540                291,005                3,625                   2,348                   -                      5,973                   296,978
Building Efficiency (Existing) 153,165                124,815                277,980                149,524                1,686                   -                      151,210                429,191


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------------
  Total Commercial 473,896 412,086 885,981 153,150 4,034 -                      157,184 1,043,165


Industrial
Production Efficiency 398,253                445,497                843,750                -                      -                      -                      -                      843,750
Industrial Process - Mkt Transformation (NEEA) 97,587                 73,071                 170,658                -                      -                      -                      -                      170,658


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------------
  Total Industrial 495,840 518,568 1,014,408 -                      -                      -                      -                      1,014,408


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------------
  Total Energy Efficiency Costs 1,784,923 1,636,709 3,421,632 940,904 57,635 23,613 1,022,152 4,443,787


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------------


Renewables


Utility Scale Projects 24,516                 853                      25,370                 -                      -                      -                      -                      25,370
Solar 208,372                120,677                329,049                -                      -                      -                      -                      329,049
Community Wind 9,150                   51,673                 60,823                 -                      -                      -                      -                      60,823
Open Solicitation 25,816                 9,062                   34,878                 -                      -                      -                      -                      34,878
Biopower 25,734                 29,348                 55,083                 -                      -                      -                      -                      55,083


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------------
  Total Renewables Costs 293,588              211,614              505,202              -                      -                      -                      -                      505,202          


------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------------


Grand Total 2,078,511          1,848,323         3,926,834         940,904            57,635                23,613              1,022,152         4,948,989     







Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES


For the Two Months and Year to Date Ended February 28, 2007
(Unaudited)


MANAGEMENT & GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS & OUTREACH


YTD YTD
QTD QUARTERLY QUARTER OVER/ QTD QUARTERLY QUARTER OVER/


ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING ACTUAL BUDGET (UNDER) ACTUAL BUDGET REMAINING ACTUAL BUDGET (UNDER)


EXPENSES


Outsourced Services $39,054 $105,909 ($66,855) $39,054 $70,606 ($31,552) $43,310 $66,300 ($22,990) $43,310 $44,200 ($890)


Legal Services 9,290 26,460 (17,170) 9,290 17,640 (8,350) 960 (960) 640 (640)


Salaries and Related Expenses 166,049 262,319 (96,269) 166,049 174,879 (8,830) 60,251 86,794 (26,543) 60,251 57,863 2,388


Supplies 180 2,762 (2,582) 180 1,842 (1,662) 946 150 796 946 100 846


Telephone 338 (338) 225 (225) 1,500 (1,500) 1,000 (1,000)


Postage and Shipping Expenses 345 788 (442) 345 525 (180) 13,150 (13,150) 8,767 (8,767)


Noncapitalized Equipment 300 (300) 200 (200)


Printing and Publications 54 150 (96) 54 100 (46) 11,309 19,575 (8,266) 11,309 13,050 (1,741)


Travel 2,182 13,525 (11,343) 2,182 9,017 (6,835) 1,625 (1,625) 1,083 (1,083)


Conference, Training & Mtngs 4,785 30,140 (25,355) 4,785 20,093 (15,308) 749 2,875 (2,126) 749 1,917 (1,167)


Interest Expense and Bank Fees 58 4,500 (4,442) 58 3,000 (2,942)


Miscellaneous Expenses 1 300 (299) 1 200 (199) 5 5 5 5


Dues, Licenses and Fees 210 2,731 (2,521) 210 2,321 (2,111) 518 1,191 (673) 518 794 (276)


Shared Allocation (Note 1) 26,503 29,793 (3,291) 26,503 19,862 6,640 11,326 12,048 (723) 11,326 8,032 3,293


IT Service Allocation (Note 2) 31,902 80,880 (48,978) 31,902 53,692 (21,790) 10,577 26,814 (16,238) 10,577 17,801 (7,224)


Planning & Eval (Note 3) 2,011 5,079 (3,069) 2,011 3,384 (1,374)
------------------ -------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -------------------


TOTAL EXPENSES 282,624 565,674 (283,050) 282,624 377,386 (94,762) 138,991 233,283 (94,292) 138,991 155,446 (16,456)
========== ============== ============= ========== ========== ========== ========== ============== ============= ========== ========== ===========


Note 1) Represents allocation of Shared (General Office Management) Costs
Note 2) Represents allocation of Shared IT Costs
Note 3) Represents allocation of Planning & Evaluation Costs


Administrative Expenses 2nd  Month of Quarter
Exp-Prog-YTD-002
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Draft Board Meeting Minutes – 72nd Meeting 
March 28, 2007 
 
Board members present:  Rick Applegate, Tom Foley, Julie Hammond, Al Jubitz (by telephone), John 
Klosterman, Vickie Liskey, Caddy McKeown, Alan Meyer, Preston Michie, Bill Nesmith (ODOE special 
advisor), John Reynolds 
 
Board members absent: Jason Eisdorfer, Debbie Kitchin, John Savage 
 
Staff attending:  Margie Harris, Nancy Klass, Steve Lacey, Linda Rudawitz, Sue Meyer Sample, Jan 
Schaeffer, Adam Serchuk, John Volkman, Peter West 
 
Others attending:  Jeremy Anderson, WISE; Steve Bicker, NW Natural;  Jim Deason; Travis Irving, 
Perkins & Co.; Grant Jones, Perkins & Co.; Lori Koho, OPUC; Gwen Lusk, Evergreen Consulting; Jon 
Miller, OSEIA; Calvin Mukumoto, General Manager Warm Springs Biomass; Marr Olson, Dynalectric; 
Keith Rutledge, Steller Energy; Roger Spring, Evergreen Consulting;  
 
Business Meeting 
President Tom Foley called the meeting to order at 12:10 pm.  
 
Agenda 
Tom Foley moved the audit committee report to the top of the agenda. 
 
Audit Committee 
 
Review results of financial audit. Grant Jones, Perkins and Co. Julie Hammond noted a copy of 
the audit report is in the board packet. The audit was unqualified; that is, no issues were found that 
qualified its conclusions. Julie introduced our auditors, Grant Jones and Travis Irving of Perkins and Co.  
 
Grant explained he was the partner in charge of the audit; Travis led the field work. Grant said the audit 
went smoothly and commended staff for having prepared so thoroughly. The draft Financial Statements 
were distributed as part of the board packet and will be finalized soon. The Audit Committee also met 
with the auditor to review the draft financial statements and the letter from Perkins & Company. Julie 
noted the committee asked the auditor’s certified IT auditor to review our IT systems, and that review 
went well also. The board had no questions.  
 
Accept audited financial report for period ending 12/31/06, resolution 430. 
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RESOLUTION #430 


ACCEPTANCE OF AUDITED FINANCIAL REPORT 


BE IT RESOLVED:  That Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of Directors 
accepts the audited financial statement report, including unqualified opinion, 
prepared and submitted by Perkins & Company, P.C. for the calendar year 
ended December 31, 2006. 


 
 Moved by: Julie Hammond  Seconded by: Caddy McKeown 
 
 Vote:  In favor: 8  Abstained: 0 Opposed: 0 
 
 Adopted on March 28, 2007, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
 
 
February 14, 2007, Meeting Minutes 
 
MOTION: Approve minutes from the February 14, 2007, meeting minutes.  
 
 Moved by: Alan Meyer  Seconded by: John Reynolds 
 
 Vote:  In favor: 8 Abstained: 0 Opposed: 0 
 
 Adopted on March 28, 2007, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
 
 
Board committee appointments, resolution 434. 
 


RESOLUTION #434 


BOARD COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS 


WHEREAS: 


1. The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. Board of Directors is authorized to 
appoint by resolution committees to carry out the Board’s business. 


2. The Board President has nominated several new directors to serve on 
the following committees. 


3. The Board of Directors approved the appointments at its March 28, 2007, 
meeting. 


It is therefore RESOLVED: 


1. That the Board of Directors hereby approves the appointments of the 
following directors to the following committees for terms that will 
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continue until a subsequent resolution to change committee 
appointments is adopted: 


 


Audit Committee  


 Julie Hammond, Chair 


 Alexis Dow, Metro 


 Vickie Liskey 


 Caddy McKeown 


 Preston Michie 


 Tom Foley (ex officio) 


Board Nominating Committee 


 Rick Applegate, Chair 


 Julie Hammond 


 Preston Michie 


 Tom Foley (ex officio) 


Compensation Committee (formerly 401(k) Committee) 


 John Klosterman, Chair 


 Al Jubitz 


 Vickie Liskey 


 Preston Michie 


 Tom Foley (ex officio) 


Executive Director Review Committee 


 John Reynolds, Chair 


 Julie Hammond 


 Tom Foley (ex officio) 


Finance Committee 


 John Klosterman, Chair 


 Debbie Kitchin 


 Alan Meyer 


 Tom Foley (ex officio) 
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Policy Committee 


 Jason Eisdorfer, Chair 


 Rick Applegate 


 Caddy McKeown 


 John Reynolds 


 Tom Foley (ex officio) 


Program Evaluation Committee 


 Debbie Kitchin, Chair 


 Alan Meyer 


 Tom Foley (ex officio) 


Strategic Planning Committee (formerly Innovation Task Force) 


 Rick Applegate, Chair 


 Al Jubitz 


 Lori Koho, OPUC 


 Bill Nesmith, ODOE 


 Tom Foley (ex officio) 


 


2. The executive director and general counsel are authorized to sign 
routine 401(k) administrative documents on behalf of the board, or other 
documents if authorized by the Compensation Committee.


 


Moved by: Rick Applegate Seconded by: Vickie Liskey 


Vote: In favor: 8  Abstained: 0 


 Opposed: 0 


 Adopted on March 28, 2007, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
 
General Public Comments 
 
There were none.  
 
Consent Agenda 
 
Adopting a charter for Energy Trust advisory councils, resolution 429. Tom Foley noted the 
attachments 1 and 2 (RAC and CAC charters) were not included in the packet and should be 
considered part of this resolution.  
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RESOLUTION #429 


ADOPTING A CHARTER FOR ENERGY TRUST ADVISORY COUNCILS 


WHEREAS: 


1. Under Energy Trust bylaws (section 5.5), the board creates advisory 
councils whose purpose is “to assist the board of directors and the 
President in the development of a strategic plan and to assist the 
Corporation's staff with implementing key elements of the strategic plan, 
according to guidelines to be established by the board of directors.” 


2. In 2001, the board created two councils, the Conservation Advisory 
Council and the Renewable Advisory Council. Since then, the councils 
have operated under their own operating procedures without formal 
charters approved by the board. The board has not, however, adopted a 
charter governing the councils. 


It is therefore RESOLVED: 
 
The board of directors of the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., adopts the 
following charter for its advisory councils: 


 
CHARTER 


Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.  
Conservation and Renewable Advisory Councils 


March 28, 2007 
 
Purpose: The purpose of the Conservation and Renewable Advisory Councils 
is to advise the board and staff of Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., regarding 
issues associated with Energy Trust energy efficiency and renewable energy 
policies and programs. The Councils will operate in accordance with this 
charter. 
 
Council functions: 
 
1. The Councils will:  


(a) Review and discuss selected energy efficiency and renewable 
energy issues prior to Energy Trust decision-making to ensure 
that the Board and staff have the best available information on 
such issues;  


(b) Help the Board and staff to identify alternative resolutions of such 
issues; and  


(c) Help staff identify matters for board consideration. 
 
Council composition: 
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2. The Councils will aim for a membership of 10-18 each, to keep 
Council logistics manageable. The Councils should have members 
with backgrounds from a broad range of interests and organizations.  


 
3. Energy Trust staff will consult with individuals and organizations with 


experience and interest in energy efficiency and renewable energy 
and appoint Council members after obtaining the consent of the 
board Policy Committee.  


 
4. Members who do not attend meetings for six months will be asked if 


they wish to continue membership; a year’s non-attendance may be 
deemed withdrawal from the Council. 


 
Council meetings and procedures: 
 
5. The Councils will meet as needed, typically on a monthly basis. 
 
6. Meetings shall be open to the public.  
 
7. Members will be invited to suggest topics for meeting agendas. 


Agendas and background materials shall be made available to Council 
members and the public a week in advance if possible.  


 
8. All Council members shall be provided an opportunity for comment; 


audience comments will also be solicited.  
 
9. Staff shall prepare fair and balanced meeting notes and provide them 


to Council members and the Board. Notes will document Council 
consensus and/or majority and minority views. 


 
10. The Councils will maintain operating principles (such as Attachments 


#1 and #2).
 
ATTACHMENT 1 


 
Conservation Advisory Council 


Operating Principles 
September 15, 2004 


 
The following operating principles are a distillation of Conservation Advisory Council meeting 
discussions concerning the CAC role and meeting process. This process started with a CAC 
subgroup ad hoc meeting held in April that identified a number of process issues and 
enhancement suggestions. The topic was aired in June, July and September and the following 
items were generally agreed to be incorporated in the CAC meeting process.  
 
Energy Trust staff has endeavored to incorporate these principles into the CAC meeting process 
as a way to enhance the effectiveness of advisory council meetings. 


 
1. Meet monthly. 
2. Whenever possible, distribute meeting agendas, related discussion papers and notes 


from the previous meeting at least one week in advance. 
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3. Identify agenda items as discussion, information, or recommendation needed. 
4. Make presentations short and succinct; provide ample time for discussion. Strive to 


invite guest presenters.  
5. Provide at least two rounds of discussion on warranted topics before asking for a 


recommendation. 
6. Solicit council technical expertise on discussion topics as appropriate, to inform 


discussions before final recommendations. 
7. Poll members for opinions on recommendation topics. Document minority viewpoints 


as well as prevailing opinions. 
8. Provide program information updates quarterly. 
9. Provide more complete summaries of CAC recommendations, including split 


recommendations, in board decision documents. 
10. Include board members on CAC distribution list to allow board to review CAC 


minutes and to choose to attend meetings of interest. 
11. Include time on agendas for open discussion and suggestions for future agenda items.  


 


ATTACHMENT 2 


Renewable Advisory Council 
Meeting Operating Principles 


July 11, 2005 
 


The Renewable Advisory Committee (RAC) is one of several standing committees formed by the 
board of directors to provide advice in support of the Energy Trust. From the Energy Trust 
Bylaws: 
 
 “The board of directors shall create separate advisory councils for (a) conservation, and (b) for 
renewable resources, to provide advice and resources to support the Corporation. The role of 
such advisory councils shall be to assist the board of directors and the President in the 
development of a strategic plan and to assist the Corporation's staff with implementing key 
elements of the strategic plan, according to guidelines to be established by the board of 
directors.” 
 
The RAC provides direct advice and input on budgets, priorities, program designs and project 
evaluations. Final resolution of issues and all decision authority remains with the board of 
directors. 


 
Operating Principles and Procedures 


 
1. Meet at least eight times per year.  
2. Whenever possible, distribute meeting agendas, related discussion papers and notes 


from the previous meeting at least one week in advance.  
3. Identify agenda items as discussion, information, or recommendation needed. Provide 


short summaries of items.  
4. Make presentations short and succinct; provide ample time for discussion. Invite guest 


presenters. Use subcommittees to advance controversial topics. 
5. Strive to provide at least two rounds of discussion on policy issues, new program 


launches and annual budget reviews before asking for a recommendation.   
6. Solicit council technical expertise on discussion topics as appropriate, to inform 


discussions before final recommendations.  
7. Survey members for opinions on recommendation topics. Document minority 


viewpoints as well as prevailing opinions.  
8. Provide program information updates quarterly.  
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9. Provide complete summaries of RAC recommendations, including split 
recommendations, in board decision documents.  


10. Include board members on RAC distribution list to allow board to review RAC 
minutes and to choose to attend meetings of interest.  


11. Include time on agendas for open discussion and suggestions for future agenda items.  
12. RAC members must identify conflicts of interest. For purposes of these operating 


principles, a RAC member has a conflict if they have a non-utility financial interest in a 
matter being considered by the RAC. A conflict could arise, for example, because the 
member (or a member’s family or business associate) is involved in an existing or 
proposed contract related to the matter under RAC consideration. In meetings, 
members should remind the RAC at the start of any agenda item in which they have a 
conflict of interest and leave the room when such items are discussed. 


 
 
Moved by: Caddy McKeown Seconded by: John Reynolds 
 
Vote:  In favor: 8 Abstained: 0 Opposed: 0 
 
Adopted as part of the consent agenda on March 28, 2007, by Energy Trust Board of 
Directors. 
 


At the end of the meeting the board referred back to the consent agenda. This information is also 
reported here for clarity. Tom said the advisory council charters that he asked to be included in the consent 
agenda were developed in concert with the councils and intended to be amendable by the councils. The board 
agreed with Tom’s understanding that the attachments are intended to be examples rather than board-approved 
language.  
 
Authorizing a change in executive director’s compensation, resolution 428. 


 


RESOLUTION #428 


AUTHORIZING A CHANGE IN EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S 
COMPENSATION 


WHEREAS:  


The Energy Trust's Executive Director Evaluation Committee has 
completed its review of the Executive Director's performance, and 
recommends a five percent raise in salary and a $2,500 bonus. 


It is RESOLVED: 


 That the Board of Directors of Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., authorizes a 
5% increase in the Executive Director's compensation, effective January 
1, 2007, together with a $2,500 bonus for her performance in 2006.


  Moved by: Caddy McKeown Seconded by: John Reynolds 
 
 Vote:  In favor: 8 Abstained: 0 Opposed: 0 
 
 Adopted as part of the consent agenda on March 28, 2007, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
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President’s Report 
 
Tom deferred his comments, which he said will be covered by Margie when she delivers the staff report.  
 
Policy Committee 
 
John Klosterman arrived at the beginning of this discussion, at 12:15 pm.  
 
Green tag policy, resolution. Peter West presented information on proposed changes to the green 
tag policy. He noted a green tag is the environmental benefits from electricity generated by renewable 
energy. It is a tool for complying with regulatory requirements (i.e. carbon dioxide emission caps, 
renewable portfolio standards). The value of the tag is determined in the market. That Energy Trust 
retains green tags is not a requirement of SB 1149.  
 
Current policy is that Energy Trust owns green tags in proportion to the share of the above-market 
costs we contribute. Tying green tags to above-market costs worked when the green tag market was 
not active, and when the above-market costs far exceeded the value of tags on the market. This context 
has changed. The market for green tags has heated up. Two states had renewable portfolio standards 
when the policy was first adopted; now, more than 20 do. Peter provided other examples of the 
dramatic changes in context.  
 
He pointed out that our current green tag policy is costing us more than we may need to pay. For 
instance, we supported Rough and Ready at a cost of $16 per tag, reflecting the fact that we covered all 
the above-market costs and acquired all the green tags. An alternate project at the same time would 
have cost us $8 per tag, but because that project wanted to retain ownership of some of the tags, we 
turned it down. He noted that, with Washington State having now passed a renewable portfolio 
standard, there will be more competition for green tags, at least for those associated with the better 
projects. If Energy Trust were to continue our existing policy, we would go forward with the more 
expensive, more tenuous projects.  
 
The Renewable Advisory Council, Pacific Power, PGE and the Oregon Public Utility Commission have 
agreed that a preferable approach is to: 


• Eliminate the strict link between above market costs and green tag ownership. 
• Use green tags as a tool when we can get cheaper tags for ratepayers and/or more positively 


incent long term performance. 
• Continue supporting market development while also securing tags for the long term benefit of 


Pacific Power and PGE ratepayers. 
• Allow developers a greater share of tags if they do not earn an unreasonably high rate of return. 


 
Preston Michie arrived at this point in the presentation, at 12:30 pm. 
 
Peter presented our proposed approach: 


• In consultation with utilities and the OPUC, establish a set of forecasted prices for green tags 
through a third-party analysis of the market. 


• Compare the value of the standard, above-market cost offer from Energy Trust to the forecast. 
If Energy Trust’s offer is higher than the market price, we would own all the tags. If our offer is 
lower than the market price, then we would take up to the amount of tags that we could buy in 
the market at the same forecasted rate.  
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• If sharing tags, we would re-check the above-market calculations to assume the value to the 
project were they to sell their share of tags. If a project would earn higher than a reasonable 
rate of return, we would either lower the incentive, negotiate for more of the green tags or not 
fund the project at all.  


 
Rick Applegate left the room, at 12:45 pm. 
 
Peter presented two examples.  
 
Bill Nesmith commented that the last step as described above is similar to some performance-based tax 
credits familiar to him that he thought did not work. In his experience, Bill thought businesses would not 
like having Energy Trust come back after the fact to reduce an offer. Peter explained that the review 
would occur before the offer was extended and we would not come back after the fact. If our forecast 
of prices was wrong, we still would not go back to either give a project more money or to reduce the 
amount promised.  
 
Tom observed the policy change protects us against Washington and California "poaching" on Oregon 
projects. He asked what market we are looking at – just Oregon or beyond? Peter said we are headed 
toward a very broad market. He noted the Bonneville Environmental Foundation is selling tags all over 
the nation.  
 
Alan Meyer said he supports this policy on an interim basis because if the renewable portfolio standard 
is enacted in Oregon, we will likely need to revisit our policy with the OPUC to figure out how we 
should be handling this. Peter stated that he had reviewed changes to the proposed policy in light of 
issues raised at the Renewable Advisory Council (RAC) and conversations with OPUC staff, anticipating 
potential passage of a renewable portfolio standard in Oregon. 
 
Bill Nesmith noted he had received an email from Fred Gordon regarding possible impacts of HB 2211, 
the measure that would increase the Business Energy Tax Credit (BETC) for renewable energy projects. 
Fred had raised concerns about whether this action would skew the development of renewable energy 
projects in Oregon by driving down the cost of developing renewables and reduce the value of green 
tags, spurring Washington and California utilities to out-compete Oregon in the green tag market. The 
net result would be that if this bill passes, it will cause Oregon renewables to be built at a lower price 
and that may cause others to come here and buy. However, Bill stated that ODOE did not agree that 
action would pose a problem for green tag sales because of the large size of the green tag market.  
 
Al Jubitz asked how many green tags we currently own, what is their estimated value, and are we 
speculating going forward with these assets? Sue Meyer Sample answered we have a little over 4,000 
tags. If value is in a range of $1.00 to $10.00 a tag, then at most it is an asset worth $40,000. The tags 
are not recorded on our balance sheet because the tags are also a liability. We own the tags only for a 
certain amount of time until we retire them on behalf of ratepayers. She noted if the tag value went up 
significantly next year, we would need to consider valuing the tags differently. Al asked if there had been 
any dissent on the policy change. Peter noted that on RAC there was a wide range of opinion, from 
“our job is all about green tags” to “our job has nothing to do with green tags.” This policy goes right 
down the middle.  
 
Lori Koho, OPUC, said the OPUC has concerns about procuring a consultant to do forward pricing on 
tags when the market is not mature. She suggests using the utilities, who will be calculating the value 
themselves. Peter disagreed with this approach because the approach used by the utilities does not 
reflect the entire market. The market is much bigger than Oregon and Energy Trust needs independent 
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analysis. It may not be in the business interest of PGE or PacifiCorp to have a number published, and so 
they may not be able to provide us with data on tag values. He said we use consultants frequently to 
validate rates of return and such matters. We need to get as much information as we can, and we need 
to know more than just what the utilities can tell us. Julie Hammond asked how often we would recheck 
the market. Peter said at least once a year, maybe twice a year.  
 
Preston Michie asked whether there is some consortium or group of people with an interest in the 
forward price so we would not need to bear all the cost. Peter is concerned that seeking this could 
delay obtaining the information. He said we are losing projects and need to move forward as quickly as 
we can. Peter said in consultation with the OPUC staff and the utilities we will drive to the best 
reasonable estimate about values, within a big range. Preston mentioned we may be able to consult with 
Dow Jones or the Chicago Board of Trade to get some ideas of how to do this. They might provide it at 
a low cost. Peter agreed that checking with them as we went along would be a good idea.  
 
Alan proposed that, rather than prescribing how you are going to obtain the forward pricing data, we 
could remove the reference to third-party contractor from the resolution language. Alan made a motion 
to remove the language; John Reynolds seconded it. He noted the language does not preclude use of a 
contractor.  
 
 


AMENDED RESOLUTION #433 
AMENDING GREEN TAG POLICY 


 
WHEREAS:  
 
1. Under current Energy Trust policies, green tag values are deemed to be 


equal to a project’s above-market costs.  
2. Energy Trust takes title to green tags in proportion to its payment of a 


project’s above-market costs.  
3. As the green tag market has strengthened, however, there is a growing 


disconnect between the Energy Trust policy and green tag market values. 
 
It is therefore RESOLVED:   
 
The Energy Trust board amends its green tag policy as follows: 
 
• Energy Trust will ascertain market values and forward price curves for 


relevant types of green tags, and update them periodically. Energy Trust 
will consult with PGE, Pacific Power and the OPUC staff before publicly 
announcing referent prices. Energy Trust will announce such prices 
unless it creates competitive concerns. 


• If Energy Trust’s above-market incentive exceeds the referent green tag 
market value, Energy Trust will take title to all green tags. 


• If Energy Trust’s above-market incentive is less than the referent value, 
Energy Trust will negotiate for enough tags to fairly recognize that 
Energy Trust provides an assured revenue stream that reduces the 
project’s market risk.  


• In no case will Energy Trust accept fewer tags than the Energy Trust 
incentive could buy on the referent green tag market. 
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• Energy Trust will negotiate either a reduction in Energy Trust incentive 
or retain additional green tags if the above steps would accord the 
project owner/developer a higher-than-reasonable rate of return. 


 
Moved by: John Reynolds   Seconded by: Al Jubitz 


 
Vote:    In favor: 9   Abstained: 0  Opposed: 0 
 


   Adopted on March 28, 2007, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
 


Margie noted this will be an interim policy. It will be revisited if a renewable energy standard is 
enacted.  


 
Finance Committee 
 
John Klosterman reviewed the notes from the finance committee meeting noting the net effect 
of adjustments to the finalized December financials was $2,000. He also mentioned the 
carryover, which is included in the budget revision as part of Margie and Sue’s presentation on 
the revised budget. The finance committee heard from staff that there was some interest in 
moving to a 2-year budget cycle. Debbie Kitchin and John indicated support for this 
consideration which will be reviewed with the policy committee, as well. 
 
Alan Meyer noted that he was pleased to see in the notes that Margie would like to have energy 
efficiency commitments displayed on our financial statements. He also asked if dedicated funds 
would be included in the financial glossary. Sue noted that the glossary has been updated to 
include this definition and that board members will see the revision in their next packet 
 
2007 Budget Revisions and Proposed Amendment 
 
Margie and Sue presented revisions to the 2007 budget and proposed an amendment. Margie 
said the principal reason for bringing the budget revision back so soon after the board adopted 
the 2007 budget in December is to reflect the addition of $1.93 million in conservation rate 
credit (CRC) funds made available since the budget was adopted. These funds are all for electric 
energy efficiency and are provided by Bonneville Power Administration. While making this 
change, we also adjusted the budget to reflect variations from projected to actual year end 
carryover funds.  
 
Margie noted the net difference between the budget approved in December and the revised 
budget is $3.7 million. Most of this increase is represented by the $1.93 million in conservation 
rate credit funds, the remaining $1.8 million reflects increases in carryover above what had been 
projected. It will not be standard practice for us to revise the budget on a going forward basis. 
Rather, we will continue to rely upon our forecasting mechanisms to have projected results be 
closer to actuals and to report any significant variances as part of our quarterly reports to the 
board. 
 
The revised budget reflects the addition of $5.8 million in carryover from 2006 and the $1.9 
million from conservation rate credits. Reductions include $1.6 million less PGE revenue and $.3 
million less Avista revenue. The net change in available 2007 resources, coincidentally, is $5.8 
million. Margie then described carryover in detail, including $3.1 million less spending on 
efficiency incentives than forecasted, $.9 million less spending on efficiency delivery, $.5 million 
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less spending on renewable incentives, $1 million less spending on planning and evaluation, $.2 
million less revenue and $.1 million unspent in other categories.  
 
The staff proposal would reallocate the $5.8 million into 3 categories: 1) increased incentives, 2) 
enhanced efficiency program delivery and 3) other program evaluation and marketing needs. 
Margie provided detail. Efficiency incentives would be increased $1.6 million, of which $1.2 
million would be for residential, where we can spend it this year; $.6 million to industrial and 
minus $.1 million in commercial, reflecting the downturn in the construction market. Proposed 
renewable incentives would increase $110,000, up $800,000 for Open Solicitation and minus 
$700,000 in Utility Scale, with all such changes related to the Portland Habilitation Center 
project previously approved by the board. 
 
To enhance program delivery, staff proposed adding $1.2 million for energy efficiency programs. 
Other increases, totaling $879,000, support program marketing and community energy program 
implementation, evaluation services, program management, conservation rate credit staffing, 
quality assurance and miscellaneous other increases.  
 
Margie noted that the changes result in an increased electric savings goal of +3 aMW 
(conservative case) to +4 aMW (best case). Gas savings goals decrease by .1 million annual 
therms (conservative case) and .2 million annual therms (best case). Margie stated that we will 
seek clarification from the OPUC regarding how to calculate program delivery efficiency 
(generally referred to as administrative costs plus program support costs). How this is done 
affects our performance against the OPUC performance measure for percent of spending on 
administration compared to all spending.  
 
Looking ahead to 2008 anticipated changes, Margie highlighted $1.9 million for increased 
efficiency incentives, divided between $1.3 million for New Buildings and $.6 million for 
Production Efficiency and related to efforts to "fill the pipeline" with new projects to be 
completed next year. 
 
Alan Meyer asked why we raise support for program delivery in the residential sector when we 
have achieved double the market penetration in that sector compared to the commercial and 
industrial sectors. Steve Lacey said we had already anticipated moving forward to new market 
niches in the commercial and industrial sectors, and the adopted budget reflects this. This is why 
the re-budgeted monies are disproportionately directed toward the residential sector. Margie 
said she believes we have sufficient funds to support outreach in all sectors.  
 
Bill Nesmith commented that the Business Energy Tax Credit is not producing now. No 
passthrough partners are signing on because the Department of Revenue said it would reduce 
“kicker” payments by the amount of a tax credit passthrough. This matter could affect uptake of 
Energy Trust programs.  
 
Lori said she is curious why, with the increase of gas spending from 30 cents per annual therm 
to 40 cents per annual therm, do we expect to under-perform in gas compared to the adopted 
budget? Margie said this reflects an adjustment made to the current year goal based upon the 
impact of the downturn in new construction. In addition, this year assumes a continued focus on 
influencing new gas technologies and national market strategies to be promoted in 2008. 
 
Amending 2007 budget, resolution 431. 
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RESOLUTION #431 
AMENDMENT OF 2007 BUDGET 


BE IT RESOLVED: That the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., Board of 
Directors approves the changes to the 2007 budget as presented in the 
board budget packet and summarized in Attachment A to this resolution: 
 


 Moved by: John Reynolds  Seconded by: Preston Michie 
 
 Vote:  In favor: 9 Abstained: 0 Opposed: 0 
 
 Adopted on March 28, 2007, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
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The Energy Trust of Oregon
Program Budget Expenses by Service Territory


For the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2007
Budget 2007-B-05 (March reallocation)


                                          with management and general allocated to programs


Pacific Subtotal Northwest Subtotal B-04.7
PGE Power Elec. Utilities Natural Gas Cascade Avista Gas Providers Total Previous Difference


Energy Efficiency
Residential
Home Energy Solutions - Existing Homes 4,914,134    4,364,202    9,278,336         4,252,804    226,409       -               4,479,213       13,757,549  12,081,990  1,675,559    
Home Energy Solutions - New Homes/Products 3,870,397    2,689,328    6,559,725         2,990,165    372,818       229,627       3,592,610       10,152,335  9,385,854    766,481       
Market Transformation (NEEA) 632,189       476,354       1,108,543         -               -               -               -                  1,108,543    1,022,954    85,589         


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------------
  Total Residential 9,416,720 7,529,884 16,946,604 7,242,969 599,227 229,627 8,071,823 25,018,427 22,490,798 2,527,629


Commercial
Business Energy Solutions - Existing Buildings 4,626,251    1,567,255    6,193,506         1,693,471    97,870         -               1,791,341       7,984,847    6,633,496    1,351,351    
Business Energy Solutions - New Buildings 2,762,060    2,130,491    4,892,551         608,062       63,470         -               671,532          5,564,083    6,920,660    (1,356,577)   
Market Transformation (NEEA) 1,028,727    775,144       1,803,871         -               -               -               -                  1,803,871    1,730,532    73,339         


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------------
  Total Commercial 8,417,038 4,472,890 12,889,928 2,301,533 161,340 0 2,462,873 15,352,801 15,284,688 68,113


Industrial
Production Efficiency 7,159,160    6,788,590    13,947,750       -               -               -               -                  13,947,750  13,038,520  909,230       
Market Transformation (NEEA) 604,316       455,352       1,059,668         -               -               -               -                  1,059,668    1,002,395    57,273         


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------------
  Total Industrial 7,763,476 7,243,942 15,007,418 0 0 0 0 15,007,418 14,040,915 966,503


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------------
  Energy Efficiency Program Costs 25,597,234 19,246,716 44,843,950 9,544,502 760,567 229,627 10,534,696 55,378,646 51,816,401 3,562,245


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------------
Renewables
Utility Scale Projects 1,565,651    2,977,322    4,542,973         -               -               -               -                  4,542,973    5,329,109    (786,136)      
Solar 1,827,939    1,191,173    3,019,112         -               -               -               -                  3,019,112    2,977,391    41,721         
Wind 785,381       570,413       1,355,794         -               -               -               -                  1,355,794    1,359,955    (4,161)          
Open Solicitation 1,703,085    427,612       2,130,697         -               -               -               -                  2,130,697    1,252,352    878,345       
Biopower 1,283,088    247,009       1,530,097         -               -               -               -                  1,530,097    1,539,749    (9,652)          


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
  Renewables Program Costs 7,165,144 5,413,529 12,578,673 0 0 0 0 12,578,673 12,458,556 120,117


----------------- ----------------- -------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------


  Cost Grand Total 32,762,378 24,660,245 57,422,623 9,544,502 760,567 229,627 10,534,696 67,957,319 64,274,957 3,682,362  
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Program Evaluation Committee 
 
Alan Meyer gave the report for the committee. He said the committee feels we are getting value out of  
the evaluations. One of the major issues the committee discussed involves how free ridership is 
measured. Different consultants determine free ridership differently. They may not fully count spillover 
effects. Some measures consistently over-perform, others under-perform. The evaluation committee 
will look further into these matters.  
 
Margie added that another outcome of the evaluation committee discussion is that staff will be preparing 
different responses to evaluations. The new approach will be broader and more comprehensive rather 
than simply a response to the specific points findings or recommendations stemming from the 
evaluation.  
 
Julie Hammond asked if we are making progress on suggestions regarding documentation issues noted in 
evaluations, for instance baseline documentation and energy use. Phil said we are going to take a more 
detailed look from the beginning at some of the megaprojects, such as SP Newsprint, to ensure they are 
set up to provide baseline data and other data to support post-installation evaluations. Julie asked 
whether we look closely at participants expressing dissatisfaction noted in some evaluations, such as the 
recent Building Efficiency evaluation. Phil said because this is an impact evaluation, he did not ask the 
consultant to focus on delving into reasons for dissatisfaction. He said this year, we will do joint impact 
and process evaluations and will look harder at customer satisfaction. Margie noted several efforts to 
better serve customers. Tom noted Debbie and Alan have done a great job guiding the evaluation 
committee. 
 
The board took at 15 minute break at 1:50 pm. 
 
Renewable Energy Program 
 
Warm Springs biomass project, resolution 432. John Reynolds introduced the topic, observing 
we have funded three projects in two years – Gresham wastewater, City of Portland wastewater and 
Rough and Ready Lumber. He commented on the next generation of projects, noting the Warm Springs 
project comes in under our master agreement with PGE.  
 
Adam Serchuk noted that, at 15.8 megawatt electrical-generating capacity and 14.1 average megawatts, 
this will be Energy Trust’s second or third largest project in terms of generation, following Goodnoe 
Hills and close in size to Combine Hills. The $5 million in possible incentives would be second only to 
the Blue Heron project. 
 
Adam introduced Calvin Mukumoto, manager for Warm Springs Biomass LLC, a tribally owned LLC. Cal 
said the project was designed to take advantage of production tax credits and other tax advantages such 
as accelerated depreciation. He said Peter West and Adam Serchuk have been extremely helpful. He 
said forests in Central Oregon have excess downed, dried fuel resulting from 100 years of fire 
suppression. The tribe worries about fire, and wanted to create a marketplace solution. Federal agencies 
do not have sufficient budget to fully address this problem. He noted many ways in which the project is 
environmentally friendly.  
 
Rick Applegate returned to the meeting during Calvin Mukumoto’s presentation at 2:15 pm. 
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Calvin noted Warm Springs has a high level of unemployment; the project might produce as many as 70 
jobs. This could be highly beneficial for the community.  
 
He said the plant will not be fired exclusively from forest fuels. It will also burn residuals from the wood 
products plant and clean urban wood diverted from landfills. Overall, the tribe stands ready to support 
this. The plant and its managers adhere to the principles of the Forest Stewardship Council (although 
FSC does not certify biomass plants). The timeline is to have investor proposals by next week, to have 
selected one by April 16 and close on the selection May 15. They are in the process of finalizing the 
power purchase agreement with PGE by May 1 and plan to start construction in June to meet the next 
round of the production tax credits. Cal said the tribe issued two resolutions of support and 
subsequently chartered the LLC, another demonstration of support. One member of the LLC is Warm 
Springs Forest Products and the other is Warm Springs Power and Water Enterprises, both owned by 
the tribe.  
 
Adam noted the project is located in Pacific Power territory. The tribe decided to negotiate a power 
purchase agreement with PGE rather than Pacific Power. The tribe will build a transmission line and this 
cost is included in the project budget.  
 
Alan Meyer noted there is a plus and minus related to the current BETC. While BETC may be increased 
to 50%, passthroughs are not going through right now. Cal said currently they are assuming a 35% value 
for BETC. They continue to explore passthrough options. Alan said he thought the BETC legislation has 
been changed to disqualify forest thinnings. Bill Nesmith said he did not think anything in the BETC bill 
that would have this effect. He noted there has been intense negotiation in the renewable portfolio 
standard bill, which just came out of committee yesterday. Bill had not looked through all the detail 
there. John Volkman read from the bill definitions in the renewable energy bill; the language clearly does 
not exclude forest thinnings.  
 
Bill also noted the governor’s office is working on different solutions to the BETC passthrough situation. 
BETC’s passthrough provision allows other entities to buy the credits and convert them to an upfront 
cash payment when the project is completed. This can be an advantage over taking the credits over five 
years. Last year there were many companies with tax liabilities who bought tax credits. This year, it 
became evident that there will be a substantial corporate tax kicker. The legislature took the kicker and 
put it into a rainy day fund. But this is only a one-time change. With a five-year tax credit, the kicker 
issue will come up again. The kicker is calculated on the value of your tax liability after tax credits are 
deducted. Players in the market, primarily the banks, have said they will not buy credits until this issue is 
resolved. Bill said ODOE has buyers for projects less than $20,000, the maximum amount of tax credit 
that can be taken in one year. Tom Foley said the same people who want to raise the BETC have the 
authority to fix this problem. Cal noted that Warm Springs is aware of this issue. 
 
Adam noted staff believes the Warm Springs project is an important project for two reasons. One, it is 
an opportunity to demonstrate that renewable energy development in Oregon is relevant not only to 
the innovative cutting-edge businesses of tomorrow but to the traditional industries like wood projects. 
The second reason is that landing a biomass project is hard and takes patience. It is important to 
establish successful projects to demonstrate they can be done, particularly when the bar is set high, as it 
is on this project. He said we have agreed with Warm Springs on a term sheet and, depending on the 
outcome of this discussion, are ready to sign a Letter of Intent. The terms are standard excepting in the 
following areas: 
 


• Including the project within PGE’s master agreement; we are ready to do this with PGE 
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• “Openers” that would cause us to reduce our financial participation if costs go down to certain 
levels 


• We will extend the term of our payment over 10 years; in the event of default, Warm Springs 
will forfeit the unpaid portion of the incentive; ordinarily our terms stipulate payment over a 
shorter period, and require payback of a prorated portion of Energy Trust funds if a project 
terminates before its expected operating life. 


 
We have negotiated a payment up to $5 million. The $5 million would go into escrow upon signing of 
the funding agreement. The value of putting money into escrow is that the tribe can show investors the 
money clearly exists. 


 
 


RESOLUTION #432 


APPROVING BASIC TERMS OF A CONTRACT TO FUND 
ABOVE-MARKET COSTS OF THE WARM SPRINGS BIOMASS 


LLC PROJECT 


 


WHEREAS: 
1. In October, 2005, Energy Trust and PGE entered into a Master 


Agreement reserving funds to offset the above-market costs of 
new renewable energy projects that benefit PGE customers. 


2. Energy Trust, following discussions with Warm Springs 
Biomass LLC, has identified a biomass project, and PGE has 
proposed that the project be funded through the Master 
Agreement.  


3. The project would be located within the boundaries of the 
Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Indian Reservation. 
It would have a nameplate capacity of 20 megawatts, 
delivering at least 15.8 net megawatts to the grid (equivalent 
to at least 14.1 average megawatts).  


4. Energy Trust has conducted an independent review of the 
project and applied the above-market methodologies 
approved by the board and returns on investment approved by 
the OPUC. As currently evaluated, the project’s above-market 
costs would not exceed $5 million. 


5. Warm Springs Biomass LLC expects the project to be in 
commercial operation by the end of 2008.  


It is RESOLVED: 


The board of directors of Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc.: 
      1. Authorizes the Executive Director to sign a contract to pay 


Warm Springs Biomass LLC up to $5,000,000 of the above-
market costs of the Warm Springs Biomass project, to be 
deposited into escrow promptly after the contract is executed. 


2. The Project shall generate at least 15.8 megawatts (net) of 
baseload electric energy. 


3. The project shall use clean wood fuel, such as sawmill 
residuals, forest-sourced wood and clean urban wood, not 
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railroad ties, telephone poles, or other wood that is 
contaminated by paint, creosote or other chemicals. 


4.  The life of the agreement shall be not less than 20 years. 
      5. Payments from escrow shall be made to Warm Springs 


Biomass LLC over a ten-year term if performance standards 
to be specified in the contract are met.  


      
 
 Moved by: Alan Meyer  Seconded by: Rick Applegate 
 
 Vote:  In favor: 10 Abstained: 0 Opposed: 0 
 
 Adopted on March 28, 2007, by Energy Trust Board of Directors. 
 
Referring back to consent agenda. Tom said the advisory council charters that he asked to be 
included in the consent agenda were developed in concert with the councils and intended to be 
amenable to change by the councils. The board agreed with Tom’s understanding that the attachments 
are intended to be examples rather than exact language.  
 
Legislative Update 
 
Bill Nesmith reported on the status of five bills under consideration in the Oregon Legislature. The bills 
to increase BETC and RETC passed 57-0 in the House. He thinks the biofuels bill will go through. A 
commercial appliance efficiency bill would bring Oregon into alignment with the timing of new standards 
in California and Washington. The RPS bill passed the Senate committee yesterday 4:1. He expects it to 
pass on the Senate floor but encounter more debate on the House side. The other bill is SB 87, the 
OPUC bill to extend the Energy Trust sunset and allow the OPUC to increase the public purpose 
charge. Lori Koho noted that some of the language that was in SB 87 has been incorporated into the 
renewable energy standard (RES) bill. John Volkman said the amendment to the RES bill would not 
empower OPUC to increase the public purpose charge but would allow utilities to recover additional 
efficiency spending from rates, an approach advanced by PGE. Lori said SB 811 goes to public hearing 
tomorrow; it extends the public purpose charge through 2026. Bill said there are a lot of other bills that 
have various energy-related provisions.  
 
John Reynolds asked about a bill to give homeowners tax credits for building renewable energy and high 
efficiency into their homes. Bill said this provision is included in one of the bills. 
 
Margie asked if anything had happened with regard to John Reynold’s request to the OPUC regarding 
the current language about solar and opportunities to pursue passive solar and daylighting (replacement 
strategies). John Volkman read a definition that referred to the eligibility of solar electric and solar 
thermal [however, on further review, it appears that this definition encompasses only generating 
resources, and would not include passive solar heating and cooling in the definition of renewable energy 
resources]. John Reynolds agreed that this would be a good time to revisit this issue. 
 
Staff Report 
 
Margie Harris reviewed the staff report, which covers the period from January 29-March 9. She noted 
she and Tom Foley were invited to, and recently described, the Energy Trust model to two members 
and staff from the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission. There is interest in possibly 
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expanding our services to Washington and/or to Cascade Gas customers in Washington. She wants 
consideration of this opportunity to be both deliberate and careful.  
 
Margie noted we have completed the annual true-up process, leading to relatively modest changes in 
savings calculations compared to past years. She noted high turnout at solar workshops, and inclusion of 
solar information in presentations on green buildings. We intend to launch a targeted suite of incentives 
for the hospitality (hotel/motel) industry during the second quarter. She noted Buzz Thielemann has 
been named a finalist for the Daily Journal of Commerce Rainmaker award.  
 
We have been informed by Pacific Power that they are suspending negotiations on what had been a top 
candidate for a wind project to be supported by Energy Trust; we expect a replacement project to be 
identified early in the second quarter. We continue to iterate with PGE on contract terms for the 
Biglow Canyon project. Solar electric incentives for businesses have been raised. The annual trade ally 
survey is currently in the field.  
 
Margie said Energy Trust selected Moss Adams to review our “enterprise architecture” – the three IT 
systems, IT staffing levels and skills. Their work will take 10 weeks or more.  
 
She noted Kevin Whilden has accepted a position with a start-up firm in California working on global 
warming solutions. We were fortunate to hire our planning intern, Matt Braman, to fill Kevin's position. 
Erin Johnston, who has an engineering degree and worked at NASA, has joined the renewables team.  
 
Margie then mentioned we received special recognition from EPA for our restaurant program. 
 
In response to past questions about the quality of CFLs, Margie described how we continue to monitor 
the market and keep improving the quality of the bulbs we provide/recommend. John Reynolds noted he 
has taken to writing the date on each bulb he installs in his home so he can determine how long each 
one lasts; so far his average is one year, not the 10 years advertised. Tom Foley noted the bulbs are 
supposed to last 10,000 hours; so the number of years they last depends on their usage.  
 
Other. Julie Hammond said that while previously she had told the board she would need to step down 
because of increased duties at her work, some serious "arm-twisting" by several board members 
convinced her to stay. She has agreed to remain on the board and asked fellow board members to 
please help hold her accountable if she is not "pulling her weight." 
 
Adjourn 
The meeting adjourned at 3:15 pm 
 
Next meeting. The next meeting of the Energy Trust Board of Directors will be held Wednesday, May 
9, 2007, at 12:00 noon at Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., 851 SW Sixth Avenue, Suite 1200, Portland, 
Oregon. 
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Administration


Administration Total: $4,313,898 $1,537,728 $2,776,171


Communications


Communications Total: $279,526 $29,603 $249,923


Energy Efficiency
Aspen Systems Corporation Production Efficiency PMC 


2005


$20,171,126 $19,193,191 $977,934 7/1/05 12/31/07


Northwest Energy Efficiency 


Alliance


Market transformation $19,090,000 $6,712,190 $12,377,810 1/1/05 12/31/10


Conservation Services Group, Inc. Home Energy Savings PMC $18,088,599 $10,012,058 $8,076,541 6/1/05 12/31/07


Aspen Systems Corporation Building Efficiency PMC 2005 $11,198,186 $10,137,174 $1,061,011 7/1/05 12/31/07


Portland Energy Conservation, 


Inc.


New Homes and Products - 


PMC


$7,659,263 $361,645 $7,297,618 1/1/07 12/31/08


Science Applications 


International Corporation


NBE 2006 PMC Contractor $4,821,737 $3,490,413 $1,331,324 1/1/06 12/31/07


Nexus Energy Software Internet Energy Audit $483,000 $424,492 $58,508 4/27/04 4/26/07


Multiple Cntractors Solar Water Heating $453,432 $352,348 $101,084


Portland Energy Conservation, 


Inc.


BTO 2007 $261,586 $6,352 $255,234 1/1/07 12/31/07


ADM Associates, Inc. BE Impact Evaluation $190,000 $135,808 $54,192 1/26/06 4/1/07


HST&V, LLC PE Impact Evaluation $180,000 $111,307 $68,693 12/1/05 3/31/07


ADM Associates, Inc. NBE Impact Evaluation $150,000 $68,876 $81,124 8/1/06 7/31/07


PacifiCorp Consumer Info Transfer $137,500 $59,117 $78,383 8/15/03 8/15/10


Delta-T, Inc. Professional Services $90,000 $11,767 $78,233 1/1/06 12/31/07


Northwest Energy Efficiency 


Alliance


NEEA Sgl Fam Load 


Research MOU


$87,500 $76,139 $11,361 7/21/05 1/30/07


Ecotope, Inc. New Comm. Bldg. Baseline 


eval


$74,000 $45,600 $28,400 6/20/06 9/30/07


J. Hruska Global HES QA Services $70,000 $39,896 $30,104 2/21/06 6/30/07


Opinion Dynamics Corporation ENH Process Evaluation $68,500 $17,631 $50,869 11/15/06 7/31/07


Dethman & Associates BTU Program Evaluation $50,000 $41,940 $8,060 12/1/05 2/28/07


Northwest Power & Conservation 


Council


Regional HVAC Forum 


Research


$41,000 $41,000 $0 10/16/06 10/15/07


Northwest Power & Conservation 


Council


Regional Technical Form 


Spnsr.


$35,000 $0 $35,000 2/28/07 2/27/08


EQUIPOISE CONSULTING, INC. Irrigation Process Evaluation $18,000 $15,320 $2,680 10/1/06 5/31/07


Lane Community College Scholarship agreement $14,400 $0 $14,400 1/1/07 12/31/07


Conservation Services Group New Construct HVAC Pilot $11,610 $0 $11,610 1/1/07 4/30/07


Northwest Housing Alternatives, 


Inc.


Trenton Terrace $11,599 $0 $11,599 6/12/06 8/31/07


Northwest Energy Efficiency 


Alliance


NEEA Regional Server Study $7,500 $0 $7,500 1/31/07 6/30/07


KEMA-Xenergy QA/QA Professional Services $6,000 $0 $6,000 5/1/06 4/30/07


Ecos Consulting EarthAdvantage lighting plan $2,300 $2,250 $50 11/27/06 12/31/06


Energy Efficiency Total: $83,471,837 $51,356,514 $32,115,324


Joint Programs
Active Telesource, Inc. Call Center Services $1,435,000 $514,552 $920,448 5/1/04 4/30/08


Quantum Consulting, Inc. Evaluation Services $350,000 $314,876 $35,124 8/1/04 2/28/07


The Iris Group PR services $150,000 $60,542 $89,459 1/1/06 12/31/07


ONE/Northwest What Counts emailing service $100,000 $360 $99,640 8/1/05 7/31/07


Debbie Goldberg Menashe Legal Services $97,500 $38,837 $58,663 2/1/06 1/31/08


Melanie Leaf Communications consulting $67,550 $26,810 $40,740 1/1/06 12/31/07


Stellar Processes, Inc. Evaluation services $62,000 $16,717 $45,283 1/1/06 12/31/07


Research Into Action, Inc. PMC Model Evaluation $60,000 $600 $59,400 12/18/06 6/30/07


RLW Analytics, Inc. Evaluation services $51,000 $48,859 $2,141 9/1/05 6/30/07
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Borek & Associates, Inc. Great Plains Support $51,000 $29,361 $21,639 1/1/06 12/31/07


Cascade Solar Consulting, LLC RE Consultant Services $42,200 $6,706 $35,494 1/1/06 12/31/07


Platts E-Source Membership $21,340 $21,340 $0 5/1/05 4/30/07


Michel Gregory Communications Marketing Services $18,850 $10,482 $8,368 1/1/06 2/28/07


ECONorthwest Economic Impact Analysis $18,000 $0 $18,000 3/1/07 4/20/07


HST&V, LLC Planning Services $17,550 $9,945 $7,606 1/1/06 12/31/07


Ecotope, Inc. Planning Services $16,110 $6,407 $9,703 4/1/06 3/31/07


Dorothy Payton Solar services $15,000 $13,966 $1,034 12/23/05 12/31/07


Smith Creative Group, LLC Professional Services Contract $11,970 $6,798 $5,173 6/23/05 12/31/07


Jerome Hart Photography Photographer $9,500 $7,432 $2,068 5/1/06 4/30/07


Kathleen Bauer Marketing Consultant $5,250 $3,854 $1,396 5/1/05 12/31/07


Dipaola Photography, Inc. Photography services $4,450 $1,775 $2,675 1/1/06 12/31/07


Gateway Solutions, Inc. Professional Services 


Agreemen


$1,500 $150 $1,350 6/1/05 8/30/07


Rob Werfel Photography Photography Services $1,400 $1,030 $370 1/1/06 12/31/07


Joint Programs Total: $2,607,170 $1,141,398 $1,465,772


Renewable Energy
Multiple Cntractors Solar Electric $4,515,350 $3,941,742 $573,608


PacifiCorp Goodnoe Hills East $2,250,000 $0 $2,250,000 9/20/06 12/31/07


PacifiCorp Goodnoe Hills West $2,250,000 $0 $2,250,000 9/20/06 12/31/07


Rough & Ready Lumber 


Company


Biopower Funding Agreement $1,685,088 $0 $1,685,088 7/21/06 7/21/26


City of Albany Hydroelectric Project $475,000 $0 $475,000 2/17/04 2/17/24


City of Portland Columbia Blvd. WWTP $362,000 $0 $362,000 2/24/06 12/14/27


University of Oregon Solar Monitoring $341,266 $286,389 $54,877 2/21/03 2/21/08


Oregon State University Anemometer Loan Program $235,906 $203,172 $32,734 10/1/02 3/31/07


RIMCO, LLC OHSU River Campus 58 kW 


PV


$186,910 $0 $186,910 9/1/05 9/1/25


CH2M Hill, Inc. Professional Services Contract $87,700 $69,977 $17,723 3/1/05 4/30/07


City of Gresham Anaerobic digester- Grshm 


WWTP


$82,379 $82,379 $0 7/21/05 7/21/25


Stoller Vineyards, Inc. Stoller Vineyards PV $79,815 $20,484 $59,331 12/1/05 12/1/26


Evergreen Energy Corporation RE consultant services $78,200 $57,153 $21,047 4/1/06 3/31/07


Stellar Processes, Inc. Resident. PV Impact 


Evaluation


$57,500 $41,625 $15,875 10/24/05 2/28/07


Bonneville Environmental 


Foundation


(5) PGE PV Demo Projects $55,500 $22,200 $33,300 9/25/06 12/31/07


RHT Energy Solutions RE Consultant Services $42,500 $32,900 $9,600 12/1/06 12/31/07


Clean Energy States Alliance CESA year 4 $37,273 $37,273 $0 7/1/06 6/30/07


City of Portland Bureau of 


Maintenance


Sunderland Yard Wind 


System


$36,117 $0 $36,117 4/28/05 4/28/25


Hood River County Biomass Feasibility Study $36,000 $0 $36,000 12/27/06 12/14/07


Selma Community & Education 


Center


7kW PV Three Rivers School $35,000 $0 $35,000 12/10/04 12/10/29


Columbia Energy Partners, LLC Interconnection Study Grant $35,000 $10,000 $25,000 9/20/06 4/1/07


PWP, Inc. Comm.Wind RFP Process Eval $30,000 $15,730 $14,270 11/17/06 4/30/07


Port of Morrow Port of Morrow biomass feas. $25,000 $0 $25,000 2/8/07 6/30/07


Clean Water Services Tigard Siloxane Feasibility $25,000 $0 $25,000 1/19/07 4/30/07


BioContractors, Inc. RE Technical Consultant Srvs $24,000 $0 $24,000 3/14/06 3/31/07


Greater Applegate Community 


Development Corporation


Applegate Biopower 


Feasibility


$23,963 $0 $23,963 10/2/06 10/1/07


Inland Pacific Energy Center LLC IPEC Biomass Feasibility 


Study


$23,000 $0 $23,000 11/7/06 5/15/07


SP Newsprint Co. Newberg Feasibility Study $22,500 $17,730 $4,770 7/12/06 3/31/07


Hood River County Hydropower Feasibility Study $22,000 $0 $22,000 1/30/07 1/15/08


Talent Irrigation District Talent Irrigation Hydro Study $20,000 $0 $20,000 2/15/07 3/1/08
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West Linn Paper Company West Linn Paper Co. Feasibilit $20,000 $0 $20,000 9/27/06 3/30/07


Warren Griffin Griffen Wind Project $13,150 $803 $12,348 10/1/05 10/1/20


Timothy Michael Miller Professional Service $13,000 $6,576 $6,424 12/6/05 12/31/07


Oregon Power Solutions, LLC RE Consultant Services $11,000 $0 $11,000 4/5/06 3/31/07


Town of Lakeview, Oregon Lakeview springline hydro stdy $10,000 $0 $10,000 8/30/06 2/15/07


Northwest SEED RenewableProfessional 


Services


$9,350 $5,973 $3,378 10/1/06 10/31/07


Northwest SEED Gervais Biopower USDA App. $9,187 $0 $9,187 12/1/06 12/31/07


RHT Energy Solutions Southport Forest Feasib. 


Study


$5,990 $0 $5,990 6/13/06 3/30/07


Oregon Economic & Community 


Development Department


OEDD Renewable energy 


fund MOU


$5,000 $0 $5,000 10/4/06 10/1/07


ThinkEnergy, Inc. RE Consultant Services $5,000 $0 $5,000 1/25/07 12/31/07


Global Energy Concepts, LLC Renewable Energy Consultant $4,000 $4,845 $-845 5/9/06 4/30/07


Renewable Energy Total: $13,285,644 $4,856,951 $8,428,693


$103,958,076 $58,922,194 $45,035,882Grand Totals:
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Irrigation Initiative Program (IIP) was implemented by a Program Management Contractor 
(PMC) as a collaborative venture between Energy Trust of Oregon and the electric utility of the 
intended growers, PacifiCorp. It targeted agricultural customers within the Klamath Basin – a 
geographical area with growers in both California and Oregon. The PMC was charged with running 
the program as conceived by Energy Trust and PacifiCorp. The program was considered a pilot and 
planned to run from June 2005 through 2007. Subsequent decisions by Energy Trust and PacifiCorp 
caused a divergence in how the program was run, and brings the pilot to a close in Oregon as of July 
31, 2007, although it is expected to continue within California beyond this time. 


The program attempted to increase the efficiency of the irrigation pumping systems for the estimated 
3,949 eligible customers (2,073 in Oregon and 1,876 in California) through two distinct avenues. 
Educating the growers regarding the efficiency of their pump system through a pump test, combined 
with financial incentives to help defray the cost of repairing the pump was the first approach. The 
second approach was down stream of the pump. Irrigation system nozzles were provided free of 
charge to any grower who exchanged old nozzles. 


1.1 Evaluation Objectives 
With the changes in the program implementation structure within Oregon, Energy Trust felt that an 
evaluation was needed to document the program and provide recommendations for potential future 
programs. 


The evaluation goals for this process assessment were to: 


1. Document the program’s structure, goals, history, and performance. 


2. Review and analyze the program to provide recommendations on how to improve program 
implementation and effectiveness. 


1.2 Key Findings 
While there were multiple findings from the evaluation, the key ones are: 


 The Irrigation Initiative had a positive outcome from a field perspective in that those 
involved with the program agree there is a need for the program measures—nozzles, pump 
tests, and pump repairs— and participating growers and vendors expressed high satisfaction. 


 Field contacts believe that many more pump tests could have been delivered had the program 
run unhampered for two full irrigation seasons. Progress had been made towards savings 
goals and the field contractors reported high levels of interest in the program among growers; 
consistent with this finding, surveyed participating growers expressed concern that their 
irrigation systems and components use energy and water efficiently. 


 The collaboration between Energy Trust and PacifiCorp was hampered by their different 
organizational cultures, which in turn reflect their different regulatory oversight 
requirements. The regulatory oversight of Energy Trust has brought about systems that are 
inflexible. The political lines created by the differences between California and Oregon 
trumped the geographical realities of the Klamath Basin growers and the desire to provide a 
simply understood and effective agricultural energy efficiency program across state 
boundaries.  
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 Because of the different requirements, the program was administratively complex. This 
administrative complexity spawned micro-management which had multiple consequences: it 
increased program costs, strained program relationships, and ultimately resulted in far fewer 
measures being delivered by the program than anticipated, because the PMC effort was 
diverted into administrative tasks rather than field tasks.  


 With a deemed savings of 9.2 kWh per year per nozzle, and assuming that all the nozzles 
exchanged were installed into an irrigation system, the 14,515 nozzles indicated to be 
exchanged by Oregon growers provide savings of 133,538 kWh/year (0.02 aMW). The 
average life of a nozzle is assumed to be 3 years, which provide 400,614 kWh for the 
lifecycle of the nozzles. Forty-five percent of the nozzles forecast to be exchanged within this 
period of time actually were exchanged. 


 The program garnered no energy savings from pump repairs or pump retrofits, although 
survey participants indicated they took recommended actions outside of Energy Trust. 


 One of the main drivers for the program, an expected >500 percent rate increase, did not 
unfold as planned.  


1.3 Key Conclusions and Recommendations 
Conclusion 1: In response to triple oversight from a board of directors, regulators, and legislatures, 
Energy Trust has evolved systems and processes that put its fiduciary responsibilities front and 
center, with very high standards of completeness and accuracy of actions, the tracking of actions, and 
the savings associated with the actions. Consequently, these systems and processes are not flexible. 
And they impose significant administrative costs that need to be offset by high program savings, so 
that on a per-kilowatt-hour-saved basis, the costs are low and programs are cost effective. 


Recommendation 1A: Energy Trust needs to recognize its systems and processes are not flexible, 
having been designed to attain specific objectives. Energy Trust staff involved in program 
development need to keenly understand that “exceptions” to standard procedures—most 
significantly, the tracking of program activities—cannot be made. 


Recommendation 1B: Should Energy Trust and another agency decide it might be mutually 
beneficial to offer a single program to customers, Energy Trust should clearly express to the other 
party that it needs to be the implementing agency. The other party could contribute to program design 
and would be asked to bear the costs of its participants, but Energy Trust is not able to work 
collaboratively; its systems and processes are fixed. However, because Energy Trust cannot be an 
implementing party in another state, collaboration across two states is not recommended in the future 
as the difficulties that arose are organizational and outside the ability of the program managers to 
overcome. 


Conclusion 2: Following its established practice, Energy Trust’s RFPs to solicit a PMC for the 
Irrigation Initiative requested contractor services to develop and implement a program. Also 
following established practice, the resulting contract for the PMC’s services was relatively specific 
regarding the PMC’s required activities, which assumes a program design. This process had the 
effect of limiting the contribution PMC team members could make to the articulation of program 
assumptions, design, and goals (in areas in which the PMC team members are considered to be 
experts), to the detriment of the Irrigation Initiative.  


Recommendation 2: Energy Trust can continue to request PMC services through an RFP for 
program development and implementation, yet it should execute two sequential contracts with the 
selected firm, the first for program design/development and the second for program implementation. 
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This approach would enable Energy Trust to make better use of the technical and market expertise of 
the winning bidder by increasing their role in program design, an expertise that is particularly 
important for programs targeting a community with an associated culture, be that a geographic 
community or community defined by some other criteria. 


Conclusion 3: Judging from the EQIP program, federal programs also lack flexibility. The Irrigation 
Initiative was hampered by inaccurate assumptions regarding how it would leverage the EQIP 
program. 


Recommendation 3: When considering how an Energy Trust program might leverage a federal 
program, it is important for program developers to clearly understand how the federal program 
operates, its timelines, and its criteria. The program logic should reflect both Energy Trust and 
federal constraints and should be developed in advance of contracting with a PMC for 
implementation services. 


Conclusion 4: A primary factor underlying the Program’s design was the planned rate increase.  
Without the planned rate increase of >500% the anticipated demand for program services was 
reduced. 


Recommendation 4: Energy Trust should consider changing the design of, or even terminating, a 
program if major factors on which the program’s success are predicated change.  


Conclusion 5: Some program participants that received pump repair and replacement 
recommendations from the program pump tests had taken action on recommendations. None of the 
irrigators that took action applied for or received Energy Trust incentives.  


Recommendation 5: If, and when, Energy Trust considers offering a pump test services as part of 
one of its programs research should be performed to see if the provision of free (or partially 
subsidized) pump testing with no incentive for a repairing the pump will result in a sufficient number 
of pump repairs and replacements to make the service cost effective.  
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A. APPENDIX A – ENERGY TRUST RESPONSE TO 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Evaluators Comment 
Process evaluations look at multiple aspects of how a program works. Such evaluations 
attempt to look at areas that work well as well as those that have difficulty. 
Recommendations are made to help smooth out areas and create an efficient program. By 
their nature, process evaluations can bring to light areas of complexity which are 
researched thoroughly, but recommendations are made that may have missed certain 
nuances or overemphasize areas of smaller significance. This section provides Energy 
Trust of Oregon the ability to respond to our conclusions and recommendations. We 
looked closely at each response and made changes to our draft report on areas with which 
we concurred. Any changes between the draft and final report are so noted below. 


Energy Trust of Oregon Comments 


 


Staff Response to Energy Trust of Oregon’s Pilot Irrigation Initiative Program 
Process Evaluation Report Conclusions and recommendations 
Conclusion 1: In response to triple oversight from a board of directors, regulators, and 
legislatures, Energy Trust has evolved systems and processes that put its fiduciary 
responsibilities front and center, with very high standards of completeness and accuracy 
of actions, the tracking of actions, and the savings associated with the actions. 
Consequently, these systems and processes are not flexible. And they impose significant 
administrative costs that need to be offset by high program savings, so that on a per-
kilowatt-hour-saved basis, the costs are low and programs are cost effective. 


Recommendation 1A: Energy Trust needs to recognize its systems and processes are not 
flexible, having been design to attain specific objectives. Energy Trust staff involved in 
program development need to keenly understand that “exceptions” to standard 
procedures—most significantly, the tracking of program activities—cannot be made. 


Recommendation 1B: Should Energy Trust and another agency decide it might be 
mutually beneficial to offer a single program to customers, Energy Trust should clearly 
express to the other party that it needs to be the implementing agency. The other party 
could contribute to program design and would be asked to bear the costs of its 
participants, but Energy Trust is not able to work collaboratively; its systems and 
processes are fixed. However, because Energy Trust cannot be an implementing party in 
another state, collaboration across two states is not recommended in the future as the 
difficulties that arose are organizational and outside the ability of the program managers 
to overcome. 


Energy Trust response: We agree that Energy Trust has, what many perceive as fairly 
rigid, requirements on how programs are report, tracked and administered.  These 
requirements are for the most part a result of Energy Trust mission and our legal 
responsibilities. For example,   


• state law only allows Energy Trust to spend Oregon rate payer money for the 
benefit of PGE and PacifiCorp customers,  


• standard accounting requirements require timely delivery and documentation 
of invoices,  
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• IRS tax documentation requirements collection of tax information and 
confidentiality requirements.  


 To comply with its contract with the PUC, Energy Trust also sets a high bar for itself in 
the tracking of savings and program costs. Effective tracking is particularly important for 
a pilot program, both to determine the benefits of the program and to understand what 
activities are worth continuing. The reporting of tracking and administrative 
requirements is clearly specified in all of our contracts and the report indicated that the 
PMC was aware of the requirements at the time the contract was signed.  In any future 
PMC contract negotiations Energy Trust must ensure that PMCs are aware of the 
necessity to comply with these contract requirements and must ensure that the firm has 
the capacity and resources to comply with the contractual requirements.  


In addition, Energy Trust is in agreement that the legal, contractual, and reporting 
requirements of Energy Trust and those of partnering organizations need to be carefully 
reviewed since they may put strictures on the scope of program partnerships. The goals, 
mission, management philosophies, accountabilities, and needed contractual 
requirements of potential partners may not be complimentary in all cases, and in some 
cases may conflict. Energy Trust has developed successful partnerships with many 
organizations to implement programs. A foundation of a successful partnership has been 
that Energy Trust and its partners have a clear understanding of each others operating 
environments and that these are explicitly and clearly taken into account in contracts and 
that each party to an agreement have a clear set of expectations. However, Energy Trust 
is aware that not every partnership results in synergies and will approach future 
partnerships with a clear view that synergies may be limited and that partnerships can 
potentially increase the contractual, administrative, and other costs associated with a 
program. 


Evaluation Team: After discussing our conclusion, recommendation, and Energy 
Trust response, no changes were made within the final report. 
 
Conclusion 2: Following its established practice, Energy Trust’s RFPs to solicit a PMC 
for the Irrigation Initiative requested contractor services to develop and implement a 
program. Also following established practice, the resulting contract for the PMC’s 
services was relatively specific regarding the PMC’s required activities, which assumes a 
program design. This process had the effect of limiting the contribution PMC team 
members could make to the articulation of program assumptions, design, and goals (in 
areas in which the PMC team members are considered to be experts), to the detriment of 
the Irrigation Initiative.  


Recommendation 2: Energy Trust can continue to request PMC services through an RFP 
for program development and implementation, yet it should execute two sequential 
contracts with the selected firm, the first for program design/ development and the second 
for program implementation. This approach would enable Energy Trust to make better 
use of the technical and market expertise of the winning bidder by increasing their role in 
program design, an expertise that is particularly important for programs targeting a 
community with an associated culture, be that a geographic community or community 
defined by some other criteria. 
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Energy Trust response: We are in agreement that when targeting a small group or 
specific region, consultation with the targeted stakeholders is needed and it is beneficial  
to consult with regional and industry specific experts. 


Energy Trust programs are designed by Energy Trust’s planning department and the 
efficiency program staff with the input of experienced consultants and industry 
stakeholders. In this case, planning staff hired an expert contractor to design the 
program.  While on-the-ground experts may feel they were not adequately consulted 
about program design, a significant effort was made to solicit and incorporate their 
input.  The problem may have arisen because the program design changed significantly 
at least twice based on additional expert input.  Some parties may have provided 
feedback on an early version.   


When the design phase was over, it was determined that the implementation contract 
should be competed. The RFP process allows PMCs to offer approaches that fit into, or 
are alternatives to, the proposed framework. Once a PMC has been selected and contract 
negotiations are initiated additional, changes and additions to the program design are 
also considered with PMC input. In this case the contractor recommended significant 
changes to the program design, and some of these were incorporated. Adding an official 
design/development phase to our program implementation process appears to be 
redundant.  We always consider input from program management contractors regarding 
savings and cost estimates, but use other experts to make sure their self-interest does not 
result in overly optimistic assumptions.  


 
Evaluation Team: After discussing our conclusion, recommendation, and Energy 
Trust response, no changes were made within the final report. 
 
Conclusion 3: Judging from the EQIP program, federal programs also lack flexibility. 
The Irrigation Initiative was hampered by inaccurate assumptions regarding how it would 
leverage the EQIP program. 


Recommendation 3: When considering how an Energy Trust program might leverage a 
federal program, it is important for program developers to clearly understand how the 
federal program operates, its timelines, and its criteria. The program logic should reflect 
both Energy Trust and federal constraints and should be developed in advance of 
contracting with a PMC for implementation services. 


Energy Trust response:  Staff agrees that the programs may have compatibility issues 
based on their objectives, schedules, and accountabilities.  Energy Trust staff had great 
difficulty engaging the time and attention of overworked EQIP staff in the program 
design, and included coordination with EQIP as a key feature only in the final redesign, 
in consultation with the PMC. However, the EQIP program may work well for its stated 
purposes.  


Evaluation Team: After discussing our conclusion, recommendation, and Energy 
Trust response, no changes were made within the final report. 
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Conclusion 4: Energy Trust’s systems and processes, including the use of PMC, are not 
suitable for small programs. 


Recommendation 4: When considering opportunities for small-scale programs, Energy 
Trust should offer such programs only if they can be conducted as an augmentation to 
services provided under a larger program or can be implemented by Energy Trust staff. 
Field staff for small-scale programs could work as Program Delivery Contractors under 
the direction of the PMC of a larger program. 


Energy Trust response: We agree that we should review how we implement pilot 
programs and how we measure their success. The PMC model may not have been the 
best choice, but was also determined through the need for a PMC by our utilty program 
partner. 


Pilot programs are intended to test implementation strategies and potential costs and 
savings at a small scale, and should assess only whether the program design has the 
potential to be cost-effective at a larger scale or over longer periods of time. Also, Pilot 
programs should consider focusing on testing implementation strategies and their 
success (e.g.,. pump tests result in repairs/replacements using EQIP and Energy Trust 
incentives, and whether repaired and replaced pumps provide sufficient savings to make 
the program cost effective) and do not necessarily require having the elements of a large 
scale program (1-800 number, website, etc.).  


After discussing our conclusion, recommendation, and Energy Trust response, no 
changes were made within the final report. 
 
Conclusion 5: Activity tracking for the Irrigation Initiative required the tracking of 
scheduled and completed pump tests; for neither activity can energy savings be ascribed. 
FastTrack is not designed to track program-delivered measures that lack energy savings, 
which increased the administrative difficulty of the Irrigation Initiative. 


Recommendation 5: Before making the final decision to proceed with a program that 
implements measures as a precursor to the attainment of energy savings, Energy Trust 
should clearly specify procedures for tracking program activities in FastTrack. These 
procedures should be fully understood by the selected PMC or implementing party, and 
agreed to as part of the implementation contract. 


Energy Trust Response: Staff does not concur with the conclusion as FastTrack is more 
like accounting software than savings tracking software. It can easily store all types of 
measure and accounting data. FastTrack is used to ensure prompt payment to PMCs for 
measures installed and services rendered.  While we are constantly improving how we 
use Fast Track, we believe that the data requirements that are in dispute are basic, 
necessary information. Staff does concur with the recommendation that program tracking 
and administrative requirements be clearly specified in the PMC contract as was the case 
for this program.   


Evaluation Team: After discussing this conclusion, recommendation, and Energy 
Trust response, we chose to drop this recommendation from the final report. 
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Energy Trust also suggested two other findings/recommendations for the Evaluation 
Team to consider: 


Finding 1: A primary factor underlying the Program’s design was the planned utility 
rate increase.  Without the planned rate increase of >500% the anticipated demand for 
program services was reduced. 


Recommendation: Energy Trust should consider changing the design of, or even 
terminating, a program if major factors on which the program’s success are predicated 
change.  


 


Finding 2: Of the seven program participants that received pump repair and 
replacement recommendations from the program pump tests, two had taken actions on all 
recommendations, two had followed through on some recommendations, and the 
remaining three were planning to take some action in the future (with their plans 
partially dependent on the availability of EQIP funding). None of the four irrigators that 
took action applied for or received Energy Trust incentives.  


Recommendation: If and when Energy Trust considers offering a pump test services as 
part of one of its programs, research should be performed to see if the provision of free 
(or partially subsidized) pump testing will result in a sufficient number of pump repairs 
and replacements to make the service cost effective.  


Evaluation Team: After discussing these two findings and recommendations that were 
generated by staff at Energy Trust, we found them to agree with our assessment of the 
program. As such, we chose to include both recommendations in the final report.  
 


 


 


 


 


 








 
 
 
Board Decision 
Modify the Gas Goal in the Energy Trust  
2007-2012 Strategic Plan 
May 9, 2007 
 
Purpose 
 


Approve a revised gas goal for the Energy Trust 2007-2012 strategic plan. 
 
Background 
 


• In 2003, when Energy Trust began operating efficiency programs for NW Natural, 
Energy Trust adopted a gas goal of 19 million therms by 2012.  


• At its November, 2006 meeting, the board retained the 19 million therm goal in the 
2007-2012 strategic plan pending further analysis. 


• In 2006, Energy Trust began operating programs for Cascade Natural Gas Corporation 
(July) and Avista Corporation (September).  


• In November, 2006, the Oregon Public Utilities Commission (OPUC) staff agreed to 
allow the Trust to count the market transformation impacts of its gas programs. Market 
transformation savings occur when efficient technologies or practices gain better market 
acceptance because of Energy Trust-funded programs. Historically, while Energy Trust 
market transformation programs saved both electricity and gas, our analytical tools and 
programs were geared to measure only the electric savings. With better tools, OPUC 
staff agrees that it is now appropriate to claim gas savings.   


• In March, 2007, the OPUC modified the levelized cost target for gas programs from 
$0.30 per therm to $0.40 per therm. This modification to the performance metric 
allows the Energy Trust to increase incentives and program activities as needed to 
ensure program goals are met.  


 
Discussion 
 


• To determine the effect of these developments on the gas goal, staff considered: 
o Historical program performance  
o New Cascade Natural Gas Corporation and Avista Corporation savings  
o Gas market transformation savings (particularly for furnaces, new homes and 


clothes washers) 
o Changes in incentive levels and marketing efforts made possible by the higher 


OPUC levelized cost performance measure 
• The analysis shows a range of expected savings from 18 million to 24 million therms – 


21 million therms represents the mid-point of the range.  
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• This analysis is based around current sources of revenue.  The Energy Trust will 
continue to work with the gas utilities to in their Integrated Resource Planning 
processes to identify additional cost-effective efficiency resources. This may lead to 
further revision of the gas savings goal.  


 
Recommendation 
 


Approve resolution #436 adopting a revised gas goal of 21 million therms in the 2007-2012 
strategic plan.  
 
 


RESOLUTION #436 
ADOPTING A REVISED GAS GOAL FOR THE 2007-2012 


STRATEGIC PLAN  
 


WHEREAS:  
 
1. At its November, 2007 meeting, the Energy Trust board approved 


a 2007-2012 strategic plan with a gas savings goal of 19 million 
therms, subject to further analysis.   


2.   Energy Trust staff conducted further analysis to assess the 
appropriateness of this goal considering: addition of program 
implementation for Cascade Natural Gas Corporation and Avista 
Corporation; recognition of savings achieved through market 
transformation efforts of Energy Trust; and change of the levelized cost 
performance metric for gas savings.  


3. Based on this analysis, 21 million therms represents an achievable but 
robust goal for Energy Trust gas program activity based on current 
funding.  


 
It is therefore RESOLVED:   
 
1. The Energy Trust board adopts a gas goal of 21 million annual 


therms by 2012, for incorporation into the 2007-2012 strategic 
plan as shown in Attachment 1. This goal may be revised later to 
reflect changes in scope or funding of Energy Trust activities.  


 
Moved by: _____________   Seconded by: _______________ 


 
Vote:    In favor: _____   Abstained: ______ 
 
Opposed:  
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ATTACHMENT 1 
ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON, INC. 


2007-2012 STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
I. Introduction 
 


A. Energy Trust 
 
The Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., began operating in March 2002, funded by revenues collected 
from customers of Pacific Power and Portland General Electric pursuant to a 1999 Oregon law 
(SB1149). Energy Trust invests these funds on behalf of customers to further electric energy 
conservation and efficiency, renewable energy development and energy market transformation. 
Energy Trust began operating natural gas efficiency programs for NW Natural in 2003 and for 
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation and Avista Corporation in 2006. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Proposed Energy Trust Mission Statement, Vision and Goals 
 


 
 Mission statement: 


To change how Oregonians produce and use energy by investing in efficient technologies 
and renewable resources that save dollars and protect the environment.  


 
Vision: 


Imagine meeting the future energy needs of Oregonians in a way that lowers energy cost, 
adds comfort to homes, strengthens our economy and leaves our environment healthier for 
generations to come. This will happen when we use energy efficiently and create renewable 
energy. The people at Energy Trust are committed to this future. 


 
 Goals: 


1.  Save 300 average megawatts of electricity. 
2.  Save 21 million annual therms of natural gas. 
3.  Help Oregonians meet 10 percent of their electric energy needs from renewable 


resources. 
4.  Expand participation by customers that have been hard to reach historically. 
5.  Help businesses to thrive by promoting energy efficiency and renewable energy.  
6.  Encourage Oregonians to integrate energy efficiency and renewable energy in daily life. 


 
 





